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Abstract

Background: Hand transcribing nutrient composition data from websites requires extensive human resources and is prone to
error. As a result, there are limited nutrient composition data on food prepared out of the home in the United Kingdom. Such data
are crucial for understanding and monitoring the out-of-home food environment, which aids policy making. Automated data
collection from publicly available sources offers a potential low-resource solution to address this gap.

Objective: In this paper, we describe the first UK longitudinal nutritional database of food prepared out of the home, MenuTracker.
As large chains will be required to display calorie information on their UK menus from April 2022, we also aimed to identify
which chains reported their nutritional information online in November 2021. In a case study to demonstrate the utility of
MenuTracker, we estimated the proportions of menu items exceeding recommended energy and nutrient intake (eg, >600 kcal
per meal).

Methods: We have collated nutrient composition data of menu items sold by large chain restaurants quarterly since March
2021. Large chains were defined as those with 250 employees or more (those covered by the new calorie labeling policy) or
belonging to the top 100 restaurants based on sales volume. We developed scripts in Python to automate the data collection
process from business websites. Various techniques were used to harvest web data and extract data from nutritional tables in PDF
format.

Results: Automated Python programs reduced approximately 85% of manual work, totaling 500 hours saved for each wave of
data collection. As of January 2022, MenuTracker has 76,405 records from 88 large out-of-home food chains at 4 different time
points (ie, March, June, September, and December) in 2021. In constructing the database, we found that one-quarter (24.5%,
256/1043) of large chains, which are likely to be subject to the United Kingdom’s calorie menu labeling regulations, provided
their nutritional information online in November 2021. Across these chains, 24.7% (16,391/66,295) of menu items exceeded the
UK government’s recommendation of a maximum of 600 kcal for a single meal. Comparable figures were 46.4% (29,411/63,416)
for saturated fat, 34.7% (21,964/63,388) for total fat, 17.6% (11,260/64,051) for carbohydrates, 17.8% (11,434/64,059) for sugar,
and 35.2% (22,588/64,086) for salt. Furthermore, 0.7% to 7.1% of the menu items exceeded the maximum daily recommended
intake for these nutrients.

Conclusions: MenuTracker is a valuable resource that harnesses the power of data science techniques to use publicly available
data online. Researchers, policy makers, and consumers can use MenuTracker to understand and assess foods available from
out-of-home food outlets. The methods used in development are available online and can be used to establish similar databases
elsewhere.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2022;8(9):e39033)   doi:10.2196/39033
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Introduction

The consumption of food prepared out of the home is increasing
worldwide. Eating outside of the home accounts for over half
of food expenditures in the United States [1], 34% in Spain [2],
and 27% in New Zealand [3]. In the United Kingdom, the
percentage of total food expenditure outside the home was 28%
in 2018/2019 [4]. In addition to dining out of the home, the
rapid expansion of online delivery services also facilitates the
consumption of food prepared outside the home. In an
international study, 15% of respondents reported online delivery
use [5]. The frequent consumption of food prepared out of the
home is a public health concern as it is typically high in energy,
salt, saturated fat, and sugar [6-11]. Frequent consumption of
these foods has been associated with a higher BMI and an
elevated risk of cardiovascular diseases [12,13].

The increasing frequency of eating out of the home makes food
prepared by these chains an important avenue for improving
population dietary quality. Internationally, decision makers are
developing policies that promote healthier out-of-home options.
The goal is to improve the out-of-home food environment and
ensure that “the healthy choice is the easy choice” [14,15]. In
the United Kingdom, for example, the government introduced
the mandatory calorie menu labeling policy as part of a wider
obesity strategy [16-18]. It requires large out-of-home food
chains with 250 employees or more to add calorie labeling to
menus for most of the food they sell starting from April 6, 2022
[17,19]. The effects of the policy may be not only to help
consumers make informed choices but also to incentivize
out-of-home chains to reformulate or provide healthier offerings
[20].

Despite progress in policy, there are limited data on the nutrient
composition of food prepared out of the home. As a recent
World Health Organization report highlighted, a lack of quality
data hinders the monitoring of the out-of-home food
environment, creating barriers and challenges for policy
development and evaluation [2]. With respect to the UK calorie
labeling policy, a longitudinal nutritional database of food
prepared out of the home is needed to investigate the direct
effects of this policy on menus (eg, healthier menu options) and
the overall effect on population dietary intake. In addition to
aiding policy evaluations, nutrient composition data for
out-of-home foods might also improve nutrient intake estimation
in epidemiology studies by incorporating brand-specific
information that is currently rarely included [21].

Many restaurants post nutritional information of their menu
items online, and this information can be valuable for research.
In the United States, a longitudinal restaurant nutritional
database, MenuStat, was established in 2013 using information
sourced from restaurant websites [22]. It has proven to be a
valuable resource for researchers to advance the understanding
of the restaurant food environment [23,24], assess changes in
restaurant foods over time [25-28], and evaluate the potential
impact of the calorie menu labeling policy in the United States

[29]. Elsewhere, similar nutritional data for food and drinks
prepared out of the home have been collected in New Zealand
[30], Australia [31], and Canada [32]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, these databases’nutritional data were manually
collected by researchers, and perhaps as a result, they have not
been updated regularly, if at all. Manual collection of restaurant
nutritional data by hand requires extensive human resources
and is prone to error.

Web scraping, or automated data extraction from websites,
provides an efficient, reliable, and flexible alternative to hand
transcribing website data [33,34]. In the United Kingdom, web
scraping has been used to establish a longitudinal nutritional
database—foodDB—of packaged foods sold in large
supermarkets [33]. Yet nutritional data are still limited for food
prepared out of the home, largely due to the heterogeneity of
how and what nutritional information is presented on
out-of-home chains’ websites.

This study presents MenuTracker, the first longitudinal
nutritional database, updated quarterly, of food prepared by
large out-of-home food chains in the United Kingdom. In the
future, we will use this database to describe and characterize
changes in the nutrient content of out-of-home foods over time,
to evaluate the effect of the calorie menu labeling policy, and
potentially to improve nutrient intake estimation in nutritional
epidemiology studies. In this paper, we aim to describe
MenuTracker and its data collection methods, identify gaps in
the presentation of nutritional information online, and
demonstrate an example application of MenuTracker in food
and nutrition research.

Methods

Overview
We have collated data on the nutritional composition of menu
items sold by large UK food businesses (likely to be subject to
the calorie labeling policy) from their websites quarterly since
March 2021. We automated this data collection using web
scraping techniques and PDF extraction tools. In the example
application of this data, we examined the proportion of menu
items exceeding recommended energy and nutrient intake values
for the UK population.

Out-of-Home Food Chain Inclusion Criteria
Out-of-home food chains were defined as any chain where food
or drink is prepared for immediate consumption by the person
who buys it [18]. Figure 1 shows inclusion criteria for
out-of-home food chains in MenuTracker. Essentially, two
sampling frames were used for MenuTracker. Sampling frame
one—the primary sampling frame—was a list of businesses that
were potentially relevant (ie, may serve food) to the UK calorie
menu labeling policy. In this study, we use the term business
to refer to the parent company and chain to refer to the brands
belonging to the businesses. We obtained the list from the Office
for National Statistics (ONS) in October 2020. This list
contained all businesses with Standard Industrial Classification
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(SIC) codes that indicated they might serve food (eg, “SIC
47.11: Retail sale in non-specialized stores with food, beverages
or tobacco predominating”) and their employee numbers. A full
list of included SIC codes included can be found in Multimedia
Appendix 1. We then filtered to businesses with 250 employees
or more and reviewed them to determine which of those
provided nutritional information online. If there were multiple
chains under one business, each chain was reviewed to
determine the availability of online nutritional information. For
example, under the business Mitchells & Butlers, there were
more than 10 different chains, including Sizzling Pubs, Vintage
Inns, Harvester, Ember Inns, and Toby Carvery. Each chain
was reviewed and included if the chain provided nutritional

information online. Sampling frame two—the supplementary
sampling frame—contained the top 100 UK restaurants based
on sales volume. Sales data were provided by Technomic, a
market research company specializing in the food service
industry, in 2013 [35]. This list of the top 100 food businesses
supplemented our primary sampling frame to capture all large
food businesses in the United Kingdom that may be eligible for
calorie labeling. Each of these listed businesses were reviewed
to determine whether they provided nutritional information
online and would thus be included. Both lists are reviewed
annually to check for changes in chains that provide nutritional
information online.

Figure 1. Out-of-home food chains inclusion criteria. SIC: Standard Industrial Classification.

Menu and Menu Item Inclusion Criteria
All out-of-home menu items with online nutritional information
were included in the data collection. In this paper, we used
“nutritional information” to refer to “energy and nutritional
information.” Menu item data were collected as they appeared
on websites. We collected the out-of-home food chain name,
menu item name, menu section, item description, serving size,
and nutritional information. Additionally, ingredient statements,
allergens, and dietary information (eg, vegetarian) were
extracted if available on the same page or in the same PDF
document.

When menus differed between locations (eg, Weatherspoon had
different food menus at different locations), the first listed
location in London was selected to represent the out-of-home
chain. If the chain did not have a presence in London, a random
location was selected. The same location for the chain was used
in different data collection waves. When an out-of-home chain
had different menus (eg, “Core” or “Delivery”), the main menu
(eg, “Core Menu” or “Main Menu”) was used. The children’s
menu and relevant promotional menus were also included in
addition to the main menu, where available. If the nutritional
document was last updated more than 3 years ago, it was deemed
invalid. Only 1 restaurant was excluded due to this criterion.

Menu items of different sizes and beverages with different
customization options were also included. For example,
beverages with multiple choices of milk (eg, oat milk, soy milk,
or whole milk) were entered as individual records, as well as
pizza of different sizes (eg, individual, medium, large, or XXL).
However, highly customizable menu items such as building
your own burritos can lead to a large number of possible
combinations. We collected the default customizations for these.
If there were no default customizations, meal components for
each menu item were collected and assigned an item ID for
future linkage.

Data Collection
Before MenuTracker data collection, we collected four waves
of data in a pilot study, which has been described in detail
elsewhere [36,37]. Using the sampling frames described above,
we used automated Python scripts to collect data for
MenuTracker proper beginning March 2021. The codebase was
developed from October 2020 to February 2021. Included chains
presented their nutritional information directly on web pages
or in separate downloadable PDF files. Despite the variations
in how this information could be shown on web pages (eg, some
were presented on individual item pages, while others were
presented as nutrition tables separate from the item page), the
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web scraping fundamentals were the same. Hence, we can
describe the web scraping method for all “web pages,”
irrespective of how the nutritional information was presented
(Figure 2).

For nutritional information presented in non–screen-readable
PDF format, we first used the “Scan & OCR” tool in Adobe
Acrobat to convert the PDF to be screen readable. We then used
the Python packages Tabula or Camelot to extract data tables
from PDFs. Both packages are designed to enable table
extraction from PDFs, with Camelot allowing for more user
customization and Tabula providing a more stable user interface
to select table boundaries. The choice of package depended on
the quality of output from these packages. In both packages,
two table parsing methods, “stream” and “lattice,” were
available. The “stream” parsing method estimates the number
of columns based on row ranges and table areas. It performed
better for PDF tables without clear boundaries and lines. The
“lattice” parsing method defines tables based on table lines. It
performed better for PDF tables with clear line segments. For
each chain, we randomly selected one menu item in our data
extract and compared to data on the website to ensure accuracy.
We also checked all outliers for energy and nutrient values (eg,
top/bottom 5%) in extracted data against websites.

Different data scraping methods were used to harvest nutritional
information from web pages. For simple,

non–JavaScript-rendered web pages, we used the Scrapy
framework in Python to extract data. Scrapy is a powerful and
highly customizable web scraping framework. However, the
Scrapy framework alone cannot gather data from websites
rendered by JavaScript. We used Selenium WebDriver within
the Scrapy framework in these instances. There were a few
websites where nutritional data were loaded through application
programming interface (API) requests. An API is built for
information retrieval, enabling data transmission between
software. For example, when a web page is being loaded, the
web server requests data from the company’s database/server
through the API. For websites where nutritional information
was loaded through an API (identified through the inspection
of developer tools in Chrome), we used the Python Request
library to pull data directly.

We abided by the UK ONS’s safe web scraping policy to
minimize the burden of our extraction on web site owners [38].
Additionally, we worked within what is allowed from a
copyright perspective. The UK government’s guidance on
copyright outlines several exceptions, including limited use of
copyright works for noncommercial research studies [39].
Scripts were checked quarterly and updated to accommodate
any changes in web site structures that may have occurred since
the previous scrape. The most up-to-date scripts are available
publicly on GitHub [40].

Figure 2. Restaurant Nutritional information formats and data collection tools. API: application programming interface; OCR: optical character
recognition.

Data Cleaning and Standardization
To address inconsistency in the portion size information for
pizzas prepared by large pizza chains such as Pizza Hut and
Papa John’s, we calculated the energy and nutrient values for
3 slices of pizza if an item was described as “large,” “family,”
“for sharing,” or “medium,” and the whole pizza if an item was
described as “small” or “individual.” This was in accordance
with the way Domino’s—the leading pizza chain in the United
Kingdom—presented the nutritional information on its pizzas.
We also saved the original energy and nutrient values for pizza
items.

The field names were also standardized for each out-of-home
food chain. For example, “sugar,” “sugar content,” and “sugars”
were all standardized as “sugar.” Operators in the nutrition
values were also removed before converting to numeric values.

As an example, “<0.05” was replaced with “0.05” for
conservative estimates. Nutrition values with “-” or blanks were
set to missing. All verbatim texts (including operators) were
stored in each restaurant’s data collection folder.

After standardization and data cleaning, we compiled all data
into one master file for each quarterly data collection.

Energy and Daily Nutrient Intake Values
For our example application of MenuTracker data, we estimated
the proportion of menu items exceeding the United Kingdom’s
per meal recommendations and daily reference intakes in 2021.
The daily reference intakes for an adult are 2000 kcal for energy,
less than 70 g for total fat, less than 20 g for saturated fat, 260
g for carbohydrates, 90 g for total sugars, and less than 6 g for
salt [41]. The reference intake values for energy and nutrients
are calculated based on an average female with an average
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amount of physical exercise. The UK government recommends
adults also consume no more than 600 kcal for lunch or dinner
[42]. Although there are no specific per meal recommendations
for other nutrients, it has been suggested that any meal
components should not exceed 30% of daily reference intake,
in line with the UK government guidelines [43]. As such, we
set the per meal recommendations for total fat, saturated fat,
carbohydrates, sugars, and salt at 30% of the daily reference
intakes, proportional to the energy recommendations. We used
all MenuTracker records collected in 2021 for this analysis.

Results

Availability of Calorie Information Among Large
Out-of-Home Food Chains
A total of 1043 businesses with 250 employees or more were
identified in October 2020. This represents a likely overestimate
of the number of businesses potentially eligible for the UK
calorie labeling policy (eg, not all “historical sites and buildings
and similar visitor attractions” in SIC 91.03 served food).
Among these 1043 businesses, 256 (24.5%) presented nutritional
information for their menu items (food prepared out of the
home) available online in November 2021. Companies operating
as franchisees of other businesses (n=196) typically serve the
same menu as provided by the franchisor. As such, data on
franchisees were not collected unless the main chain had not
been captured (n=3; eg, Taco Bell UK).

In total, 82 unique chains provided nutritional information online
using the main sampling frame in March 2021. The

supplementary sampling frame added 3 additional food chain
brands (ie, Papa John’s, PAUL, and Ben & Jerry’s). This gave
a total of 85 unique chains.

Data Collection Automation
In our pilot study, it was estimated to have taken one researcher
36 working days to collect and transcribe data from 42
out-of-home food chains in 2018 [44]. Using automated
programs written in Python, we were able to collect data from
around 85 food chains in about 10 working days. This is an 85%
reduction in hours, totaling approximately 500 hours, compared
to the manual transcription in 2018.

Descriptive Statistics
As shown in Table 1, a total of 85, 83, 79, and 81 out-of-home
food chain brands were included in MenuTracker across March,
June, September, and December 2021, respectively. A list of
all included chains as of March 2021 can be found in Multimedia
Appendix 2. The number of included food chains varied as some
out-of-home food chains stopped providing nutritional
information online while others started during 2021. Some
chains did not provide nutritional information for every menu
item listed. Among menu items with calorie information
(86.1-87.6% of all items identified), information on fat, saturated
fat, carbohydrates, sugars and salt were available for the majority
(94.6-97.5%). However, only 36.7%-42.4% of items with calorie
information had associated serving size information and around
half of them provided fibre information.

Table 1. MenuTracker 2021 data summary statistics.

December 2021September 2021June 2021March 2021

81798385Out-of-home chains, n

19,69819,39219,31018,005Menu items, n

Item-level availability

16,96916,88216,67815,766Energy, n

16,290 (96.0)16,069 (95.2)15,785 (94.6)15,244 (96.7)Fat, n (%)a

16,353 (96.4)16,028 (94.9)15,774 (94.6)15,261 (96.8)Saturated fat, n (%)a

16,539 (97.5)16,308 (96.6)16,021 (96.1)15,183 (96.3)Carbohydrates, n (%)a

16,519 (97.3)16,279 (96.4)16,028 (96.1)15,233 (96.6)Sugars, n (%)a

16,194 (95.4)16,078 (95.2)15,777 (94.6)15,160 (96.2)Protein, n (%)a

16,541 (97.5)16,357 (96.9)16,009 (96.0)15,179 (96.3)Salt, n (%)a

8229 (48.5)8750 (51.8)8367 (50.2)8167 (51.8)Fiber, n (%)a

6235 (36.7)7153 (42.4)6721 (40.3)6348 (40.3)Serving weight, n (%)a,b

aPercentage per items that provided calorie information.
bItems that provided serving size information directly or if the information can be calculated through nutrient per serving and nutrient density.

Proportion of Menu Items Exceeding Per Meal and
Daily Reference Intake
As shown in Figure 3, the largest proportion of any nutrient
exceeding allowances was saturated fat, where 46.4%

(29,411/63,416) of menu items exceeded per meal
recommendations and 7.1% (4523/63,416) exceeded the daily
reference intake. Proportions of menu items exceeding the per
meal recommendation for salt, total fat, energy, sugar,
carbohydrates were 35.2% (22,588/64,086), 34.7%
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(21,964/63,388), 24.7% (16,391/66,295), 17.8%
(11,434/64,059), and 17.6% (11,260/64,051), respectively.
Comparable figures for proportions of items exceeding daily
reference intakes were 0.7% (497/66,295) for energy, 3.6%

(2258/63,388) for total fat, 0.1% (75/64,051) for carbohydrates,
0.4% (245/64,059) for sugar, and 4.2% (2722/64,086) for salt.
Detailed proportions by different data collection waves can be
found in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Figure 3. Menu item energy and nutrient distributions.

Discussion

Summary of Findings
In this study, we described MenuTracker, the first longitudinal
nutritional database of food prepared by out-of-home food
chains in the United Kingdom who provided this information
online. As of December 2021, MenuTracker includes 76,405
menu item records from over 80 large out-of-home food chains,
collected across 4 time points. The database is semiautomated
and time stamped. In constructing the database, we found that
less than one-quarter of businesses that might be subject to a
calorie menu labeling policy in the United Kingdom had
presented menu item energy information on their websites as
of November 2021. Across chains that provided nutritional
information online, a large proportion of menu items did not
have associated serving weight or nutrient density information.
Using MenuTracker data, we found that more than one-third of
items available in the database were high in saturated fat, total
fat, or salt, and one-fourth were high in energy in comparison
to recommendations for a main meal.

Interpretation of Findings

Uniqueness of the Database
MenuTracker data represents a valuable resource for dietary
public health and nutrition research, as well as policy making
in this space. As it is regularly updated and data are time
stamped, it allows researchers and policy makers to track
nutritional composition changes in the UK out-of-home food
environment over time. The nutritional data contained are
harvested directly from the official websites of food chains in
a systematic fashion, ensuring accuracy. Among other potential

future applications, MenuTracker will enable the evaluation of
calorie menu labeling, assessments of the out-of-home food
environment, and refinement of nutrient estimation in nutritional
epidemiologic studies. In the UK policy context, few obesity
policies have been proposed with an evaluation plan and
MenuTracker data may facilitate policy evaluations [45].

Manual collection of nutritional composition data is
labor-intensive. In 2018 and 2019, researchers in our group
hand transcribed MenuTracker data annually. The automation
codebase reduced 85% of manual work hours, allowing us to
continue collecting MenuTracker data every quarter. We
currently have resources to continue to collect MenuTracker
data at least until spring 2023.

Out-of-Home Food Chains Nutrient Reporting in the
United Kingdom
In the United Kingdom, starting from April 6, 2022, the
mandatory calorie labeling policy is now in effect [19]. In this
study, we found less than one-quarter of potentially eligible
businesses posted calorie information on their websites in
November 2021. This is broadly consistent with a previous UK
study in 2018 where only 17% of large chains were found to
provide calorie labeling in store [46]. However, our calculated
percentage could be an underestimation, as some of these
out-of-home businesses could be exempt from the calorie menu
labeling policy (eg, seasonal items only), or they may not serve
food at all. Nonetheless, our results highlight a gap in nutrient
reporting for out-of-home chains before the regulations came
into effect, which may indicate the industry’s reluctance to
present this information voluntarily.

Notably, for out-of-home food chains that post nutritional
composition online, nutrient density (eg, kcal per 100 g)
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information (or serving weight, which would permit its
calculation) was missing for around 60% of items. As most
voluntary reduction programs (eg, for salt and sugar) set targets
based on nutrient density, this may prohibit monitoring and
evaluation of these initiatives [47,48]. Moreover, this
information is critical for identifying menu item
reformulations—a key potential impact of menu labeling
regulation—as any overall change in nutrient content may be
caused by reformulation or change in serving size. Without
serving size indicators, these possibilities cannot be
distinguished. Mandating the declaration of serving sizes
(alongside calorie information) could enable more
comprehensive evaluations of interventions targeting the
out-of-home food retail sector.

Example Use Cases of MenuTracker
In this study, we demonstrated an example application of
MenuTracker data. We used MenuTracker data to estimate the
proportions of menu items excessively high in energy and
nutrient content. The proportion of menu items exceeding the
per meal energy recommendation was broadly similar to that
previously reported in the United Kingdom [6,7]. Our results
also draw attention to other nutrients high in out-of-home food,
such as saturated fat and salt. Our data reaffirms that in 2021
food prepared by large out-of-home chains were high in energy
and nutrients such as sugars (for which intake should be limited).

In a recent paper, we demonstrated the feasibility of using
MenuTracker to monitor changes in the nutritional composition
of food prepared out of the home over time [36]. Elsewhere,
we used US MenuStat (equivalent to MenuTracker) data to draw
international comparisons in the nutritional composition of food
away from home [49]. These applications of MenuTracker
demonstrate its power as a research tool.

Limitations and Future Directions
While most of the MenuTracker data collection has been
automated, manual review and modification of code are still
needed at each wave of data collection. This need arises due to
two main issues: challenges of data extraction from PDF
documents and changing web site structures. PDF conversion
tools are imperfect and unable to correctly identify table
boundaries at times, which necessitates the manual checking of
results. Web site structures and design are also subject to change,
which requires the updating of paths for certain elements or the
rewriting of scripts. Currently, we monitor the changes in web
site structures each quarter to ensure the codebase works
properly for each data wave. However, as more chains start
providing nutritional information on their web pages, along
with advances in PDF conversion tools, full automation might
be achievable in the future. Alternatively, as the calorie labeling
regulations extend to third-party delivery platforms such as Just
Eat and Deliveroo, it would be less resource-intensive to collect
calorie information from these delivery platforms, compared to
80 individual websites. In the future, we may transition to
obtaining calorie information in this way. However, at this time,
information on other nutrients remains unavailable on these
platforms, meaning that such a transition would lead to loss of
the breadth of information.

MenuTracker itself is not without limitations. MenuTracker
focuses on large out-of-home food chains and does not include
energy and nutritional information from smaller chains or
independent businesses. However, the UK Government
estimates that these large chains make up 50% of all
out-of-home food and drink sales [18]. Additionally,
MenuTracker focuses on online menus from chains’ official
web sites, which may differ from the physical menus in-store
or on delivery platforms. This could be important, as throughout
the COVID-19 pandemic, use of online food delivery services
has increased worldwide [50,51]. Future research is needed to
understand potential differences between online menus from
chains’official web sites, in-store menus, and menus on delivery
service web sites. Moreover, chains and menu items with online
nutritional information may also have different characteristics
compared with those without. Future research could also explore
what types of chains and menu items are more likely to have
the full energy and nutritional information.

Another limitation relates to our sampling frame. The list of
food businesses we obtained was for October 2020, and
businesses are likely to have both been added to and dropped
from the list since then. To mitigate this concern, we will review
this list annually. However, there remains the possibility that
new large businesses have not been subsequently included in
MenuTracker. Moreover, the fact that only one-quarter of
businesses potentially eligible for the calorie labeling policy
provided nutritional information online undermines the market
coverage of MenuTracker. As the calorie labeling policy is now
in effect, MenuTracker will be expanded to include new
out-of-home food chains that start providing relevant
information—although this may well be limited to energy
information only. Moreover, MenuTracker relies on
self-reporting of nutritional information by chains, which may
not be entirely accurate. However, we believe that these large
chains have the incentive to provide accurate nutritional
information. Lastly, the nutritional information presented on
chain web sites may be outdated. It was difficult for us to
determine when and how nutritional information was obtained
for each chain if no time stamp was provided.

In addition to the inclusion of new businesses and potentially
obtaining data from delivery platforms, MenuTracker will
benefit in the future from the development of machine learning
models for the categorization of menu items and automated
linkage. This will allow category-specific (eg, food and drinks)
tracking of energy and nutrient content over time while saving
hundreds of hours of manual labeling for each data wave. We
piloted a record linkage process in our recent paper, which was
used to track energy and nutrient changes for the same set of
menu items over time [36]. We plan to refine this technique and
implement record linkage in existing and future MenuTracker
data.

Conclusions
Using data science techniques, we established MenuTracker, a
valuable database for researchers and policy makers to
understand and assess foods available from large chains in the
United Kingdom who provide this information online. In
constructing the database, we found less than one-quarter of
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chains potentially eligible for the calorie labeling policy
provided nutritional information online, and serving size
information was missing for a large proportion of menu items
in 2021. This may present challenges for monitoring the
out-of-home food environment. This study also adds to the

growing body of evidence suggesting that foods prepared out
of the home are high in saturated fat, total fat, and salt in the
United Kingdom. The methods used in development are
available online and can be used to establish similar databases
elsewhere.
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Abstract

Background: Disease surveillance is a critical function of public health, provides essential information about the disease burden
and the clinical and epidemiologic parameters of disease, and is an important element of effective and timely case and contact
tracing. The COVID-19 pandemic demonstrates the essential role of disease surveillance in preserving public health. In theory,
the standard data formats and exchange methods provided by electronic health record (EHR) meaningful use should enable rapid
health care data exchange in the setting of disruptive health care events, such as a pandemic. In reality, access to data remains
challenging and, even if available, often lacks conformity to regulated standards.

Objective: We sought to use regulated interoperability standards already in production to generate awareness of regional bed
capacity and enhance the capture of epidemiological risk factors and clinical variables among patients tested for SARS-CoV-2.
We described the technical and operational components, governance model, and timelines required to implement the public health
order that mandated electronic reporting of data from EHRs among hospitals in the Chicago jurisdiction. We also evaluated the
data sources, infrastructure requirements, and the completeness of data supplied to the platform and the capacity to link these
sources.

Methods: Following a public health order mandating data submission by all acute care hospitals in Chicago, we developed the
technical infrastructure to combine multiple data feeds from those EHR systems—a regional data hub to enhance public health
surveillance. A cloud-based environment was created that received ELR, consolidated clinical data architecture, and bed capacity
data feeds from sites. Data governance was planned from the project initiation to aid in consensus and principles for data use.
We measured the completeness of each feed and the match rate between feeds.

Results: Data from 88,906 persons from CCDA records among 14 facilities and 408,741 persons from ELR records among 88
facilities were submitted. Most (n=448,380, 90.1%) records could be matched between CCDA and ELR feeds. Data fields absent
from ELR feeds included travel histories, clinical symptoms, and comorbidities. Less than 5% of CCDA data fields were empty.
Merging CCDA with ELR data improved race, ethnicity, comorbidity, and hospitalization information data availability.

Conclusions: We described the development of a citywide public health data hub for the surveillance of SARS-CoV-2 infection.
We were able to assess the completeness of existing ELR feeds, augment those feeds with CCDA documents, establish secure
transfer methods for data exchange, develop a cloud-based architecture to enable secure data storage and analytics, and produce
dashboards for monitoring of capacity and the disease burden. We consider this public health and clinical data registry as an
informative example of the power of common standards across EHRs and a potential template for future use of standards to
improve public health surveillance.
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Introduction

Since the emergence of SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes
COVID-19, in Wuhan, China [1], a global pandemic was
declared in 2020 [2], and widespread and sustained transmission
was observed across the United States. As of March 23, 2022,
there were 79,621,004 cases and 971,422 deaths in the United
States [3].

Disease surveillance is a critical function of public health in the
United States. It provides essential information about the disease
burden and the clinical and epidemiologic parameters of disease
and is an important element to conduct effective and timely
case investigations. In addition to individual and aggregated
patient data, the pandemic has required careful monitoring of
health care capacity and utilization to ensure clinical care needs
are met, especially in times of surges of cases that have strained
capacity; ongoing surveillance of case counts can aid this need
to be met

Support for the public health functions of the surveillance and
epidemiology of diseases has been embedded in key national
informatics initiatives in the United States for nearly 2 decades
through federal programs and mandates. These efforts have
included syndromic surveillance [4], electronic laboratory
reporting (ELR) [5] in the meaningful use program [6] (the
program in which health systems were empowered to implement
electronic health records [EHRs] through multiple federal
incentives), and the growth of the National Healthcare Safety
Network (NHSN) [7]. These programs created linkages between
hospitals, commercial laboratories, and public health across the
United States that collect and organize data, often through EHR
and order workflows in order to improve the timeliness and
completeness of reporting.

In theory, the standard data formats and exchange methods
provided by the meaningful use program should enable rapid
health care data exchange in the setting of disruptive health care
events, such as a pandemic. In reality, access to data remains
challenging and, even if available, often lacks conformity to
regulated standards [8]. The current COVID-19 pandemic
revealed gaps in data liquidity (ie, data entered into a system at
1 point should be usable at other points downstream in the
system) and difficulty in quickly gathering information by key
stakeholders, such as policy makers and public health authorities
[9].

In the early phase of the pandemic, the Chicago Department of
Public Health (CDPH) and health systems in Chicago tried to
address 2 major challenges: first, the ability to efficiently submit
necessary clinical data elements for SARS-CoV-2–tested
patients, and second, the ability to capture aggregated capacity
data for resource planning in an administratively efficient
manner. Despite significant EHR investments among the city’s
hospitals and health systems, the inability of EHR systems to

automate delivery of important data elements to public health
surveillance systems meant that providers and health systems
had to manually enter data into the public health reporting
system. However, the high volume of patients and significant
work demands on health systems limited timely and complete
manual data entry. As the pandemic unfolded, multiple agencies
requested bed and surge capacity information, including the
NHSN, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),
the National Guard, and the Illinois Department of Public Health
(IDPH), all with slightly varying data element definitions
(Multimedia Appendix 1). Locally, an important aspect of
capturing the resource capacity data was to monitor the surge
capacity and assist with coordination of resources. The multiple
reporting requirements, varying definitions, and limited
mechanisms for automated, real-time submission of key resource
metrics, such as bed capacities, raised concern about the ability
to locally monitor the resource capacity across our systems.

In response to these challenges, the CDPH issued a public health
order requiring electronic data sharing and partnered with the
Rush University Medical Center to leverage existing health
information technology (HIT) infrastructure for COVID-19 to
develop a platform for data exchange. In this paper, we describe
the technical and operational components, governance model,
and timelines required to implement the public health order that
mandated electronic reporting of data from EHRs among
hospitals in the Chicago jurisdiction. We also evaluate the data
sources, infrastructure requirements, and the completeness of
data supplied to the platform and the capacity to link these
sources. As an example of clinically relevant fields of interest
for reporting, we compared available fields in data feeds to the
Human Infection with 2019 Novel Coronavirus Case Report
(also referred to as the COVID-19 Persons Under Investigation
[PUI] Form) [10]. Finally, we reflect on success factors that
enabled the rapid implementation of data sharing in the region.

Methods

Setting
This project was conducted by the CPDH in partnership with
the Rush University Medical Center, which was made a
third-party agent of the CDPH to develop and support the
analytics and provide the infrastructure to support the data
collection.

Public Health Notice
On April 6, 2020, the CDPH issued public health order 2020-4
requiring hospitals in Chicago to share EHR data with the CDPH
[9] for all patients tested for SARS-CoV-2. The order outlined
a constrained set of data to be submitted for all
SARS-CoV-2–tested patients. This order was disseminated
through the CDPH’s clinical Health Alert Network (HAN),
posted on the department’s website, and shared with city hospital
leadership on calls. The CDPH constituted a governance
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committee comprising medical directors and informaticists from
hospital systems in Chicago, Illinois.

Data Feeds
ELR feeds were accessed from the Illinois National Electronic
Disease Surveillance System (I-NEDSS) to provide baseline
information on laboratory-confirmed cases in the city. As a
result of meaningful use mandates, each positive test result for
COVID-19 obtained from diagnostic laboratories and present
in EHRs was being sent to I-NEDSS. These feeds contained
records of patient demographics, test name, results, and dates
of service and were being submitted by 88 facilities. To meet
public health order 2020-4, Chicago hospitals were provided
with multiple mechanisms to submit consolidated clinical data
architecture (CCDA) records for SARS-CoV-2–tested patients.
This included (1) a report via a secure mailbox that used the
DIRECT protocol [11], a recognized data standard by the Office
of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology
(ONC) for the 1-way transmission of EHRs to a centralized
instance of the Epic EHR [12] for the city, or (2) a report directly
to the CDPH’s instance of the Microsoft Azure cloud [13] via
DIRECT or an application programming interface (API), which
could receive and accept the CCDA records. In either case, the
CCDAs were parsed into a database within a dedicated tenant
in Azure for analytics. Additionally, a third data set of NHSN
patient safety and hospital capacity was included, where
hospitals were asked to either enter into a Research Electronic
Data Capture (REDCap) database or send electronically to the
Azure tenant. All data feeds were operational data (ie, used for
purposes of public health reporting or obtained from electronic
records used in patient care) and contained protected health
information (PHI).

Technical Evaluation
At the project start, we developed the requirements of a solution
to collect data from sites and produced the required analytics.
At the start of this project, the accepted method for COVID-19
case-related data to be submitted to health departments was the
Person Under Investigation (PUI) surveillance form. These
forms were available as paper forms or via survey instruments
hosted on a RedCap survey tool by the IDPH. Entry was
time-consuming and often incomplete due to clinical burdens.
Responsibility for form completion rested with infection control
practitioners or clinical staff and was considered neither timely
nor complete due to competing tasks for these individuals. We
evaluated the gap between the existing COVID-19 PUI form
fields and the electronic data elements available in federal
standard–based data feeds and developed a crosswalk of

reporting requirements to ensure that the data set could function
as a reporting gateway for sites and reduce the burden of
reporting. Feeds evaluated were ELR, CCDA, and Fast
Healthcare Interoperability Resource (FHIR, pronounced as
fire) fields. Missingness and usefulness were evaluated among
CCDA and ELR feeds. Missingness refers to whether data are
present in the field. Usefulness refers to clean and complete
information in the data field. Data were labeled not useful if
any of the following were present in their respective fields:
“unknown” in race, ethnicity, or other string fields; the presence
of PO boxes, unknown, homeless, or not applicable (N/A) for
an address; the absence of a telephone number, an implausible
number (eg, 111-1111 or 999-999-9999), or not enough numbers
for the phone number; and less than 5 digits or 99999, 00000,
or text (eg, “UUUUU”) for zip codes. Records were
deduplicated using name and date of birth. The record match
rate between CCDA and ELR data feeds was assessed: a
deterministic match process using an exact match of characters
in 12 different combinations (“keys”) of last name, first name,
and date of birth was implemented, which has been shown to
have efficacy in matching using surveillance registries [14]. We
did not attempt to resolve close matches. For the 3 fields
demonstrating the most missing or low-quality data (ie, race,
ethnicity, and telephone number), we examined the additional
completeness to ELR feeds by augmenting with CCDA data;
this was accomplished by using complete and useful data when
ELR feeds were missing for an individual person.

Ethics
This investigation was part of the ongoing public health response
to COVID-19. This activity was reviewed by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and was conducted
consistent with applicable federal law and CDC policy (see, eg,
45 C.F.R. part 46.102(l)(2); 21 C.F.R. part 56; 42 U.S.C.
§241(d); 5 U.S.C. §552a; 44 U.S.C. §3501 et seq.).

Results

State Surveillance System Baseline Reporting
In Chicago, a significant proportion of reported cases of
SARS-CoV-2 infections are reported through ELR. As of June
30, 2020, ELR alone provided 73.7% of cases, while ELR
combined with other modalities (eg, submission of a case report
from a hospital or health care provider to I-NEDSS) accounted
for 94% of reported cases. ELR data reported key fields
requested in the COVID-19 PUI form (Table 1) but not all; data
fields routinely absent from ELR feeds included travel histories,
clinical symptoms, and comorbidities.
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Table 1. Crosswalk table to compare coverage of Human Infection with 2019 Novel Coronavirus Case Report form fields and ELRa, the CCDAb, and

FHIRc.

Covered in other
data sourcesCovered in FHIRCovered in ELRCovered in CCDACDCd PUIe form field

What is the current status of this person?

N/AYesN/AgYes (lab test and result
information)

PUI: testing pendingf

N/AYesN/AYes (lab test and result
information)

PUI: tested negativef

N/AN/AN/AN/APresumptive case (positive local test): confirmatory testing
pending

N/AN/AN/AN/APresumptive case (positive local test): confirmatory tested
negative

N/AYesYesYesLaboratory-confirmed case

N/AN/AN/AN/AReport date of PUI to CDC

N/AN/AN/AN/AReport date of case to CDC

N/AYesYesYesCounty of residence

N/AYesYesYesState of residence

N/AYesYesYesEthnicity

N/AYesYesYesRace

N/AYesYesYesSex

N/AYesYesYesDate of birth

N/AYesYesYesAge

ADTh or Census
data

YesN/AYesWas the patient hospitalized? Date?

ADT or Census
data

YesN/AN/AWas the patient admitted to the ICUi?

Custom reportN/AN/AN/ADid the patient receive mechanical ventilation (MV) or intuba-
tion? Days of MV?

Custom reportN/AN/AN/ADid the patient receive extracorporeal membrane oxygenation
(ECMO)?

ADTYesN/AYesDid the patient die as a result of this illness? Date?

N/AYesYesYesDate of first positive specimen collection

N/AYesN/AYesDid the patient develop pneumonia?

N/AYesN/AYesDid the patient have acute respiratory distress syndrome?

N/AN/AN/AN/ADid the patient have another diagnosis/etiology for their illness?

N/AYesfN/AN/ADid the patient have an abnormal chest X-ray?

N/AN/AN/AN/ASymptoms present during course of illness: (symptomatic/asymp-
tomatic/unknown)

N/AN/AN/AN/ASymptom onset date

N/AN/AN/AN/ASymptom resolution date

N/AN/AN/AN/AIs the patient a health care worker in the United States?

N/AN/AN/AN/ADoes the patient have a history of being in a health care facility
(as a patient worker or visitor) in China?

In the 14 days prior to illness onset, did the patient have any of the following exposures (check all that apply)?

N/AN/AN/AN/ATravel to Wuhan

N/AN/AN/AN/ATravel to Hubei

N/AN/AN/AN/ATravel to mainland China/other non-US country
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Covered in other
data sourcesCovered in FHIRCovered in ELRCovered in CCDACDCd PUIe form field

N/AN/AN/AN/ACommunity contact with another lab-confirmed COVID-
19 case

N/AN/AN/AN/AAny health care contact with another lab-confirmed
COVID-19 case (patient/visitor/health care worker [HCW])

N/AN/AN/AN/AExposure to a cluster of patients with severe acute lower
respiratory distress of unknown etiology

N/AN/AN/AN/AHousehold contact with another lab- confirmed COVID-
19 case

N/AN/AN/AN/AAnimal exposure

N/AN/AN/AN/AIf the patient had contact with another COVID-19 case,
was this person a US case?

Under what process was the PUI or case first identified (check all that apply)?

N/AYesfN/AN/AClinical evaluation leading to PUI determination

N/AN/AN/AN/AContact tracing of the patient

N/AN/AN/AN/ARoutine surveillance

N/AN/AN/AN/AEpidemic Information Exchange (EpiX) notification of
travelers, if checked

N/AN/AN/AN/AUnknown

N/AN/AN/AN/AOther (specify)

Symptoms

N/AYesfN/AN/AFever >100.4°F (38°C)

N/AYesfN/AN/ASubjective fever (felt feverish)

N/AYesfN/AN/AChills

N/AYesfN/AN/AMuscle aches (myalgia)

N/AYesfN/AN/ARunny nose (rhinorrhea)

N/AYesfN/AN/ASore throat

N/AYesfN/AN/ACough (new onset or worsening of chronic cough)

N/AYesfN/AN/AShortness of breath (dyspnea)

N/AYesfN/AN/ANausea or vomiting

N/AYesfN/AN/AHeadache

N/AYesfN/AN/AAbdominal pain

N/AYesfN/AN/ADiarrhea (≥3 loose/looser-than-normal stools/24-hour peri-
od)

N/AN/AN/AOther

Pre-existing medical conditions

N/AYesN/AYesChronic lung disease (asthma/emphysema/chronic obstruc-
tive pulmonary disease [COPD])

N/AYesN/AYesDiabetes mellitus

N/AYesN/AYesCardiovascular disease

N/AYesN/AYesChronic renal disease

N/AYesN/AYesChronic liver disease

N/AYesN/AYesImmunocompromised condition

N/AYesN/AYesNeurologic/neurodevelopmental intellectual disability
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Covered in other
data sourcesCovered in FHIRCovered in ELRCovered in CCDACDCd PUIe form field

N/AYesN/AYesOther chronic diseases

N/AN/AN/AN/AIf female, currently pregnant

N/AYesN/AYesCurrent smoker

N/AYesN/AYesFormer smoker

N/AYesN/AYesRespiratory diagnostic testing test (respiratory virus testing
panel information)

Specimens for COVID-19 testing

N/AN/AN/AN/ANasopharyngeal swab/oropharyngeal swab/sputum/other
(specify)

aELR: electronic laboratory reporting.
bCCDA: consolidated clinical document architecture.
cFHIR: Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources.
dCDC: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
ePUI: Person Under Investigation.
fIf notes are shared through FHIR.
gN/A: not applicable.
hADT: admission, discharge, and transfer.
iICU: intensive care unit.

Response to the Public Health Notice
On April 6, 2020, Public Health Order 2020-4 was shared via
the HAN in Chicago with all eligible institutions (ie, health
systems within the Chicago City borders). The order mandated
the sharing with the CDPH of 3 main data types: (1) ELR feeds
of SARS-CoV-2–tested individuals, which were an existing
state mandate; (2) CCDA records from hospitals for
SARS-CoV-2–tested patients; and (3) NHSN capacity module
reporting, which was asked to be sent centrally to the CDPH.
These data were requested to be sent at a minimum once per
day by 10:00 a.m. US Central Time. Sites also provided contact
information for key Rush University Medical Center personnel
who were leading the implementation. A series of calls with
hospital technical staff were conducted by the Rush University
Medical Center chief information officer to introduce the project,
review the rationale, and describe technical approaches.

An Azure-hosted and isolated environment was established,
with 5 individual modalities for connectivity, all feeding into a
centralized data hub from more than 40 organizations and
hundreds of thousands of transactions per week. Over the next
30 days, all sites were approached to initiate data sharing; a
CDPH data governance committee comprising chief medical
officers and chief medical informatics officers from select
institutions was created through which issues could be discussed
and additional roadmaps could be generated; collaboration with
Epic and Cerner EHR developers was established and
mechanisms for enterprise scale sharing created; and data were
sent centrally to the CDPH Azure instance.

Technical Architecture
An overview of the technical architecture of the project is shown
in Figure 1 and was designed to maximize security and privacy
of data, keeping the CDPH at the center of data use. At a high
level, because of the tools from meaningful use adoption,

connections existed between stakeholders in the system, which
could support secure file sharing with the ability to choose
records based on criteria. These tools included (1)
standard-based representation of clinical data (eg, CCDA), (2)
secure methods of data transport both within and external to
EHR systems (eg, CareEverywhere within Epic, DIRECT
mailboxes, and API-based authenticated pathways), and (3)
existing implementation of complex public health rules within
EHRs to identify cases and submit to public health (eg, ELR).
Limited mapping of semantic content was required because data
shared between health systems and public health used CCDA
and Health Level Seven International (HL7) meaningful use
standards, with content mapped to standard vocabularies before
submission. Vocabularies used were HL7 race, gender, and
ethnicity categories; International Classification of Diseases,
Tenth Revision (ICD-10) and Current Procedural Terminology
(CPT) codes for diagnoses and procedures; and Logical
Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) for lab test
names. The cloud-based environment was Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) certified, and data
were encrypted at rest and in transit. DIRECT mailboxes
leveraged certificate-based encryption, and API pathways used
hypertext transfer protocol secure (https).

A cloud-based environment was created that was totally isolated
from the Rush University Medical Center EHR instance and
patient records. This environment was built to support over 40
organizations within the city of Chicago and designed to scale
across public health departments.

ELR data feeds were the most straightforward to use in the
model, as existing connections between hospital systems were
present for communicable disease reporting. Hospitals were
required to implement new logic at the outset of SARS-CoV-2
infections in Chicago to identify and report lab-identified cases
of COVID-19 to the CDPH and tested patients as those are
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PUIs. ELR feeds are submitted to the state public health agency,
which makes these available to the CDPH and local health
departments.

To isolate data, the Rush University Medical Center created an
isolated Azure Data Repository, including Microsoft Azure
SQL Warehouse, and a CosmosDB for survey forms data was
created. We found that not all cross-enterprise document sharing
(XDS) and DIRECT messages could avoid our EHR instance,
so we needed to identify a way to enforce separation of data.

We addressed this by pulling data from the Epic staging area.
In addition, infrastructure components were created that included
an XDS service server, DIRECT message communication, a
continuity of care document (CCD) to the FHIR service, and
integration with Epic via a community health aggregator. Google
Apigee handled the API layer, and services were handled behind
Apigee for token control. Data collection via manual entries
was handled via REDCap forms with integration via the API
into the Azure environment.

Figure 1. High-level architecture of the CDPH data hub CCDA submission options. API: application programming interface; CCD: continuity of care
document; CCDA: consolidated clinical data architecture; CDPH: Chicago Department of Public Health; sFTP: secure file transfer protocol; TS: technical
services; XDS: cross-enterprise document sharing.

Governance
Data governance was planned from the project beginning to aid
in consensus and principles for data use. Although the local
health department, with its public health orders, was a necessary
recipient and data user, participants recognized the value of a
larger sharing initiative, plus site participation to engage on use
cases and mechanisms to leverage the information. The
governance committee comprised the chief medical officer
(CMO), the chief medical informatics officer (CMIO), or the
technical lead from each of the 12 sites. These leaders also
brought content and guidance back to site participants and
sought to bridge varying degrees of internal technical
capabilities among systems. The committee met weekly and
helped to build trust among participating sites. General
principles were modeled after rules implemented for use of
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) data [15]
and were established among sites through this committee. These
principles were:

• Openness: promoting and facilitating the open sharing of
knowledge about COVID-19 data

• Communication: promoting partnerships across the region
to eliminate duplication of effort, a source of truth for
regional data that may enable reducing administrative
burden, and a valuable regional and national resource

• Accountability: ensuring compliance with approved data
management principles and policies and understanding the
objectives of current and future strategic or programmatic
initiatives and how they impact, or are impacted by, existing
data management principles and policies and current privacy
and security protocols

Reporting of Bed, Supply, and Clinical Capacity
Metrics mandated for reporting to multiple agencies and groups
for Chicago hospitals at the time of the hub creation are shown
in Multimedia Appendix 1. In this inventory, over 100 measures
to 4 systems were required: the NHSN, EMResource, FEMA,
and the Illinois National Guard. The systems measure bed usage,
emergency department (ED) usage, ventilator usage, supply
usage and need, and laboratory testing. Of note, 57 different
bed usage measures alone exist among the 4 systems. Although
metrics shown had similar definitions, these still require separate
administrative efforts for the data collection and reporting.As
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of July 31, 2020, 14 hospitals in Chicago were reporting data
to the hub. For bed capacity reporting, 7 were reporting NHSN
data through manual data submission, 2 were reporting through
electronic queries from their EHRs with electronic submission
to the hub, and 14 were submitting to EMResource.

Completeness of Reporting via ELR and the CCDA
Data from 86,499 persons from CCDA records among 14
facilities and 408,741 persons from ELR records among 88
facilities were submitted, representing records meeting criteria
to be reported under the public health order. Table 2 shows the
volume and completeness of data feeds related to COVID-19,
as obtained from CCDA and ELR feeds. Patients with records
in these feeds were those diagnosed through reverse
transcription–polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) testing with
a Chicago address through July 31, 2020. For those individuals
with more than 1 test reported, data were deduplicated. Among
individuals with CCDA records submitted, 11,491 (13.3%) had
a positive test compared to 53,968 (13.2%) among ELR feeds.

We examined CCDA and ELR data fields for completeness
defined as a populated (ie, nonmissing) data field and usefulness
defined as clean, complete information in a data field. CCDA
data provided an improvement in the quality of data available
for surveillance. ELR feeds had gaps in the usability or quality
of race and ethnicity data (race: n=382,097, 93.5%, nonmissing
and n=215,273, 52.7%, useful; ethnicity: n=333,122, 81.5%,
nonmissing and n=165,715, 49.7%, useful). The CCDA was
highly complete with <5% missing information in data fields
for all records types except for patient phone numbers. In

addition, 99.2% of CCDA data was nonmissing for both race
(n=85,794) and ethnicity (n=85,799), and 82.5% of CCDA data
was useful for race (n=71,345) and 79.2% for ethnicity
(n=68,507). The CCDA, although covering fewer records, also
had information related to encounters and hospitalization, and
the presence of comorbidities.

CCDA and ELR data feeds were matched by name and date of
birth among 90.6% (n=78,378) of patients in the CCDA field.
With matching, some improvement in data completeness for
the 3 most incomplete fields was noted for ELR data: race,
ethnicity, and telephone number. Of the 78,378 matched CCDA
and ELR feeds, ELR race data alone improved from 79.4% to
88.5% (n=62,232-69,365) useful data with the CCDA, while
ELR ethnicity data alone improved from 58.2% to 86.7%
(n=45,616-67,954) with the CCDA. Telephone number data
were 78.6% (n=321,121) complete in ELR; combining the
CCDA and ELR improved completeness to 80.0% (n=326,993).
In addition, for the matched set, complete hospitalization and
comorbidity information was present.

For presentation, data were displayed on a dashboard available
for CDPH analysts, via the Microsoft Azure Power BI platform,
and are shown in Figure 2. Data from the dashboard were shared
to contributing hospitals over a business intelligence portal
hosted by the Rush University Medical Center and via email of
bed capacity reports and analytic descriptions of case counts by
subgroup. Bed capacity reports aligned with bed types listed in
Multimedia Appendix 1: critical care versus general medical,
and overall capacity versus COVID-19 utilization.
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Table 2. Completeness of data submitted via the CCDAa and ELRb.

ELR data (N=408,741), n (%)CCDA data (N=86,499), n (%)Data field

53,968 (13.2)11,491 (13.3)Lab-confirmed SARS-CoV-2

Facility name/reporting lab

408,737 (100.0)86,499 (100.0)Nonmissing

408,463 (99.9)86,499 (100.0)Useful

Patient first name

408,732 (100.0)86,499 (100.0)Nonmissing

408,717 (100.0)86,499 (100.0)Useful

Patient last name

408,732 (100.0)86,499 (100.0)Nonmissing

408,718 (100.0)86,497 (100.0)Useful

Patient date of birth

408,270 (99.9)86,489 (100.0)Nonmissing

407,730 (99.9)86,480 (100.0)Useful

Patient sex (male/female/unknown)

408,540 (100.0)86,416 (99.9)Nonmissing

398,590 (97.5)86,405 (99.9)Useful

Patient race

382,097 (93.5)85,794 (99.2)Nonmissing

215,273 (52.7)71,345 (82.5)Useful

Patient ethnicity

333,122 (81.5)85,799 (99.2)Nonmissing

165,715 (49.7)68,507 (79.2)Useful

Patient address

385,073 (94.2)86,498 (100.0)Nonmissing

384,000 (93.9)85,471 (98.8)Useful

Patient city

408,741 (100.0)86,499 (100.0)Nonmissing

408,741 (100.0)86,499 (100.0)Useful

Patient zip code

408,026 (99.8)86,377 (99.9)Nonmissing

407,918 (99.8)86,375 (99.9)Useful

Patient home or cell phonec

321,121 (78.6)20,712 (23.9)Nonmissing

319,974 (78.3)20,712 (23.9)Useful

Test name (open text field)

408,694 (100.0)86,499 (100.0)Nonmissing

408,694 (100.0)86,499 (100.0)Useful

Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC)

408,741 (100.0)0Nonmissing

408,727 (100.0)0Useful

Test results (raw feed/open text field)
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ELR data (N=408,741), n (%)CCDA data (N=86,499), n (%)Data field

405,650 (99.2)55,783 (64.5)Nonmissing

396,110 (96.9)55,235 (62.1)Useful

Test results (interpreted from open text fieldc)

408,741 (100.0)86,499 (100.0)Nonmissing

408,741 (100.0)86,499 (100.0)Useful

Test date

408,046 (99.8)83,999 (97.1)Nonmissing

408,046 (99.8)83,999 (97.1)Useful

Hospitalization (yes/no)d

086,499 (100.0)Nonmissing

086,499 (100.0)Useful

Comorbidities

086,499 (100.0)Nonmissing

086,499 (100.0)Useful

aCCDA: consolidated clinical document architecture.
bELR: electronic laboratory reporting.
cCCDA completeness represents at least 1 phone number from either the home or cell data fields; the ELR feed has 1 phone field, so home and fields
cell are not differentiated. “Nonmissing” refers to a populated data field. “Useful” refers to clean, complete information in a data field. Data were labeled
not useful if any of the following were present in their respective fields: “unknown” in race, ethnicity, address, or other string fields; for address, the
presence of PO boxes, unknown, homeless, or N/A; for phone, an implausible number (eg, 111-1111 or 999-999-9999), or less than 10 numbers; and
for zip code, less than 5 digits or 99999, 00000, or letters (eg, “UUUUU”).

Figure 2. Epidemiologic dashboards for assessment of outbreak, CDPH data hub. CDPH: Chicago Department of Public Health.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this report, we described the development of a citywide public
health data hub for the surveillance of SARS-CoV-2 infection
in Chicago, Illinois. We were able to assess the completeness
of existing ELR feeds, augment these feeds with CCDA
documents, establish secure transfer methods for data exchange,
develop a cloud-based architecture to enable secure data storage

and analytics, and produce meaningful dashboards for the
monitoring of capacity and disease burden.

An underlying need in public health that drove our work was
an aim to improve the automation, completeness, and usefulness
of data submitted to public health agencies. The work builds
on the known utility of ELR with improved data quality. ELR,
or the submission electronically of laboratory tests to a public
health department through implementation of business logic for
detection, has been found in multiple studies to improve the
timeliness and completeness of reporting [16-20] at potentially
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lower costs [21]. A review prior to widespread electronic
reporting use found that despite legal mandates for reporting,
passive surveillance yielded completeness rates of 23%-81%
for communicable diseases with higher rates for active
surveillance [22] and timeliness of reporting between 10 and
13 days after laboratory result dates [23]. ELR systems have
improved the reporting of data to public health for surveillance,
with the volume and timeliness of reporting improving
2.3-4.4-fold and 3.8-7.9 days earlier, respectively [24]. ELR
has been a major advance in that it can improve the
completeness of reporting over what is found through passive
surveillance [21,25].

ELR data have been hampered by ongoing issues with
completeness. In prior reports, ELR data have been found to
vary in their completeness: the completeness of fields reported
via ELR within basic HL7 v2.x messages ranges from 38%
(race) to 98% (date of birth) [25]. To increase completeness,
improvements have been proposed: (1) increase in mandatory
fields in ELR HL7 v2.x messages [24]; (2) augmenting of ELR
feeds with data from a health information exchange, which
improves completeness for race to 60% [25]; and (3) electronic
case report forms that are completed through either automated
data capture or manual completion [26]. Significant limitations
in case reporting have been identified during the COVID-19
pandemic, including limited data on key variables such as age,
race/ethnicity, hospitalization, and intensive care unit (ICU)
status [27].

We also found that ELR data do not provide all the information
needed for adequate case investigation. Demographic and risk
factor information may not be complete in the HL7 feeds for
ELR, and case report forms continue to play a critical role in
the work of public health practice. Additionally, comorbid
conditions, a significant predictor of disease outcome, are not
captured. We found that CCDA data have a broader set of
clinical fields and have the advantage of providing valuable
comorbidity information. Although only small improvements
in completeness were achieved, a high match rate to ELR data
makes the CCDA a compelling addition to ELR to improve the
analytic power of public health data sets. The CCDA had some
fields that remained incomplete, indicating that data capture
and sharing at the source remain crucial issues for use of these
data.

Initiatives to standardize and automate case report form
completion have been developed [28] and piloted [29], which
have shown promise at reducing the time to complete reporting.
Similar to our results, others have found that health information
exchanges show value in prepopulating key elements for
reporting through automated matching and searches in the
patient record [30]. The use of FHIR [31] may provide an
additional path for automated public health case reporting and
reducing the administrative burden through API-based
connections between public health and EHR systems. An
example workflow could be the submission of case data via
traditional ELR methods to public health agencies, followed by
a “pull” of information from EHR systems by public health via
FHIR API calls to complete a record. When combined with an
ELR-based trigger for a case (eg, sexually transmitted infection
cases), an app that executes FHIR-based queries could complete

an electronic case report form in 85% of cases [26].
Additionally, all the key components of FHIR-based workflows
for public health reporting are often in place [32]. In the recent
past, alignment on the US Core Data for Interoperability
(USCDI), with use of FHIR standards, has created a baseline
for fields, vocabularies, and content that may enhance existing
mandates from meaningful use. Our technical architecture
supports the use of mandated as well as available data to create
a unified public health data set in the data hub.

A feature of our solution is that it supports the central role of
local health departments in data aggregation and reporting. An
important component of the public health response in many
communities is “home rule” for public health agencies [33] or
local jurisdiction and control of policy and approach for local
health departments. Home rule laws empower local governments
to address public health issues and fill gaps in the patchwork
of the national and state-based public health response [33]. In
the current pandemic, robust local responses that can enable
targeted interventions and planning can allow more sophisticated
preparedness planning, pandemic control, and epidemiologic
analysis.

For the most efficient data exchange, standards for the structure
of data sharing and the semantic representation of information
are critical. In this context, the technical and nontechnical
handshakes and handoffs related to data are key factors in
successful programs. In this setting, technical handshakes are
the trust relationships between systems to enable data sharing:
the ability to use both authenticated API-based transfers and
DIRECT mailbox shares accelerated time to implementation
for the project. Technical handoffs were the ability to have
seamless data parsing because of robust standards implemented
via meaningful use. Given the greater coverage of fields in the
COVID-19 PUI form by CCDA files, the ability to leverage the
CCDA to increase the completeness of overall COVID-19 PUI
reporting is a sign of the value of federal standards for clinical
data interchange.

Of more importance were the nontechnical handshakes (ie,
relationship building and the development of consensus among
institutions to enable sharing of data) and handoffs (ie, the
partnerships between public and private entities). A data
governance committee was essential to promote trust and
enabled the scaling of the program to new data sets and deeper
information within sets. At a time of a surge in COVID-19 cases,
a private and academic partner (Rush University Medical
Center) with the technical capacity was able to rapidly
implement a solution. Three implications emerge from the
system developed in Chicago. First, relationships and
collaborations were critical in the setting of the pandemic to
ensure success. Second, the role of public health in driving
adoption through the use of mandates was also critical. Finally,
the existence of standards and API-based data exchange
accelerated adoption in the region.

Limitations
Our efforts were subject to several limitations. First, the solution
that was implemented was used in a single public health
jurisdiction and was not deployed to multiple locations. We
believe that the use of file types that are widely available through
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federal mandates (CCDA and ELR data) suggests that our
approach could be scalable to multiple health departments, but
further investigation is required. An additional limitation was
the use of a public health mandate to encourage engagement
and participation. Without a requirement for data sharing, lower
rates of data sharing likely would have occurred. Finally,
although we made significant process in our effort at regional
data exchange for public health purposes, much work remains
nationally to facilitate scalable data sharing. To avoid the
challenges faced in this pandemic with data liquidity, more
work is needed for automation of data collection and networks
of “on-the-ready” data sharing built outside of pandemics.

Conclusion
We consider this public health and clinical data hub to be an
informative example of how common standards across electronic
records can be used to create a more complete surveillance
record for public health. This report may be a potential template
for future extension of the use of standards to improve public
health surveillance. Through merging of data, small
improvements in completeness were achieved, particularly for
comorbidity and hospitalization information for COVID-19
surveillance. A reduction in the administrative burden in
reporting remains a goal but will require more broad changes
to the US reporting infrastructure.
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Abstract

Background: Human papillomavirus (HPV) is the most common sexually transmitted infection. HPV can infect both females
and males, and it can cause many cancers, including anal, cervical, vaginal, vulvar, and penile cancers. HPV vaccination rates
are lower than vaccination rates within other national vaccination programs, despite its importance. Research literature indicates
that people obtain health-related information from internet sources and social media; however, the association between such
health-seeking behavior on social media and HPV-related behaviors has not been consistently demonstrated in the literature.

Objective: This study aims to examine the association between social media usage and HPV knowledge and HPV awareness.

Methods: This study analyzed public health data collected through the Health Information National Trends Survey (HINTS)
conducted by the US National Cancer Institute. The analysis used data collected in 2020; in total, 2948 responses were included
in the analysis. Six HPV-related questions were used to identify HPV awareness, HPV vaccine awareness, and HPV knowledge
about HPV-related cancers. Four questions about social media usage and one question about online health information–seeking
behavior were used to analyze the associations between social media usage and HPV-related behaviors. Initially, six logistic
regressions were conducted using replicate weights. Based on the results, significant factors were included in a second set of
regression analyses that also included demographic variables.

Results: About half of the respondents were aware of HPV (68.40%), the HPV vaccine (64.04%), and the relationship between
HPV and cervical cancer (48.00%). However, fewer respondents were knowledgeable about the relationships between HPV and
penile cancer (19.18%), anal cancer (18.33%), and oral cancer (19.86%). Although social media usage is associated with HPV
awareness, HPV vaccine awareness, and knowledge of cervical cancer, these associations were not significant after adjusting for
demographic variables. Those less likely to report HPV awareness and knowledge included older participants, males, those with
a household income of less than US $20,000, those with a formal education equal to or less than high school, or those who resided
in a household where adults are not fluent in English.

Conclusions: After adjusting for demographic variables, social media use was not related to HPV knowledge and awareness,
and survey respondents were generally not aware that HPV can lead to specific types of cancer, other than cervical cancer. These
results suggest that perhaps a lack of high-quality information on social media may impede HPV awareness and knowledge.
Efforts to educate the public about HPV via social media might be improved by using techniques like storytelling or infographics,
especially targeting vulnerable populations, such as older participants, males, those with low incomes, those with less formal
education, or those who reside in the United States but are not fluent in English.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2022;8(9):e37274)   doi:10.2196/37274
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Introduction

Human papillomavirus (HPV) is a common sexually transmitted
infection [1]. HPV infection is associated with many different
cancers, including anal, cervical, vaginal, vulvar, and penile
cancers [2], and can infect both females and males [3]. About
39,221 cancers annually can be caused by HPV [4]. HPV
infection is the cause of nearly all cervical cancers, about 90%
of all anal cancers, about 75% of all vaginal cancers, about 70%
of all vulvar cancers, and about 60% of all penile cancers [2].
Recent studies have shown strong relationships among HPV
infection, tobacco use, and oropharynx cancers [5], which make
up about 70% of all HPV-related cancers in the United States
[2]. According to the American Cancer Society, it is estimated
that 1,918,030 new cancers are diagnosed and 609,360 deaths
are attributed to cancer annually. In 2022, 14,100 new cases of
cervical cancer were diagnosed and 4280 deaths were attributed
to cervical cancer [6].

Detection of HPV infection is difficult since most HPV
infections are typically asymptomatic. HPV infection is easily
preventable by vaccination. HPV vaccination can prevent up to
93% of cervical cancer occurrences [7]. Despite the importance
of HPV vaccination, the rate of HPV vaccination in the United
States remains low. Among adolescents aged 13 to 17 years,
HPV vaccination completion in the United States was estimated
at 54.2% in 2019 and 58.6% in 2020, a rate that is much lower
than the vaccination rate for measles, mumps, and rubella or
for tetanus, diphtheria, and pertussis, which all have vaccination
rates of more than 90% [8].

HPV vaccination among adolescents is highly associated with
parental desire and recommendation rather than a health care
provider’s recommendation [9,10]. Literature has shown that
HPV vaccination intention among parents for their children was
associated with HPV awareness and HPV knowledge [11,12].
Despite the importance of HPV knowledge, research indicates
that people have little knowledge about HPV [13]. Health care
providers’ recommendations or information on HPV is needed
to increase HPV awareness and knowledge. However, research
indicates that people do not obtain information about HPV and
related cancers from health care providers. Instead, HPV
information is gathered from different internet sites and social
media [12,14].

The internet enables people to search online for health-related
information. A literature review reported that people who seek
health-related information for specific diseases or for public
health concerns felt emotionally supported by peer interactions
that occur through social media [15]. Even though health issues
are private, people who trust social media interactions are more
likely to disclose their health issues over social media [16],
leading to greater engagement with others about health issues
and greater sharing of health-related concerns.

In terms of cancer prevention behavior, some research has
shown the positive impact of social media [17,18]. People who
use social media are more likely to have heard of hepatitis C
virus and HPV [17]. A systematic review indicated that
individuals who engage in social media have higher HPV
awareness [18]. However, the results of the impact of social

media were inconsistent. Social media engagement was not
associated with HPV vaccine uptake [18]. While interventions
using social media could improve HPV knowledge [18], it is
difficult to assess whether there is an association between social
media and HPV knowledge. The quality of the information
available through social media mattered as well. Research
showed positive encouragement for HPV vaccination on Twitter
[19]. However, research that analyzed websites that mentioned
HPV discovered that antivaccine content was greater than
provaccine content: 50.7% of content was antivaccine and only
37.4% of content was provaccine [20]. Similarly, the majority
of YouTube videos on HPV were antivaccine videos (57%),
whereas only 31% were provaccine videos [21].

Antivaccine messages about HPV can negatively impact HPV
awareness and HPV knowledge, and unvaccinated people are
likely to contribute to an infectious disease outbreak. For
example, 49 out of 110 (45%) patients infected in the California
measles outbreak of 2014-2015 were unvaccinated, and 28 of
them intentionally did not get vaccinated because of their health
beliefs [22]. Social media may contribute to an antivaccine
sentiment, as misinformation can be quickly and easily
disseminated, increasing exposure to misinformation [23].
Moreover, social media communities could further spread
misinformation by interacting with other community members
and reinforce the users’ incorrect beliefs. In this way, the impact
of misinformation could be much greater in a small, robust
antivaccination community than the impact of accurate, more
traditional forms of online information, such as certified web
pages. Despite the important role of social media, no research
has evaluated the influence of social media usage on HPV
knowledge. Therefore, this study aims to examine the
association between social media usage and HPV knowledge
and HPV awareness.

Methods

Recruitment
In this study, a secondary data analysis was performed using
public health data collected through the Health Information
National Trends Survey (HINTS) conducted by the US National
Cancer Institute. HINTS is a national survey that collects data
on cancer and health-related knowledge and attitudes about
cancer and preventive behaviors. This study is based on the
most recent data, which was collected from the 2020 HINTS 5,
Cycle 4 survey. Data sampling was based on random sampling
using addresses, and the data were grouped into two
stratifications: high concentrations of minority populations and
low concentrations of minority populations. The survey was
sent to the selected population by mail, and survey respondents
returned their surveys by mail. Data collection occurred from
February 24, 2020, through June 15, 2020. The survey was sent
to 15,347 households by grouping two sampling strata: high
concentrations of minority populations (n=11,050) and low
concentrations of minority populations (n=4300). The response
rate was 37%, with a total of 3865 responses collected. In this
study, responses with missing data were excluded, resulting in
a total of 2948 responses included in the final analysis.
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Ethical Considerations
The data are publicly available on the HINTS website, enabling
anyone to use the data without requiring specific approval from
an institutional review board.

Measurements
Six HPV-related questions were used as dependent variables.
HPV awareness was evaluated by the question, “Have you ever
heard of HPV? HPV stands for Human Papillomavirus. It is not
HCV, HIV, HSV, or herpes.” HPV vaccine awareness was
evaluated by the question, “A vaccine to prevent HPV infection
is available and is called the HPV shot, cervical cancer vaccine,
GARDASIL. Before today, have you ever heard of the cervical
cancer vaccine or HPV shot?” Data show that cervical cancer
vaccination is more commonly advertised than HPV vaccination
[24] and that more people are aware of cervical and HPV
vaccination than are aware of HPV infection [10]. Hence, we
analyzed each of two HPV and HPV vaccine awareness
variables.

Four questions targeted HPV knowledge by asking about four
HPV-related cancers: “Do you think HPV can cause a) cervical,
b) penile, c) anal, or d) oral cancer?” Previous studies have
reported that there is a lack of knowledge about the relationship
between HPV and the cancers that occur in males, including
penile and anal cancers. Only 36.1% of respondents in prior
studies were aware that HPV can cause noncervical cancers,
whereas 79.6% were aware that HPV can cause cervical cancer
[25]. Therefore, this study analyzed each of the four cancers as
dependent variables instead of summing a single question as a
continuous variable. HPV knowledge and HPV vaccine
awareness were coded as “yes” or “no.” HPV knowledge was
screened by the HPV awareness question with three possible
responses: “yes,” “no,” and “not sure.” In this study, respondents
who answered either “no” or “not sure” about HPV knowledge
were both coded as “no” with respect to the HPV knowledge
questions.

One extended question addressed four different methods for
using social media. These four methods of using the internet
were defined in a single question as follows: “Sometimes people
use the Internet to connect with other people online through
social networks like Facebook or Twitter. This is often called
‘social media.’ In the last 12 months, have you used the Internet
for any of the following reasons? a) To visit a social networking
site, such as Facebook or LinkedIn. b) To share health
information on social networking sites, such as Facebook or
Twitter. c) To participate in an online forum or support group
for people with a similar health or medical issue. d) To watch
a health-related video on YouTube.” Each of the four
possibilities was considered as one variable. All four variables
were coded as either “yes” or “no.” In addition to the social
media questions, online health information–seeking behavior

was measured by asking, “In the past 12 months, have you used
a computer, smartphone, or other electronic means to look for
health or medical information for yourself?” Answers were
coded as “yes” or “no.”

Control variables included demographic characteristics, English
proficiency, and descriptions of online health
information–seeking behaviors. Demographic characteristics
included age, biological sex, household income (“<US $20,000,”
“$20,000 to <$35,000,” “$35,000 to <$50,000,” “$50,000 to
<$75,000,” or “≥$75,000”), educational level (“equal to or less
than high school,” “post–high school training to college
graduate,” or “postgraduate”), employment (“employed” or
“other”), and marital status (“single, never been married” or
“other”). The HINTS survey gathered data on linguistically
isolated strata by identifying that 30% of households do not
include members older than 14 years who speak English well.
English proficiency is a significant factor associated with HPV
knowledge, especially among immigrant populations [26].
Therefore, English proficiency was included as a control variable
and was coded as “yes” or “no.”

Statistical Analysis
Initially, six logistic regressions were used to examine the
relationship between social media usage and HPV-related
behaviors: HPV awareness, HPV vaccine awareness, and four
HPV knowledge variables. Based on the results of the analysis,
associations between three HPV-related variables and the
significant predictors were further analyzed by adding
demographic characteristics as control variables. Replicate
weights using the jackknife replication method were used to
estimate the sampling variability among the population
estimates. To strike a reasonable balance between type I and
type II error rates, we used an α of .01 when testing each
regression coefficient and obtained the corresponding 99% CI
for each odds ratio (OR). All analyses were conducted using
SAS software (version 9.4; SAS Institute Inc).

Results

Demographic Characteristics
Table 1 shows the demographic characteristics of the sample.
The mean age was 46.70 (SE 0.33) years. About half of the
respondents were female (50.47%—weighted proportions are
reported throughout the paper) and earned US $75,000 or more
in household income (44.82%). Most respondents had post–high
school or some college training or were college graduates
(60.01%), followed by those with an educational level equal to
or less than high school (27.61%) and postgraduates (12.38%).
About one-third were employed (36.87%). There were 32.25%
respondents who were single and had never been married. In
total, 7.31% respondents indicated that their households did not
include adults who are fluent in English.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the sample.

Weighted proportion, % (SE)Weighted sample, nSample (N=2948), n (%)Characteristic

Sex

50.47 (0.56)104,697,5681691 (57.36)Female

49.53 (0.56)102,732,5401257 (42.64)Male

Household income (US $)

13.31 (0.97)27,599,477441 (14.96)<20,000

10.89 (0.81)22,584,273372 (12.62)20,000 to <35,000

11.84 (0.90)24,560,620375 (12.72)35,000 to <50,000

19.15 (1.63)39,722,602535 (18.15)50,000 to <75,000

44.82 (1.73)92,963,1371225 (41.55)≥75,000

Educational level

27.61 (1.04)57,275,441662 (22.46)Equal to or less than high school

60.01 (1.23)124,479,3341696 (57.53)Post–high school training, some college, or college
graduate

12.38 (0.75)25,675,333590 (20.01)Postgraduate

Employment

36.87 (1.27)76,489,1111333 (45.22)Employed

63.13 (1.27)130,940,9971615 (54.78)Othera

Marital status

32.25 (0.51)66,886,401528 (17.91)Single, never been married

67.75 (0.51)140,543,7072420 (82.09)Otherb

English proficiency

92.69 (0.57)192,276,0562689 (91.21)Good

7.31 (0.57)15,154,053259 (8.79)Not good

Online health information seeking

75.63 (1.34)156,874,2292204 (74.76)Yes

24.37 (1.34)50,555,880744 (25.24)No

Visited a social networking site, such as Facebook or LinkedIn

77.37 (1.17)160,485,2322096 (71.10)Yes

22.63 (1.17)46,944,877852 (28.90)No

Shared health information on social networking sites, such as Facebook or Twitter

15.18 (1.05)31,485,688416 (14.11)Yes

84.82 (1.05)175,944,4212532 (85.89)No

Participated in an online forum or support group for people with a similar health or medical issue

10.06 (0.78)20,857,999268 (9.09)Yes

89.94 (0.78)186,572,1102680 (90.91)No

Watched a health-related video on YouTube

41.99 (1.40)87,106,1591156 (39.21)Yes

58.01 (1.40)120,323,9491792 (60.79)No

HPVc awareness

68.40 (1.60)141,878,4061953 (66.25)Yes

31.60 (1.60)65,551,702995 (33.75)No

HPV vaccine awareness
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Weighted proportion, % (SE)Weighted sample, nSample (N=2948), n (%)Characteristic

64.04 (1.45)132,835,7641855 (62.92)Yes

35.96 (1.45)74,594,3441093 (37.08)No

HPV knowledge (can cause cervical cancer)

48.00 (1.55)99,569,4061412 (47.90)Yes

52.00 (1.55)107,860,7021536 (52.10)No

HPV knowledge (can cause penile cancer)

19.18 (1.26)39,791,723554 (18.79)Yes

80.82 (1.26)167,638,3852394 (81.21)No

HPV knowledge (can cause anal cancer)

18.33 (1.34)38,012,201531 (18.01)Yes

81.67 (1.34)169,417,9072417 (81.99)No

HPV knowledge (can cause oral cancer)

19.86 (1.31)41,193,057566 (19.20)Yes

80.14 (1.31)166,237,0512382 (80.80)No

aUnemployed, homemaker, student, retired, disabled, or other response.
bMarried, living as married, or living with a romantic partner; divorced; widowed; or separated.
cHPV: human papillomavirus.

With respect to social media usage–related variables, about
77.37% of respondents have visited a social networking site,
15.18% have shared health information on social networking
sites, 10.06% have participated in an online forum or support
group for people with similar health or medical issues, and
41.99% have watched a health-related video on YouTube. About
75.63% of respondents indicated that they seek health
information online.

More than half of the respondents were aware of HPV (68.40%),
and a similar number were aware of the HPV vaccine (64.04%).
Less than half of the respondents knew that HPV could cause
cervical cancer (48.00%). However, far fewer respondents were
knowledgeable about the relationships between HPV and penile
cancer (19.18%), HPV and anal cancer (18.33%), and HPV and
oral cancer (19.86%).

Relationship Between Social Media Usage and
HPV-Related Behaviors
Table 2 shows the results of six logistic regressions assessing
the relationship between social media usage and HPV-related

behaviors. In general, seeking health information online and
having visited a social networking site were associated with
HPV-related behaviors. Specifically, people who sought health
information online were more likely to be aware of HPV (OR
2.25, 99% CI 1.49-3.40), the HPV vaccine (OR 1.85, 99% CI
1.27-2.70), and the relationship between HPV and cervical
cancer (OR 2.73, 99% CI 1.69-4.42). Likewise, people who
visited a social networking site were more likely to be aware
of HPV (OR 2.10, 99% CI 1.28-3.43), the HPV vaccine (OR
2.10, 99% CI 1.34-3.30), and the relationship between HPV
and cervical cancer (OR 1.94, 99% CI 1.17-3.22). Moreover,
people who have participated in an online forum or support
group for people with similar health or medical issues had higher
HPV awareness (OR 2.35, 99% CI 1.05-5.26). However, having
shared health information on social networking sites and having
watched a health-related video on YouTube were not significant
factors. Moreover, none of the social media variables were
significantly related to the knowledge that HPV causes penile
cancer, anal cancer, or oral cancer.
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Table 2. Relationship between social media usage and HPV-related behaviors.

HPV knowledge
(can cause oral
cancer)

HPV knowledge
(can cause anal
cancer)

HPV knowledge
(can cause penile
cancer)

HPV knowledge
(can cause cervical
cancer)

HPV vaccine
awareness

HPVa awarenessPredictor

P

value

OR (99%
CI)

P

value

OR (99%
CI)

P

value

OR (99%
CI)

P

value

OR (99%
CI)

P

value

OR (99%
CI)

P

value
ORb

(99% CI)

.131.58
(0.71-
3.51)

.251.40
(0.64-
3.05)

.271.37
(0.64-
2.91)

<.0012.73
(1.69-
4.42)

<.0011.85
(1.27-
2.70)

<.0012.25
(1.49-
3.40)

Online health informa-
tion seeking

.371.22
(0.68-
2.21)

.441.22
(0.62-
2.41)

.071.58
(0.82-
3.03)

<.0011.94
(1.17-
3.22)

<.0012.10
(1.34-
3.30)

<.0012.10
(1.28-
3.43)

Visited a social net-
working site, such as
Facebook or LinkedIn

.820.95
(0.54-
1.68)

.091.43
(0.83-
2.47)

.311.22
(0.73-
2.05)

.351.17
(0.75-
1.83)

.031.50
(0.92-
2.45)

.941.02
(0.58-
1.78)

Shared health informa-
tion on social network-
ing sites, such as
Facebook or Twitter

.881.04
(0.50-
2.17)

.691.10
(0.59-
2.05)

.171.38
(0.74-
2.59)

.031.62
(0.92-
2.85)

.012.02
(0.97-
4.20)

.0062.35
(1.05-
5.26)

Participated in an on-
line forum or support
group for people with
a similar health or
medical issue

.591.09
(0.71-
1.67)

.781.06
(0.64-
1.76)

.940.99
(0.58-
1.67)

.781.05
(0.68-
1.61)

.221.20
(0.81-
1.78)

.571.10
(0.71-
1.71)

Watched a health-relat-
ed video on YouTube

aHPV: human papillomavirus.
bOR: odds ratio.

Adjusted Associations Between Social Media Usage
and HPV Outcomes
Based on the previous results, demographic variables, along
with the three significant social media variables, were included
in regression models for HPV awareness, HPV vaccine
awareness, and knowledge that HPV can cause cervical cancer.
Table 3 shows the results of these logistic regressions. Unlike
the previous results from Table 2, social media usage was not
significantly associated with any of the HPV variables.
However, seeking health information online was marginally
associated with HPV awareness (OR 1.53, 99% CI 0.99-2.39;
P=.01). Also, knowledge of the relationship between HPV and
cervical cancer (OR 1.65, 99% CI 1.00-2.74; P=.01) and having
visited a social networking site were marginally related to HPV
vaccine awareness (OR 1.62, 99% CI 0.99-2.66; P=.01).

Among the demographic variables, age (OR 0.97, 99% CI
0.96-0.99), sex (OR 0.47, 99% CI 0.29-0.76), income,
educational level, and English proficiency were significantly

associated with HPV outcomes. Older people and males were
less likely to be aware of the HPV vaccine. Individuals with a
household income greater than or equal to US $75,000 were
more likely to be aware of the HPV vaccine compared to
individuals with a household income less than US $20,000 (OR
1.97, 99% CI 1.06-3.68). Respondents who are college graduates
were more likely to be aware of HPV (OR 1.79, 99% CI
1.11-2.88) and the HPV vaccine (OR 2.30, 99% CI 1.43-3.72)
as well as to know about relationships between HPV and
cervical cancer (OR 2.97, 99% CI 1.96-4.49) compared to
respondents whose educational level did not exceed high school.
Similarly, respondents who indicated that they are postgraduates
were more likely to be aware of HPV (OR 2.67, 99% CI
1.21-5.91), the HPV vaccine (OR 2.76, 99% CI 1.46-5.21), and
the relationship between HPV and cervical cancer (OR 5.98,
99% CI 3.40-10.50) compared to respondents whose educational
level did not exceed high school. Respondents whose households
included adults who are fluent in English were more likely to
be aware of the HPV vaccine (OR 2.12, 99% CI 1.04-4.34).
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Table 3. Associations between social media usage and HPV awareness, HPV vaccine awareness, and HPV knowledge.

HPV knowledge (can cause
cervical cancer)

HPV vaccine awarenessHPVa awarenessPredictor

P valueOR (99% CI)P valueOR (99% CI)P valueORb (99% CI)

<.0010.98 (0.96-0.99).0020.98 (0.96-1.00)<.0010.97 (0.96-0.99)Age

<.0010.44 (0.28-0.69)<.0010.30 (0.20-0.44)<.0010.47 (0.29-0.76)Gender: male (reference: female)

Income (US $)

.180.67 (0.31-1.47).710.91 (0.47-1.76).830.95 (0.48-1.87)20,000 to <35,000 (reference: <20,000)

.520.83 (0.39-1.78).781.07 (0.58-1.95).681.12 (0.53-2.37)35,000 to <50,000

.340.77 (0.37-1.61).140.73 (0.42-1.29).880.96 (0.42-2.16)50,000 to <75,000

.291.38 (0.62-3.05).0051.97 (1.06-3.68).091.71 (0.75-3.90)≥75,000

Educational level

<.0012.97 (1.96-4.49)<.0012.30 (1.43-3.72).0021.79 (1.11-2.88)Post–high school training, some college, or col-
lege graduate (reference: equal to or less than high
school)

<.0015.98 (3.40-10.50)<.0012.76 (1.46-5.21).0022.67 (1.21-5.91)Postgraduate

.781.05 (0.67-1.63).721.06 (0.67-1.69).810.96 (0.60-1.53)Employed (reference: other)

.391.19 (0.70-2.03).491.15 (0.67-1.99).651.10 (0.63-1.91)Single, never been married (reference: other)

.631.12 (0.60-2.10).0072.12 (1.04-4.34).191.39 (0.72-2.68)English proficiency

.011.65 (1.00-2.74).401.15 (0.74-1.79).011.53 (0.99-2.39)Online health information seeking

.071.45 (0.84-2.50).011.62 (0.99-2.66).051.44 (0.89-2.32)Visited a social networking site, such as Facebook or
LinkedIn

.101.42 (0.81-2.50).012.11 (0.97-4.61).022.14 (0.95-4.82)Participated in an online forum or support group for
people with a similar health or medical issue

aHPV: human papillomavirus.
bOR: odds ratio.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study analyzed the relationship between social media usage
and awareness of HPV, the HPV vaccine, and HPV-related
knowledge about cervical, anal, penile, and oral cancers.
Although social media usage is associated with HPV awareness
and knowledge, these associations were not significant after
adjusting for demographic variables and were only marginally
related to HPV-related behaviors. Meanwhile, the demographic
variables age, sex, educational level, income, and English
proficiency were significantly associated with HPV-related
behaviors.

The nonsignificant associations between social media usage
and HPV awareness, HPV vaccine awareness, and knowledge
related to cervical cancer might be related to the quality of
information on social media. Earlier research that analyzed
websites that mention HPV reported that only 4.81% of those
websites included information that HPV can cause cervical
cancer [20]. In addition, research that specifically analyzed
Twitter postings reported that most tweets about HPV were
written by nonprofessionals. Twitter tweets about HPV more
often contained links to layperson blogs compared to links to
professional information or websites [19]. Thus, our results
showing that respondents who used social media did not possess

more HPV knowledge than respondents who did not use social
media may reflect the poor quality of information posted on
social media and on some websites and blogs that are linked to
poor-quality social media posts. Moreover, searching for health
information on social media may be triggered by the needs of
people who have special health concerns or health issues [15].
Using social media for personal health knowledge could not be
addressed directly with respect to HPV. People may search for
other topics or general health concerns when they use social
media [27]. Since HPV infection does not result in any
symptoms and can cause cancer multiple years after infection,
people might not search specifically for information about HPV.
People are less likely to search for information about HPV
unless someone actually recommends that they should research
HPV.

Another explanation could be the characteristics of social media
for the information exchange perspectives. Using social media
could limit the information that circulates within the community
and could lead to a lack of knowledge [23]. People obtain health
information by interacting with peers inside social media or
inside specific, smaller, and more robust communities found
on social media [15]. Information provided by social media
could be reinforced by exposure based on the number of users
and networks, so it could increase the proliferation of
misinformation and could reinforce the incorrect beliefs of the
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viewers [23]. If there is no one to correct misinformation, people
using social media may have difficulty discerning correct from
incorrect information. Unfortunately, experts or government
agencies are often unable to correct misinformation. Compelling
personal stories that contain misinformation can be especially
difficult to correct, further impeding the promotion of accurate
health information on social media.

Our results also show that watching health-related videos on
YouTube is not associated with either HPV awareness or HPV
knowledge. We suggest that there may be three possible
explanations for this unexpected result. First, the majority of
YouTube videos about HPV were videos that contained an
antivaccine bias: 57% of YouTube videos presented an
antivaccine philosophy compared to only 31% of YouTube
videos that promoted the health benefits of HPV vaccination
[21]. Second, most of the viewers’ top comments about
HPV-related videos highlighted potential negative side effects
of vaccination and supported conspiracy theories about
recommendations for HPV vaccination [21]. This combination
of inaccurate and biased information and the prominence of
negative viewer comments about HPV vaccination might explain
why watching health-related videos on YouTube is not
associated with respondents having more HPV knowledge
compared to respondents who do not watch YouTube for
health-related information. Finally, a third explanation is related
to the way in which viewers find information on YouTube.
YouTube provides personalized videos based on the viewer’s
history of watching [28]. YouTube algorithms employ
user-provided performance, watch history, and recognition of
the specific videos that users watch to suggest additional videos
to users. The nonsignificant association between HPV awareness
and watching YouTube videos might be a consequence of how
users find information on YouTube. People who are unaware
of HPV may be less likely to enter HPV-related keywords and,
therefore, their searches would be less likely to trigger YouTube
algorithms to suggest videos about HPV. The HINTS questions
did not ask respondents about the specific health issues that
they researched online or through social media. Further research
is suggested to investigate the causal relationships.

Literature indicates that the HPV vaccine is often described as
a cervical cancer vaccine [24] and that respondents report greater
awareness of a cervical cancer vaccine instead of its product
name, GARDASIL 9, or the HPV vaccine itself [10]. There is
less knowledge that HPV infection can cause cancers other than
cervical cancer, including penile and oral cancers [13]. This
suggests that respondents who searched online for HPV-related
health information were already more knowledgeable about
HPV than the respondents who did not search online for
HPV-related health information. Perhaps people who have heard
of HPV search online for the detailed information, and this
might explain the marginal effect of seeking health information
online and visiting social networking sites regarding the HPV
vaccine and knowledge that cervical cancer is caused by HPV.
In addition, our research supports the findings of previous
literature showing that knowledge of the relationship between
HPV infection and penile, oral, and anal cancers is very low:
fewer than 20% of our sample knew about these relationships
[13]. This low number may indicate that even people who have

some knowledge about HPV and who search online for more
information still lack information about HPV infection and its
relationship to multiple cancers. Greater efforts are needed to
inform people that HPV can cause a variety of cancers, and that
HPV vaccination is an effective method of preventing these
cancers.

Other control variables, such as age, income, occupational status,
and English proficiency, were associated with HPV vaccination
or HPV vaccination intention. The results of this study
confirmed previous findings about factors associated with HPV
vaccination [11,29,30].

Limitations
Although this study indicated that social media usage has a
significant role in HPV-related behaviors, this study has some
limitations. First, this study was based on secondary data from
a public survey. The authors did not develop a survey that
focused on specific knowledge about HPV, and the questions
about social media usage did not directly address HPV. This
limits generalization of our findings about the association
between HPV behaviors and social media usage. Second, this
study did not examine HPV vaccination intention or vaccine
uptake. Although HPV vaccination intention may be highly
related to HPV vaccine uptake, some people who initiate HPV
vaccination do not complete the entire series of two or three
shots required for effective HPV vaccination [31]. Additional
research is needed to determine the percentage of people who
have HPV vaccination intention and fully complete HPV
vaccination. A third limitation of this study is that the
respondents were mainly adults. HPV vaccination is suggested
for youth and young adults aged 11 to 26 years, [32] who, as a
group, are more likely to access and use social media compared
to older adults. Further studies that target this group are
recommended.

Conclusions and Implications
Previous research has revealed the significance of HPV
awareness, but it has not addressed HPV vaccine awareness and
HPV-related knowledge. This study provided further evidence
of the nonsignificant relationship between social media usage
and HPV-related behaviors. Earlier research has shown that the
majority of HPV-related videos and most of the top viewer
comments on YouTube reflect antivaccination bias [21]. Our
results suggest that there is a lack of high-quality, accurate
information on social media. Unlike traditional media, it is hard
for health care professionals to intervene through social media.
Rather than rely on individual health care workers,
government-level policies or efforts are needed to provide
accurate information and promote HPV vaccination. Information
about HPV has to be accurate and easy for nonprofessionals to
understand. A previous study that analyzed Instagram posts
about HPV reported that personal stories were the prevalent
source of antivaccine postings [33]. Efforts to use storytelling
on social media could be one approach to persuade the public.
In addition, information that is well suited to social media (eg,
infographics) could also increase knowledge about HPV
vaccination. An intervention study that used infographics on
social media reported that infographics were able to reduce
misperceptions about COVID-19 [34]. Government agencies
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that wish to inform the public with accurate information about
HPV should develop communication methods that are
appropriate to be shared within social media, based on the

public’s level of understanding, and should make strong efforts
to disseminate this information within social media.
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Abstract

Background: Poverty and social inequality exacerbate HIV risk among adolescent girls and young women (AGYW) in
sub-Saharan Africa. Cash transfers can influence the structural determinants of health, thereby reducing HIV risk.

Objective: This study assessed the effectiveness of cash transfer delivered along with combination HIV prevention (CHP)
interventions in reducing the risky sexual behavior of AGYW in Tanzania. The incidence of herpes simplex virus type 2 (HSV-2)
infection was used as a proxy for sexual risk behavior.

Methods: A cluster randomized controlled trial was conducted in 15 matched pairs of communities (1:1 intervention to control)
across 3 strata (urban, rural high-risk, and rural low-risk populations) of the Shinyanga Region, Tanzania. The target population
was out-of-school AGYW aged 15-23 years who had completed 10-hour sessions of social and behavior change communication.
Eligible communities were randomly assigned to receive CHP along with cash transfer quarterly (intervention group) or solely
CHP interventions (control group) with no masking. Study recruitment and baseline survey were conducted between October 30,
2017 and December 1, 2017. Participants completed an audio computer-assisted self-interview, HIV counselling and testing, and
HSV-2 testing at baseline and during follow-up visits at 6, 12, and 18 months after the baseline survey. A Cox proportional
hazards model with random effects specified at the level of clusters (shared frailty) adjusted for matching pairs and other baseline
imbalances was fitted to assess the effects of cash transfer on the incidence of HSV-2 infection (primary outcome). Secondary
outcomes included HIV prevalence at follow-up, self-reported intergenerational sex, and self-reported compensated sex. All
secondary outcomes were measured at each study visit.

Results: Of the 3026 AGYW enrolled in the trial (1482 in the intervention and 1544 in the control), 2720 AGYW (1373 in the
intervention and 1347 in the control) were included in the final analysis. Overall, HSV-2 incidence was not significantly different
at all follow-up points between the study arms in the adjusted analysis (hazard ratio 0.96, 95% CI 0.67-1.38; P=.83). However,
HSV-2 incidence was significantly lower in the rural low-risk populations who received the cash transfer intervention (hazard
ratio 0.45, 95% CI 0.29-0.71; P=.001), adjusted for potential confounders.

Conclusions: Although this trial showed no significant impact of the cash transfer intervention on HSV-2 incidence among
AGYW overall, the intervention significantly reduced HSV-2 incidence among AGYW in rural low-risk communities. Factors
such as lesser poverty and more asset ownership in urban and rural high-risk communities may have undermined the impact of
cash transfer.
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Introduction

Adolescent girls and young women (AGYW) aged 15-24 years
in eastern and southern regions of Africa have high rates of HIV
infection [1-4]. In Tanzania, the HIV incidence was 0.14% (95%
CI 0%-0.31%) and 0% (95% CI 0%-0.23%) in 2016 among
AGYW and adolescent boys and young men, respectively [5].
Targeted HIV prevention efforts among AGYW are crucial to
realize an HIV-free generation [6]. Interactions among biological
[7-9], behavioral [10-15], and structural determinants of health
[10,16] have been associated with higher HIV infection risks
in AGYW, with poverty [10,16] and gender inequality [10,17]
exacerbating their vulnerability. AGYW from low-income
households are likely to engage in transactional sex [12,15] to
cater to their daily subsistence and are less likely to negotiate
safer sexual practices [9,10,18]. This highlights the need for
incorporating structural interventions in combination with
biomedical and behavioral approaches for impactful HIV
prevention among AGYW [19-21]. Cash transfer as a structural
intervention has shown promising results, with some studies
demonstrating its impact on the prevention of sexually
transmitted infections and delaying marriage and childbearing
[22-25]. Of the 8 cash transfer studies conducted in sub-Saharan
Africa with sexually transmitted infections as an outcome, 4
reported a significant reduction; cash transfer provided to
in-school AGYW aged 13-22 years and their parents reduced
HIV prevalence by 64% (95% CI 9%-86%) and herpes simplex
virus type 2 (HSV-2) prevalence by 76% (95% CI 35%-91%)
[22]. Short-term financial incentives to engage in safe sex in
Lesotho reduced HIV incidence among males and females aged
18-30 years by 25% (95% CI 3%-42%) [25]. Similarly, another
financial incentive to engage in safe sex in Eswatini, which was
conditional on staying sexually transmitted infection–negative,
reduced HIV incidence among schoolgirls by 23% (95% CI
1%-40%) compared to those not eligible for educational cash
transfer [23,26]. A South African study [27,28] showed reduced
HSV-2 incidence by 30% (95% CI 14%-43%) among
school-based girls and boys but had too few new infections for
HIV incidence analysis. Other studies [29,30] reported that cash
transfer had no effect on HIV prevalence in South Africa among
in-school adolescent girls (adjusted odds ratio [OR] 1.17, 95%
CI 0.80-1.72) [29] and among men and women in Malawi
conditional on remaining HIV-negative (β=.001, robust
SE=.005) [30]. Cash transfer studies among in-school adolescent
orphans showed no effect on HIV infection (OR 1.15, 95% CI
0.47-2.79) and HSV-2 infection (OR 1.46, 95% CI 0.50-4.26)
in Zimbabwe [31] and on HIV infection (adjusted OR 0.72,
95% CI 0.15-3.42) and HSV-2 infection (OR 0.98, 95% CI
0.54-4.26) in Kenya [32]. However, none of these studies in
sub-Saharan Africa were conducted among out-of-school

AGYW aged 15-23 years to ascertain the combined effect of
cash transfer and combination HIV prevention (CHP) services.

We examined the synergetic effect of cash transfer and CHP
interventions among out-of-school AGYW in the Shinyanga
Region, Tanzania, where the Sauti (meaning Voices in
Kiswahili) project provided CHP interventions to AGYW [33].
We had 2 aims for this study. First, we sought to assess the
synergetic effect of cash transfer and CHP interventions on
HSV-2 incidence. Second, we sought to examine the effect of
cash transfer along with CHP on AGYW’s sexual behavior. We
hypothesized that cash transfer along with CHP interventions
would be associated with a reduced risky sexual behavior
compared with CHP alone. HSV-2 incidence was chosen as a
proxy measure for HIV incidence, as the study would not be
powered to detect a difference in HIV incidence in a relatively
low incidence setting like Tanzania. Other measures of risky
sexual behavior such as self-reported behavioral indicators are
affected by bias and low validity compared to biomarkers such
as HIV and HSV-2 infection [34,35]. HSV-2 is a sexually
transmitted infection like HIV, more prevalent in Tanzania, and
has been used as a marker for risky sexual behavior in other
similar studies conducted in sub-Saharan Africa [29,36]. Our
findings contribute to the body of evidence on the effectiveness
of cash transfer in the reduction of risky sexual behavior among
AGYW in Tanzania.

Methods

Study Design and Setting
This study was a 2-arm cluster-randomized controlled trial with
1:1 allocation ratio, implemented among out-of-school AGYW
in Tanzania by the Sauti project—a project implementing
community-based interventions under the DREAMS
(Determined, Resilient, Empowered, AIDS-free, Mentored, and
Safe) initiative in Tanzania [4,33]. The Sauti project collaborated
with the Government of Tanzania and civil society organizations
(CSOs) to provide community-based CHP interventions to
AGYW in selected regions of Tanzania, which is the largest
country in East Africa and is hierarchically subdivided into
regions, districts, divisions, wards, and villages in rural settings
and into neighborhoods (mtaa) in urban settings. A description
of the methods used in this trial has been previously published
[33]. Briefly, this study used 15 matched clusters randomly
allocated to intervention (cash transfer plus CHP) or control
(CHP only) arms. We randomly assigned clusters rather than
individuals because cash transfer could be shared among family
members even when allocated in different arms (risk of
contamination: AGYW are likely to share the cash given to the
participant in the intervention arm with relatives allocated to
the control arm, thus reducing/diluting the impact of the study)
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[37,38]. In addition, a 5-km buffer zone was maintained between
clusters to minimize the dilution of the intervention.

Ethics Approval
Ethics approval for this study was obtained from the Johns
Hopkins University School of Public Health Research Ethics
Committee (00007976) and the Tanzanian Medical Research
Coordinating Committee of the National Institute for Medical
Research (NIMR/HQ/R.8a/VolIX/2287). This trial was
registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03597243) and was
conducted and reported following the Consolidated Standards
of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) guidelines for cluster
randomized trials [39].

Selection of Participants
This study enrolled participants from a pool of potential
DREAMS beneficiaries in the Shinyanga Region. The project
conducted a household survey among AGYW in the identified
villages to determine AGYW who were out-of-school and
developed a pool of potential cash transfer program
beneficiaries. Potential beneficiaries were then invited to attend
10 sessions of social and behavior change communication
(SBCC) and other project interventions. The SBCC sessions
were peer-led group sessions designed to address significant
determinants of HIV risk, gender, and reproductive health.
During the SBCC sessions, data on all villages receiving CHP
were generated for study eligibility assessment and
randomization. In the identified study clusters (intervention and
control), potential participants were also given information
about the study during group meetings for SBCC. After 10 hours
of SBCC sessions, AGYW were informed about study
enrolment, recruitment dates, and locations. AGYW were
eligible for the study if they were aged 15-23 years;
out-of-school (defined as either never enrolled or have dropped
out of school for at least a month at the time of study enrolment)
as documented by the household survey; residents of the village
of recruitment; had completed 10 hours of SBCC training;
willing to take part in the study, including testing for HIV and
receiving results; and willing to participate in the cash transfer
program (applicable to the intervention arm). Each study
participant provided written informed consent or assent. Consent
and assent forms were administered in Kiswahili. AGYW who
tested positive for HIV or HSV-2 infection at baseline were
enrolled in the study to avoid inadvertent disclosure of their
serostatus. However, those with a positive HSV-2 status at
baseline were excluded from the main analysis.

Randomization and Masking
Villages were eligible for the study if they were receiving other
Sauti project interventions except for cash transfer, identified
as potentially eligible for cash transfer program, and having
between 110 and 150 AGYW aged 15-23 years who were out
of school. All eligible clusters were matched into pairs by
location (rural vs urban areas) and the presence or absence of
HIV high-risk areas, generating 3 strata: rural clusters in the
high-risk area, urban clusters, and rural clusters in the low-risk
area. Matching was conducted to minimize the
between-community variance in HSV-2 incidence within the
matched clusters. One cluster was randomly selected from each

matched pair to receive the intervention package, and the other
was automatically assigned to the control arm. No blinding was
performed in this study.

Study Implementation
Participants in the intervention arm received CHP and
unconditional cash transfer in quarterly instalments of 70,000
Tanzania shillings (~US $31) for 18 months through mobile
money on a project-provided cellular phone. Participants in the
control arm received CHP only and cellular phones provided
by the project. The aim was to make sure that the 2 arms were
comparable except for the intervention. The interventions are
described elsewhere [33]. In short, all study participants received
Sauti’s core package of interventions, including risk reduction
counselling, HIV testing services, condom use skills and
provision, family planning counselling and service provision,
sexually transmitted infection screening and treatment,
gender-based violence interventions (escorted referrals and the
desk for social, legal, and medical services provided to survivors
of gender-based violence), tuberculosis and alcohol and drug
abuse screening, and referral to services. The other features
were SBCC training sessions and economic empowerment
community banking also called as the Women Organizing
Resources Together plus (WORTH+) intervention [33]. The
cash transfer program was implemented in the intervention arm
only. The WORTH+ intervention consisted of financial literacy
training that aimed to build microbusiness development skills
and community banking.

At baseline, following consent and enrolment into the study,
AGYW completed audio computer-assisted self-interview
(ACASI), which collected data on demographic information,
factors related to HIV vulnerabilities, family planning, sexual
risk behavior, and gender-based violence. Sexual behavior data
collected included compensated sex (sexual encounters
motivated by exchange for money, material support, or other
benefits) and intergenerational sex (a sexual partnership between
AGYW and a man 10 or more years older). Further, data on sex
work defined as having negotiated payment for sex and
transactional sex defined as initiating a sexual relationship with
an expectation to receive money or gifts were collected. After
data collection using ACASI, trained government health care
workers offered HIV pretest and posttest counselling to
participants. Blood was drawn for HIV and HSV-2 testing. HIV
testing was done following the National Guidelines for the
Management of HIV and AIDS [40]. All study procedures were
conducted in a confidential environment in preidentified venues
in the respective communities. Participants were seen every 6
months for study activities (6, 12, and 18 months), while the
Sauti program provided CHP interventions. Each study visit
included ACASI, HIV pretest and posttest counselling, and
HSV-2 testing (if negative at the previous visit). Blood
specimens were taken and transported to the local health facility
laboratory for serum separation and temporarily stored at –20
°C before transportation to the National Institute for Medical
Research (Mwanza laboratory) for HSV-2 testing.

HIV testing was conducted using 2 HIV rapid tests following
Tanzania’s national HIV testing and counselling guidelines.
Participants who were HIV-positive received escorted referrals
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to care and treatment centers. HSV-2 testing was conducted
using the HSV-2 IgG enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(Kalon Biological Ltd). Participants with positive HSV-2 test
results were given posttest counselling and referral for treatment
where required. At each follow-up visit, nurse counsellors
assessed the social harm events by actively interrogating the
study participant. If social harm was reported, it was recorded
and graded per Sauti project safety guidelines, which defined
and outlined procedures for reporting and management. All
social harms were reported to the study steering committee, and
the Sauti project initiated investigations and responses as
appropriate. It was anticipated that any harm to AGYW owing
to study participation would be minimal. The primary outcome
was HSV-2 incidence, while secondary outcomes included HIV
prevalence at follow-up, self-reported intergenerational sex,
and self-reported compensated sex. All secondary outcomes
were measured at each study visit.

Statistical Analysis
All calculations for sample size were conducted using methods
for matched cluster-randomized trials [41]. A sample of 14
paired clusters (28 clusters) with 70 participants per cluster was
estimated to achieve over 80% power of detecting a 35%
reduction in HSV-2 incidence in the intervention arm at the end
of 18 months. The within-pair coefficient of variation between
clusters was assumed to be 0.25 [42], and the significance level
of the test was .05. It was estimated that, at baseline, HSV-2
prevalence would be 20% among AGYW aged 15-23 years
[43], the attrition rate would be 10%, and the nonresponse rate
would be 18% over 18 months. Thus, the sample size (70
AGYW per cluster) was increased to 104 AGYW per cluster
(1560 per arm) and paired clusters increased to 15 (30 clusters).
The HSV-2 incidence estimate was based on a sample size of
approximately 1575 person-years per cluster by month 18. All
analyses performed were prespecified. The primary analysis
was intention-to-treat and based on individual-level data because
the study had a sufficient number of clusters per arm, and the
cluster size was anticipated to differ considerably at follow-up
[41].

Descriptive analysis was done using standard methods for the
analysis of a pair-matched cluster randomized trial with a small
number of clusters [44]. Baseline data were used to assess
balance across study arms in sociodemographic and other key
characteristics associated with an outcome. Since covariates
such as age, marital status, whether AGYW had
emotional/psychological support, whether AGWY had debt at
the time of the survey, and whether AGYW lacked food in the
past 4 weeks were imbalanced across the study arms, they were
adjusted for in the analysis.

A Cox proportional hazards model with random effects specified
at the level of clusters (shared frailty), adjusted for matching
pairs and other baseline imbalances, was fitted to assess the
effects of cash transfer on the incidence of HSV-2 infection.
The significance of the intervention was assessed using a value
of .05 (2-sided) after verification of the validity of the
proportional hazards assumption. Secondary analysis of the
effect of cash transfer on HIV prevalence at follow-up was
estimated using a log-binomial model adjusting for matched
pairs, age, and other variables with baseline imbalance between
the arms and adjusting for standard errors for clustering at the
village level. Intergenerational sex, compensated sex,
transactional sex, and other behavioral outcomes were compared
between study arms by using generalized estimating equations
with identity logit, binomial distribution, and robust variance
to account for repeated measures on each participant. The
generalized estimating equations regression models were also
fitted to assess for interaction between the trial arm and strata
(rural cluster in the high-risk area, urban cluster, rural cluster
in the low-risk area).

Results

Sociodemographic Characteristics of the Participants
Study recruitment took place between October 30, 2017 and
December 1, 2017. Of the 3105 participants screened for
eligibility (Figure 1), 3071 were eligible and 3055
consented/assented to study participation. Of these, 3026 (1482
in the intervention and 1544 in the control) participants
completed baseline survey procedures and 2720 (1373 in the
intervention and 1347 in the control) attended at least one
follow-up study visit. Of those with follow-up data, 865 (443
in the intervention and 422 in the control) were infected with
HSV-2 at baseline and, therefore, excluded from the HSV-2
longitudinal data analysis. Therefore, 1855 (930 in the
intervention and 925 in the control) were included in the
longitudinal analysis of the primary outcome contributing to
2524.2 personal years of observation (PYO) (1293.9 PYO in
the intervention and 1230.3 PYO in the control) and had a
retention of 61.3% (1855/3026; 930/1482, 62.7% in the
intervention and 925/1544, 59.9% in the control). At baseline,
the median age of the participants was 20 (IQR 18-22) years,
and the intervention and control groups were similar for key
sexual behavior variables, HIV prevalence, and HSV-2
prevalence. However, there were imbalances in the
sociodemographic variables such as age, marital status, debt,
and going to bed hungry (Table 1). The imbalance between the
arms was adjusted for in the impact analysis.
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Figure 1. Trial profile for a cluster randomized trial among adolescent girls and young women in Shinyanga Region, Tanzania, in October 2017 to
July 2019. AGYW: adolescent girls and young women; HSV-2: herpes simplex virus type 2.
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Table 1. Baseline sociodemographic characteristics of the study participants in a cluster randomized trial among adolescent girls and young women
in the Shinyanga Region, Tanzania, in October 2017 to July 2019.

Control group (n=1544)Intervention group (n=1482)Total (N=3026)Characteristics

19 (17-22)20 (18-22)20 (18-22)Age (years), median (IQR)

Marital status, n (%)

762 (49.4)561 (37.9)1323 (43.7)Single

686 (44.4)828 (55.9)1514 (50)Married

96 (6.2)93 (6.3)189 (6.3)Separated, divorced, or widowed

Educational status, n (%)

454 (29.4)402 (27.1)856 (28.3)No formal/not completed primary school

819 (53)790 (53.3)1609 (53.2)Completed primary school

271 (17.6)290 (19.6)561 (18.5)Complete/incomplete secondary school

1187 (76.9)1200 (81)2387 (78.9)Had emotional/psychological support, n (%)

503 (32.6)616 (41.6)1119 (37)Had debt at the time of the survey, n (%)

393 (25.5)309 (20.9)702 (23.2)Lacked food (went to bed hungry past 4 weeks), n (%)

64 (4.2)45 (3.1)109 (3.6)HIV-positive statusa, n (%)

478 (31.2)478 (32.8)956 (32)Herpes simplex virus type 2–positive statusb, n (%)

204 (17.1)183 (16.7)387 (17)Reported sex work (past 6 months)c, n (%)

378 (31.8)316 (28.9)694 (30.4)Reported transactional sex (6 months)c, n (%)

427 (35.9)365 (33.4)792 (34.7)Reported compensated sex (6 months)c, n (%)

156 (13.3)127 (11.9)283 (12.6)Reported intergenerational sex (6 months)c,d, n (%)

162 (13.6)138 (12.6)300 (13.1)Reported concurrent partnerships (6 months)c, n (%)

2 (0.2)1 (0.1)3 (0.1)Reported condom use (nonmarital partner, 6 months)c, n (%)

440 (37)377 (34.5)817 (35.8)Reported sexual partner violence (6 months)c, n (%)

a26 participants (18 in intervention and 8 in control) had either missing data or indeterminate results.
b36 participants (23 in intervention and 13 in control) had missing data.
cRestricted to those who were sexually active (n=2283), defined by self-reported vaginal or anal sex history (1093 in intervention and 1190 in control).
d48 participants (23 in intervention and 25 in control) had missing data.

Study Implementation
Of the 1373 AGYW in the intervention arm included in the
longitudinal data analysis, 465 (33.9%), 373 (27.2%), and 414
(30.2%) received cash transfer 3 times or less, 4 times, and over
4 times, respectively, while 121 (8.8%) did not disclose the
number of times they received cash transfer. HSV-2 incidence
was 5.7/100 PYO (ie, 5.7 girls become HSV-2 positive for 100
years of observation/57 seroconverts for every 1000 years),
9.1/100 PYO, 9.6/100 PYO, and 4.8/100 PYO among AGYW
who received cash transfer 3 times or less, 4 times, over 4 times,
and among those with missing information on the number of
times they received cash transfer, respectively.

Intervention Impact on HSV-2 Incidence and Other
Outcomes
Two hundred incident HSV-2 infections were diagnosed in the
study (98 in the control and 102 in the intervention), resulting
in an annual incidence of 7.9/100 (95% CI 6.9/100-9.1/100)
PYO. There was no significant difference in HSV-2 incidence

between the study arms (adjusted hazard ratio 0.96, 95% CI
0.67-1.38; P=.83; Table 2), although location significantly
modified the effect of cash transfer on HSV-2 incidence (effect
modification P<.001). In urban and rural areas at high risk of
HIV infection, cash transfer was associated with a nonsignificant
increased hazard ratio adjusted for baseline confounders
(Multimedia Appendix 1 and Multimedia Appendix 2).
However, in rural areas with a low risk of HIV infection, the
adjusted hazard ratio for incident HSV-2 infection in the cash
transfer group was 0.45 (95% CI 0.29-0.71; P=.001; Multimedia
Appendix 3).

There was no significant difference by study arm on HIV
prevalence at follow-up and behavioral risk factors except for
transactional sex and condom use with nonmarital sexual
partners. The cash transfer intervention reduced the proportion
of AGYW reporting transactional sex (adjusted OR 0.84,
0.73-0.96; P=.01), increased their savings (adjusted OR 1.87,
1.69-2.08; P<.001), and increased their utilization of
community-based biomedical services (adjusted OR 2.10,
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1.95-2.26; P<.001). There was no significant difference between
the study groups in the proportion reporting compensated and
intergenerational sex, sex work, and more than one sexual
partner in the last 12 months. However, urbanization modified
the effect of cash transfer intervention on savings (effect
modification P<.001), utilization of biomedical services
(P<.001), and sex work (P=.02). In urban areas, cash transfer
was associated with a significant increase in reporting of sex
work among those receiving the intervention compared to that
in the control group adjusted for baseline confounders, although

this was not the case in rural areas at high and low risks for HIV
infection.

The 5 major items that AGYW spent their quarterly cash transfer
on were starting a business (651/1373, 47.4%), toiletries
(221/1373, 16.1%), savings (211/1373, 15.4%), food (143/1373,
10.4%), supporting dependents (114/1373, 8.3%), and other
uses (33/1373, 2.4%). Only 3 social harm events were reported
during the study—3 in the intervention and 0 in the control
clusters—and were associated with minor teasing that cash
transfer and phones provided to facilitate cash transfer may be
associated with Freemasonry.
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Table 2. Effect of cash transfer on primary and secondary outcomes in a cluster randomized trial among adolescent girls and young women in Shinyanga
Region, Tanzania, in October 2017 to July 2019.

Rural low-risk stratumRural high-risk stratumUrban stratumOverall

Control
group

Intervention
group

Control
group

Intervention
group

Control
group

Intervention
group

Control
group

Intervention
group

60/337
(17.8)

28/298 (9.4)21/261 (8)45/322 (14)17/327 (5.2)29/310 (9.4)98/925
(10.6)

102/930 (11)HSV-2 new cases out of
total at risk, n/N (%)

445.1417.9346.3450.0438.9426.01230.31293.9Time of follow-up
(years)

13.56.76.110.03.96.88.07.9HSV-2 incidence (per
100 personal years of
observation)

0.45 (0.29-0.71)1.60 (0.95-2.71)1.55 (0.84-2.84)0.96 (0.67-1.38)Hazard ratioa

.001.08.16.83Hazard ratio P value

——————b<.001P value for interaction

——————9/1478 (0.6)11/1429
(0.8)

New HIV cases out of total
at risk, n/N (%)

——————1811.81954.7Time of follow-up
(years)

——————5.05.6HIV incidence (per
1000 personal years of
observation)

——————0.78 (0.40-1.53)Hazard ratioa

——————.47Hazard ratio P value

——————74/1537
(4.8)

58/1466 (4)HIV prevalence (follow-
up), n/N (%)

——————0.75 (0.52-1.08)Risk ratioa

——————.13Risk ratio P value

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/Ac580/1347
(43.1)

552/1373
(40.2)

Compensated sex, n/N (%)

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A0.91 (0.80-1.04)Odds ratioa

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A.15Odds ratio P value

——————.46P value for interaction

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A362/1347
(26.9)

374/1373
(27.2)

Intergenerational sex, n/N
(%)

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A0.91 (0.77-1.07)Odds ratioa

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A.25Odds ratio P value

——————.88P value for interaction

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A533/1347
(39.6)

486/1373
(35.4)

Transactional sex, n/N (%)

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A0.84 (0.73-0.96)Odds ratioa

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A.01Odds ratio P value

——————.50P value for interaction

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A738/1205
(61.2)

867/1284
(67.5)

Condom use (nonmari-

tal)d, n/N (%)

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A1.28 (1.16-1.42)Odds ratioa

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A<.001Odds ratio P value

——————.22P value for interaction
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Rural low-risk stratumRural high-risk stratumUrban stratumOverall

Control
group

Intervention
group

Control
group

Intervention
group

Control
group

Intervention
group

Control
group

Intervention
group

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A207/1347
(15.4)

211/1373
(15.4)

>1 sexual partner (12
months), n/N (%)

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A0.97 (0.79-1.20)Odds ratioa

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A.80Odds ratio P value

——————.12P value for interaction

423/489
(86.5)

411/435
(94.5)

338/421
(80.3)

462/480
(96.3)

379/437
(86.7)

402/458
(87.8)

1140/1347
(84.6)

1275/1373
(92.9)

Savings, n/N (%)

2.28 (1.91-2.71)3.13 (2.63-3.72)0.92 (0.76-1.11)1.87 (1.69-2.08)Odds ratioa

<.001<.001.40<.001Odds ratio P value

——————<.001P value for interaction

320/489
(65.4)

406/435
(93.3)

275/421
(65.3)

362/480
(75.4)

225/437
(51.5)

393/458
(85.8)

820/1347
(60.9)

1161/1373
(84.6)

Used biomedical services,
n/N (%)

2.42 (2.15-2.72)1.35 (1.18-1.54)2.63 (2.28-3.03)2.10 (1.95-2.26)Odds ratioa

<.001<.001<.001<.001Odds ratio P value

——————<.001P value for interaction

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A685/1347
(50.9)

711/1373
(51.8)

Sexual partner violence,
n/N (%)

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A0.94 (0.83-1.06)Odds ratioa

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A.29Odds ratio P value

——————.83P value for interaction

136/489
(27.8)

109/435
(25.1)

121/421
(28.7)

114/480
(23.8)

58/437
(13.3)

87/458 (19)315/1347
(23.4)

310/1373
(22.6)

Sex work, n/N (%)

0.92 (0.69-1.22)0.90 (0.68-1.19)1.66 (1.16-2.36)1.06 (0.89-1.26)Odds ratioa

.56.47.005.53Odds ratio P value

——————.02P value for interaction

aAdjusted for matching pairs and variables that were significantly different between the arms at baseline.
bNot available.
cN/A: not applicable.
dRestricted to adolescent girls and young women who had follow-up data and reported sexual activity in the last 6 months.

Discussion

Overall, this study observed no significant effect of the quarterly
cash transfer on HSV-2 incidence among out-of-school AGYW
after 18 months of intervention. However, cash transfer was
associated with a reduced incidence of HSV-2 infection in rural
communities at low risk of HIV infections but not in urban and
rural communities with high risk of HIV infections. This
difference may be because of factors in urban and rural high-risk
communities that may affect the effectiveness of cash transfer
as a structural intervention for HIV infection. These factors may
include less poverty, high mobility, and migration in the urban
areas and rural high-risk communities where there are mines
compared to rural low-risk areas. For instance, almost 81% of
the low-income population in Tanzania reside in rural areas,
depending on subsistence agriculture for their livelihood [45].
In 2015, 20.8% of the rural households were clustered in the

lowest-income quartile against 3.7% of the urban households
[46]. In this study, only 12% (11% urban, 9% rural high-risk
villages vs 15% rural low-risk villages; P<.001) of the AGYW
were living in households supported by the Government of
Tanzania social action fund, which targets the lowest-income
and vulnerable households [47]. Previous studies have shown
that cash transfer has a significant impact on low-income
communities as compared to that on high-income communities
[48,49]. Since AGYW in rural areas have less access to jobs
and other income-generating activities, they may engage in
transactional sex to fulfil basic needs [50,51]. It is therefore
likely that cash transfer was associated with a reduced incidence
of HSV-2 infection in rural low-risk communities because a
high proportion of AGYW in these communities were able to
meet their basic needs through cash transfer and thus reduce
risky sexual behavior [29]. Moreover, 10.6% (107/1014) of
AGYW in urban areas, 10.6% (108/1021) of AGYW in rural
high-risk areas, and 6.6% (65/991) of AGYW in rural low-risk
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areas who participated in the baseline survey had migrated to
other distant areas and were not seen in the subsequent follow-up
rounds even after extensive tracing. Evidence suggests that
mobile populations and migrants tend to be more vulnerable to
sexually transmitted infections than nonmigrating populations
[52,53]. Mining areas and towns surrounding mines attract a
large number of male miners, thereby affecting the age-specific
sex ratio in the area [54], altering the number of available sexual
partners [55] and sexual networks [54,56] and placing AGYW
in an environment conducive to practice transactional sex [56].
In this study, the cash transfer intervention was associated with
higher reporting of sex work in urban areas and higher HSV-2
incidence rates among AGYW with more exposure due to higher
cash transfer.

Urban and rural communities with many small-scale mining
activities that put them at high risk of HIV infection have better
asset ownership than rural communities [46,57]. In control
communities, the incidence of HSV-2 was 13.5/100 PYO in the
rural low-risk stratum, 6.1/100 PYO in the rural high-risk
stratum, and 3.9/100 PYO in the urban areas. The high incidence
in rural remote villages may be because of small densely
connected sexual networks, which have been shown to be highly
effective in spreading viral sexually transmitted infections
[58,59]. Owing to the high prevalence of HSV-2 at baseline in
these communities, AGYW selecting new sexual partners in
rural areas are more likely to choose a partner who is HSV-2
positive because of their remoteness and small population size
[58,59], unlike in rural high-risk and urban areas where there
are large-scale migrations and mobility. Finally, AGYW in
remote rural villages may also have limited access to health
care, especially the management of viral sexually transmitted
infections, which may elevate their risk of HSV-2 infection
[60].

The cash transfer intervention did not reduce HIV incidence in
the intervention arm compared to that in the control arm. Most
of the evidences related to the impact of cash transfer on HIV
prevention among AGYW in sub-Saharan Africa have been
reported in studies conducted among adolescent schoolgirls and
mostly in rural areas [22]. Keeping young girls in school is
associated with a reduced risk of HIV infection [29]. Our study
was conducted among out-of-school AGYW who were
economically vulnerable and therefore more likely to be at high
risk of HIV infections compared to economically nonvulnerable
AGYW. The economic vulnerability of AGYW who dropped
out of school may be caused by factors that led them to leave
school, such as lack of financial support, loss of parents, sick
parents, pregnancy, or early marriage [61]. Thus, the cash
amount provided through the cash transfer intervention may
not have been sufficient to bring the AGYW out of the risk
behavior.

The baseline findings from this study showed HSV-2 prevalence
of 32% (956/2990), which is comparable to that reported in
earlier studies conducted in similar settings [43,62,63]. HSV-2
infection increases the risk of acquiring HIV infection up to
5-fold [64]. The high baseline HSV-2 prevalence is probably
because of several large-scale and small-scale gold mining
activities with a large number of men attracting many
economically vulnerable young women, creating a niche for

transactional sex and sexual mixing where the partnership is
formed between partners with different HIV risk profiles [65].
The high HSV-2 prevalence observed in this study indicates
the need for continued targeted prevention efforts among
AGYW to saturate the region with interventions to reduce new
infections. Our study contributes to the literature on cash
transfer, as it reports the synergetic effect of cash transfer as a
social protection scheme along with CHP among out-of-school
girls where HIV infection is the highest. To our knowledge,
only the adolescent girls’ initiative study in Kenya has been
implemented in this group in sub-Saharan Africa [66]. Previous
cash transfer interventions have produced mixed results, with
some demonstrating impact on preventing sexually transmitted
infections among school girls by delaying sexual activity
[22,24,25]. Our study shows that cash transfer programs
targeting the low-income and highly vulnerable populations in
rural areas are more likely to reduce risky sexual behavior
among AGYW. However, more studies are needed to evaluate
the effect of cash transfer among out-of-school AGYW aged
15-24 years in different settings and the different amounts of
cash transfer because of high HIV infection rates in this
subpopulation.

This study has several strengths. First, we used ACASI to collect
sexual behavior data and other sensitive data. Studies comparing
face-to-face interviews with ACASI have reported that
respondents are more likely to be open and honest when using
ACASI in reporting sensitive information [67,68]. Second, to
assess the effect of cash transfer, our study collected longitudinal
data on biomedical, behavioral, and structural interventions on
a large sample of AGYW in urban and rural areas who were
out of school and therefore vulnerable to HIV infections. Third,
the CHP intervention package was developed after broad
consultation and engagement with local leaders; the Ministry
of Health, Community Development, Gender, Elderly and
Children; Government of Tanzania social action fund; National
AIDS Control Program; Tanzania Commission for HIV/AIDS;
mobile communication companies; and CSOs serving AGYW
and AGYW representatives among other stakeholders. These
dialogues led to developing a tailored and prioritized CHP
intervention package to AGYW offered by the Sauti project,
including the cash transfer amount and payment modality. The
involvement of CSOs serving AGYW and AGYW
representatives was crucial in advising on the content of the
study materials and data collection techniques such as ACASI.
CSOs were crucial in the recruitment of AGYW for CHP
interventions alongside the recruitment of study participants
and monitoring of study activities and tracing of study
participants. CSOs were also involved in the dissemination of
the study findings at the community and regional levels. A
limitation of this study is that the clusters were selected only
from the Shinyanga Region, as the prevalence of HIV in this
region was higher than the national average, and thus, these
findings may not be generalizable to other study regions with
lower HIV prevalence in Tanzania.

In conclusion, this trial showed no significant impact of the
cash transfer intervention on HSV-2 incidence among AGYW
in Tanzania. Although the intervention appears to have reduced
HSV-2 incidence among AGYW in rural low-risk communities,
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this effect was not observed in urban high-risk communities.
Factors such as less poverty and more asset ownership in urban

and rural high-risk (mining) communities may have undermined
the effect of cash transfer.
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CSO: civil society organization
DREAMS: Determined, Resilient, Empowered, AIDS-free, Mentored, and Safe
HSV-2: herpes simplex virus type 2
OR: odds ratio
PYO: personal years of observation
SBCC: social and behavior change communication
WORTH+: Women Organizing Resources Together plus
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Abstract

Background: Since the introduction of HIV self-testing by UNAIDS in 2014, the practice has been extensively implemented
around the world. HIV self-testing (HIVST) was developed in China around 2015, and the online purchase of HIVST kits through
e-commerce platforms has since become the most important delivery method for self-testing, with advantages such as
user-friendliness, speed, and better privacy protection.

Objective: Understanding the spatiotemporal characteristics of online HIVST kit purchasing behavior and identifying potential
impacting factors will help promote the HIV self-testing strategy.

Methods: The online retail data of HIVST kits from the 2 largest e-commerce platforms in China from 2015 to 2017 were
collected for this study. The Bayesian spatiotemporal hierarchical model was used to investigate the spatiotemporal characteristics
of online purchased HIVST kits. Ordinary least squares regression was used to identify potential factors associated with online
purchase, including GDP per capita, population density, road density, HIV screening laboratory density, and newly diagnosed
HIV/AIDS cases per 100,000 persons. The q statistics calculated by Geodetector were used to determine the interactive effect of
every 2 factors on the online purchase.

Results: The online purchase of HIVST kits increased rapidly in China from 2015 to 2017, with annual peak sales in May and
December. Five economically superior regions in China, Pearl River Delta, Yangtze River Delta, Chengdu and surrounding areas,
Beijing and Tianjin areas, and Shandong Peninsula, showed a comparatively higher spatial preference for online purchased HIVST
kits. The GDP per capita (P<.001) and the rate of newly diagnosed HIV/AIDS cases per 100,000 persons (P<.001) were identified
as 2 factors positively associated with online purchase. Among the factors we investigated in this study, 2 factors associated with
online purchase, GDP per capita and the rate of newly diagnosed HIV/AIDS cases per 100,000 persons, also displayed the strongest
interactive effect, with a q value of 0.66.

Conclusions: Individuals in better-off areas are more inclined to purchase HIVST kits online. In addition to economic status,
the severity of the HIV epidemic is also a factor influencing the online purchase of HIVST kits.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2022;8(9):e37922)   doi:10.2196/37922
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Introduction

To help end the AIDS epidemic, the Joint United Nations
Program on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) proposed the 90-90-90 target
in 2014 [1]. This ambitious but achievable target of 90% of
people living with HIV being aware of their status [1] and that
HIV testing services (HTS) play important roles and serve as
the gateway to treatment, prevention, and care [2]. HIV
self-testing (HIVST), defined as a type of testing strategy in
which sample collection, testing, and interpretation are all
performed by individuals who wish to learn about their HIV
status on their own in a private environment, is known as a
confidential way of HIV testing [3]. The interest in the use of
HIV rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs) for self-testing has increased
worldwide since 2015 [2]. As a private and convenient method,
HIVST has been widely accepted by diverse populations,
including those who might not otherwise be tested due to stigma
and confidentiality concerns [4-6]. HIVST is especially
cost-effective in resource-limited areas and has proven to be an
effective way to expand HIV testing service [7]. As of June
2020, 41 countries around the world had implemented HIVST.
In addition, 45 countries had allowed HIV self-testing policies
[8].

The provider-initiated HIV testing and counseling (PITC) and
voluntary counseling and testing (VCT) have been routinely
provided in China. Since the World Health Organization
advocated HIV self-testing in 2015 [2], a series of national
policies on HIVST were implemented in China. Because HIVST
kits belong to the third category of medical devices in China,
under the regulations of the National Medical Products
Administration, only a small number of pharmacies that had
the business and sales qualification of the third category of
medical devices were qualified to sell HIVST kits. The
requirements of online HIVST retail are also very strict. To sell
HIVST kits online, retailers need the business and sales
qualification of the third category of medical devices and the
business qualification of internet medical devices [9]. However,
the logistics in China developed fast, and online retail could
meet the purchasing needs of a wider area. Therefore, online
purchase of HIVST kits through e-commerce platforms has
become the most important form of delivery for private
self-testing in China, with the advantages of being user-friendly,
fast, and privacy protection. Purchasing HIVST kits online met
the needs of certain populations who were reluctant to seek HIV
testing services at health facilities. There are 3 types of HIVST
kits sold online in China, including fingertip blood test kits, oral
mucosal transudate test kits, and urine test kits [10]. The HIVST
kits sold online range in price from 20 to 200 RMB (US
$2.93-$29.34), with an average price of about 50 RMB (US
$7.34) [11,12].

Since the introduction and promotion of HIVST in China, it has
been gradually accepted and welcomed by users. It was reported
that about 220 HIVST kits were sold per hour in 2017 by an
online pharmaceutical store in China [13]. However, the
characteristics of online HIVST purchasing behaviors have not

been systematically studied. In this study, we analyzed the online
HIVST kit sales data from 2015 to 2017 from JD and Taobao,
the top 2 e-commerce platforms in China, to reveal the
spatiotemporal characteristics of online HIVST kit purchases.
Further, we investigated potential factors associated with online
purchase of HIVST kits and roughly assessed the contribution
of online acquisition of HIVST to HIV diagnosis. Our findings
will inform the behavioral profile of those who purchase of
HIVST kits online, which can further promote self-testing.

Methods

Data Source
JD and Taobao are two of the largest and most popular
e-commerce platforms in China. The online retail data of HIVST
kits at city level from 2015 to 2017 were collected from JD and
Taobao, the largest retailer of HIVST kits, which sold 70% of
HIVST kits. The online retail data we collected for this study
had the city location of purchasers but did not include customer
shipping addresses. City-level socioeconomic and demographic
data were extracted from the Statistical Yearbook of each
province or the official website of the local statistics department,
including population, gross domestic product (GDP), and gross
domestic product per capita (GDP per capita). Geographic data
were downloaded from the National Catalogue Service for
Geographic Information [14]. The data on newly diagnosed
HIV cases at city level were collected from the provincial
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the data center
of China Public Health Science [15]. The data on HIV screening
laboratories were obtained from the National HIV/AIDS
Laboratory Management Information System of China.

Spatiotemporal Distribution of the Online Purchase
of HIVST Kits
The spatial and temporal characteristics of the online purchase
of HIVST kits were investigated using the Bayesian
spatiotemporal hierarchical model. To eliminate the influence
of population size and better reflect the behavioral characteristics
of people in the city purchasing HIVST kits online, the purchase
rate of HIVST kits per capita was calculated by dividing the
amount of HIVST kits sold in a city by the number of people
living in that city. Poisson and log link regression functions
were used to perform analyses as follows:

In Poisson likelihood function (equation 1), yit is the amount of
online HIVST kit sales in place i at time t, nit is the number of
total populations in place i at time t, and rit is the rate of online
HIVST kit sales per capita in place i at time t.

In the log link regression function (equation 2) that describes
the rate of online HIVST kit sales per capita, α is the overall
average for the entire study period and Si is the overall spatial
trend. Additionally, t* is the median time of the study period,
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(b0t* + vt) and b1it* specify the overall and local temporal trend
at place i, respectively. εit is the term for random Gaussian noise.

Factors Associated With the Online Purchase Rate of
HIVST Kits Per Capita
To investigate factors associated with the behavior of online
purchase of HIVST kits, the ordinary least squares regression
(OLSR) was performed using data in 2017 to analyze the
correlation between the online purchase rate of HIVST kits per
capita and 5 potential factors: (1) population density, (2) GDP
per capita, (3) road density, (4) HIV/AIDS screening laboratory
density, and (5) rate of newly diagnosed HIV/AIDS cases per
100,000 persons. We also used the statistical tool Geodetector
[16-18] to quantify the interactive effect of every 2 factors on
influencing the online purchase rate of HIVST kits per capita
with a q statistic value. The q statistic value ranged between 0
and 1, and a higher q statistic value means stronger influencing
power.

Contribution of HIVST Through Online Purchase to
HIV Diagnosis
The contribution of HIVST through online purchase to HIV
diagnosis was estimated using the city-level data in 2017 with
the following formula: [(Amount of HIVST kits purchased
online in a city * HIV prevalence) / newly diagnosed HIV cases
in a city] * 100%. Since city-level HIV prevalence was not
available for this study, we used the national HIV prevalence
of 0.09% instead [19]. Cities with more than 300 newly
diagnosed HIV/AIDS cases in 2017 were included in the
analysis.

Data Management and Statistical Analysis
ArcGIS software (Esri) was used to calculate population density

(1/km2), road density (km/km2), and HIV screening laboratory

density (1/km2). The Bayesian hierarchical model was conducted
with WinBUGS (University of Cambridge). OLSR was
performed using GeoDa version 1.12.1.139 software. All
geographic maps were created with ArcGIS 10.2 software.

Ethics Approval
The study was approved by the ethics review committees of the
National Center for AIDS/STD Control and Prevention, Chinese

Center for Disease Control and Prevention (X131022302), and
all procedures were performed in accordance with the relevant
guidelines and regulations.

Results

Temporal Trend and Geographic Distribution of
Online HIVST Kit Sales
Between 2015 and 2017, a total of 1,482,773 HIVST kits were
sold online. Online sales of HIVST kits showed an evident
upward temporal trend and undulation over the seasonal
variations, with annual peak sales occurring in May and
December (Figure 1A). Among all provinces, Guangdong,
Sichuan, Beijing, Jiangsu, Shandong, and Zhejiang ranked the
top 6 in online purchases of HIVST kits in 2017, with sales of
more than 60,000 kits in each of the provinces (Figure 1B).

Geographic distribution analysis showed that, in 2015, only 7
major cities (Beijing, Chengdu, Chongqing, Shanghai, Shenzhen,
Guangzhou, and Wuhan) purchased more than 1500 HIVST
kits, and in 2017, this number had rapidly increased to 132 cities
(Figure 2 A-C). Spatial distribution of online HIVST kit sales
was uneven across the country (Figure 2C). If we draw a
Heihe-Tengchong Line, also known as the Hu Line since 1934
[20], which marks a striking difference in the distribution of
population in China, we can see that most HIVST kits were sold
online to cities located southeast of the Heihe-Tengchong Line.

To exclude the impact of population density on the online sales
of HIVST kits, we analyzed the geographic distribution of the
online purchase rate of HIVST kits per capita (Figure 3 A-C).
Urumchi, Lhasa, Hohhot, Sining, and Lanchow (as shown in
blue spots) and other cities located northwest of the
Heihe-Tengchong Line showed similar online purchase rate of
HIVST kits per capita in 2017 compared with cities located
southwest of the Heihe-Tengchong Line (Figure 3C). These
results suggested that although the online purchase amount of
HIVST kits in a city appeared to be associated with the number
of people in that city, the willingness to purchase HIVST kits
online is uniform across the country and independent of
population size.
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Figure 1. Online purchase of HIVST kits in China 2015-2017: (A) monthly online purchase amount of HIVST kits and (B) online purchase amount
of HIVST kits in provinces. HIVST: HIV self-testing.

Figure 2. Geographic distribution of online sale amount of HIVST kits in China 2015-2017: (A) 2015 map, (B) 2016 map, and (C) 2017 map. Most
HIVST kits were sold online to cities located southeast of the Heihe-Tengchong Line (as shown the red line), which marked a striking difference in the
distribution of population in China. Color coded from pale orange to dark orange, and dark orange indicates high level. HIVST: HIV self-testing.

Figure 3. Geographic distribution of the online purchase rate of HIVST kits per capita in China 2015-2017: (A) 2015 map, (B) 2016 map, and (C)
2017 map. To exclude the impact of population density on the online sales of HIVST kits, we analyzed the geographic distribution of the online purchase
rate of HIVST kits per capita. Urumchi, Lhasa, Hohhot, Sining and Lanchow (as shown in blue spots) and other cities located northwest of the
Heihe-Tengchong Line showed similar online purchase rate of HIVST kits per capita in 2017 compared with cities located southwest of the
Heihe-Tengchong Line (as shown the red line). Color coded from pale orange to dark orange, and dark orange indicates high level. HIVST: HIV
self-testing.

Spatial Distribution Characteristics of the Online
Purchase Rate of HIVST Kits per 100,000 Persons
According to the results of spatial distribution analysis by the
Bayesian hierarchical model, the online HIVST sales were
unevenly distributed (Figure 4A). There were 5 regions that
showed a comparatively higher spatial preference for purchasing

HIVST kits online, including the Pearl River Delta, Yangtze
River Delta, Chengdu and surrounding areas, Beijing and Tianjin
areas, and Shandong Peninsula. These 5 regions also had a
higher economic status than other areas in China [21], and the
top 20 cities showing a high spatial preference for online
purchasing of HIVST kits were mostly from these 5 regions
(Figure 4B).
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Figure 4. Spatial pattern of online purchase of HIV self-testing (HIVST) kits: (A) spatial pattern of online purchase preference of HIVST kits 2015-2017
and (B) the top 20 cities showed high spatial preference for online purchasing HIVST kits.

Factors Associated With the Online Purchase Rate of
HIVST Kits per 100,000 Persons
We further analyzed potential factors associated with the online
purchase rate of HIVST kits per 100,000 persons, including
population density, GDP per capita, road density, HIV/AIDS
screening laboratory density, and the rate of newly diagnosed
HIV/AIDS cases per capita. OLSR analysis showed that GDP
per capita and the rate of newly diagnosed HIV/AIDS cases per

100,000 persons were positively associated with the online
purchase rate of HIVST kits per 100,000 persons (Table 1).
Furthermore, according to the results of the Geodetector analysis
(Figure 5), GDP per capita and the rate of newly diagnosed
HIV/AIDS cases per 100,000 persons exerted the strongest
interactive effect on the online purchase rate of HIVST kits per
100,000 persons with a q value of 0.66, which means that 66%
heterogeneity of the rate of online HIVST kit sales per 100,000
persons can be explained by these 2 factors.

Table 1. Potential factors associated with the online purchase rates of HIV self-testing (HIVST) kits per 100,000 persons using ordinary least squares
regression.

P valueCoefficient

<.0010.001GDPa per capita

.6021.65Road density

.79–0.004Population density

.074.26HIV screening laboratory density

<.0010.99Rate of Newly diagnosed HIV/AIDS cases per 100,000 persons

<.0010.48R 2

<.0013578.22AICb

aGDP: gross domestic product.
bAIC: Akaike information criterion.
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Figure 5. Interactive effects of potential factors on the online purchase of HIV self-testing (HIVST) kits. The darkness of color represents the value of
q. GDP: gross domestic product.

Contribution of Online Purchasing of HIVST Kits to
the Detection of HIV Cases
We roughly estimated the contribution of online purchasing of
HIVST kits to the detection of HIV-infected individuals in 2017
and found that among the top 20 cities with the highest
contribution, the contribution ratio ranged from 1.28% to 3.51%
(Table 2). Among the top 20 cities with comparatively higher
contributions to the detection of HIV-infected individuals, 12
cities are located in the 4 major economic regions in China as
shown in Figure 4A (Pearl River Delta, Yangtze River Delta,
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region, and Shandong Peninsula), 7
cities are provincial capitals, and 1 city is a municipality under
independent planning status. When further looking at the online

HIVST kit purchase amounts and the proportion of newly
diagnosed HIV/AIDS cases in these 20 cities, 14 of the 20 cities
with the highest contribution to the detection of HIV-infected
individuals also entered the top 20 in the proportion of online
HIVST kit purchase amounts, although their ranks in the
proportion of newly diagnosed HIV/AIDS cases were not high.
It is worth noting that among the top 20 cities with
comparatively higher contributions to the detection of
HIV-infected individuals, 14 cities were also identified in the
top 20 cities with a high spatial preference for online purchasing
HIVST kits (Figure 4B). These findings suggested that the HIV
self-testing through online access contributed to the detection
of HIV-infected individuals in a city; however, it was noted that
the contribution ratio was not high.
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Table 2. The top 20 cities with comparatively higher contributions to detection of HIV-infected individuals.

LocationRankProportion of newly diag-
nosed HIV/AIDS cases
(%)

RankProportion of online

HIVSTa purchase
amount (%)

RankContribution
ratio (%)

City

Provincial capitals380.6353.4513.51Wuhan

Yangtze River Delta111.1144.5722.69Shanghai

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region42.2418.6632.49Beijing

Pearl River Delta101.3034.8042.38Guangzhou

Yangtze River Delta650.45121.6352.33Nanjing

Yangtze River Delta960.27180.9562.27Hefei

Provincial capitals280.7382.5372.24Xi’an

Shandong Peninsula880.31190.9481.99Qingdao

Provincial capitals710.40151.2091.94Zhengzhou

Yangtze River Delta420.60111.75101.89Suzhou

Provincial capitals390.6391.84111.87Shenyang

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region600.52141.47121.84Tianjin

Provincial capitals930.27260.72131.71Jinan

Yangtze River Delta240.76101.83141.56Hangzhou

Others950.27320.62151.48Xiamen

Yangtze River Delta1130.24360.54161.43Changzhou

Yangtze River Delta830.36240.78171.41Wuxi

Provincial capitals260.75131.50181.29Changsha

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region900.30340.61191.29Shijiazhuang

Provincial capitals1120.24390.48201.28Taiyuan

aHIVST: HIV self-testing.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our temporal analysis found that online HIVST kit sales in
China showed an obvious undulation within a year, with
significant peaks in May and December. This could be due to
some special events occurring during certain time periods. In
China, a week-long holiday usually begins on May 1,
International Workers’ Day, during which individuals are more
likely to engage in risky sexual behaviors [22,23], increasing
the demand for HIVST kits. We also observed an uptick in
online HIVST kit sales around World AIDS Day on December
1 [24], likely due to the high level of advocacy and campaigns
to promote HIV testing during this period [25]. It is worth noting
that, by the time the State Council of China released the
Thirteenth Five-Year Plan (2017-2022) in January 2017
announcing that China would promote HIVST by selling HIVST
kits in pharmacies and online, the online HIVST kit sales had
tripled, representing a high demand and acceptance of HIV
self-testing among people in need. Therefore, it is of great
significance to investigate the behaviors of those who purchase
HIVST kits online to better promote the HIV self-testing strategy
in China.

The spatial Bayesian analyses in this study found that cities
located in economically developed regions have a relatively
high spatial preference for the online purchase of HIVST kits.
Furthermore, regression analysis identified GDP per capita and
the rate of newly diagnosed HIV/AIDS cases per 100,000
persons as 2 factors associated with the online purchase rate of
HIVST kits per 100,000 persons. Therefore, our findings
suggested that when HIVST was launched in China from 2015
to 2017, online purchase of HIVST was more acceptable to
high-risk individuals with good financial statuses, which was
consistent with our previous survey results on a small group of
people who purchased HIVST online [26]. The Geodetector
analysis also identified GDP per capita and the rate of newly
diagnosed HIV/AIDS cases per 100,000 persons as 2 factors
having the strongest interaction with the online purchase rate
of HIVST kits per 100,000 persons, which echoes a previous
report that income status was positively related to high-risk
behaviors among men who have sex with men (MSM) in China
[27].

Another interesting finding is that online HIVST sales exhibited
a long-tail effect. For the traditional HIV testing services
provided by medical institutions through PITC and VCT, 80%
of HIV screening tests were reported to have originated from
17.3% of the laboratories [28], which showed a phenomenon
of the Pareto principle (80-20 phenomenon) [29]. The Pareto
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principle states that approximately 80% of the effects come
from 20% of the causes and is commonly used in the field of
traditional place-based sales channels. In our study, when
looking at the proportion of online HIVST sales at the city-level
in 2017, 4 first-tier cities and 15 new first-tier cities with 16.2%
of the HIV screening laboratories accounted for only 48.52%
of online HIVST sales. This long-tail effect suggested that the
testing delivery strategy through online purchase of HIVST kits
had a more generalized effect than traditional place-based HIV
testing. The long-tail effect has recently been widely used to
improve public health [30], library service [31], and industrial
parks [32].

In this study, we roughly estimated the contribution of online
purchase of HIVST kits to detect HIV/AIDS cases in 2017 and
found that the contribution rate was not high from 2015 to 2017.
The highest contribution rate was only 3.5% in Wuhan city. We
suspected this is because from 2015 to 2017 when HIVST was
initially introduced in China and gradually implemented
nationwide, self-testing was unfamiliar to people in need who
had previously sought HIV testing at local hospitals, maternal
centers, and public health laboratories. In addition, when
estimating the contribution of online HIVST kits to newly
diagnosed HIV/AIDS cases, we used national HIV prevalence
(0.09%) in the general population which could underestimate
the contribution ratio since HIV risk behaviors are higher among
individuals who purchased HIVST kits online. A study
conducted in MSM across China shows that internet-based
self-test behavior was more common among first-time testers,
many of whom reported a higher risk of sexual behaviors [33].

In addition, we found that the rate of newly diagnosed
HIV/AIDS cases per 100,000 persons is a factor associated with
online purchasing of HIVST kits, raising another important
question as to whether the HIV epidemic affects the purchase
of HIVST kits or the purchase of HIVST kits can indicate or
predict the occurrence of the epidemic. Regardless, more
research is needed to clarify these issues.

Limitations
The rapid growth in sales of online HIVST kits from 2015 to
2017 indicates that this new HIV testing service is generally
accepted by those in need. However, it is noteworthy that the
causes of the increasing trend in online purchase of HIVST kits
are heterogeneous. Specifically, due to the lack of data on online
shopping activity, our study was unable to assess whether the
increased online purchase of HIVST kits in a region is associated
with the high online purchase engagement among local residents.
To address this concern, future research should analyze in-depth
the contribution of web development to the online purchase of
HIVST kits. In addition, some information about HIVST kits
sold by the 2 e-commerce platforms was missing, such as price,
types of products, and retailers. These factors could also
potentially impact customer behavior in online purchasing of
HIVST kits.

Conclusion
This study found that the online purchasing of HIVST kits has
been generally accepted by those in need and were preferred
by individuals in regions with a good economy. In addition to
economic status, a higher rate of newly diagnosed HIV/AIDS
cases per 100,000 persons is also associated with online
purchasing of HIVST kits.
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Abstract

Background: Data anonymization and sharing have become popular topics for individuals, organizations, and countries
worldwide. Open-access sharing of anonymized data containing sensitive information about individuals makes the most sense
whenever the utility of the data can be preserved and the risk of disclosure can be kept below acceptable levels. In this case,
researchers can use the data without access restrictions and limitations.

Objective: This study aimed to highlight the requirements and possible solutions for sharing health surveillance event history
data. The challenges lie in the anonymization of multiple event dates and time-varying variables.

Methods: A sequential approach that adds noise to event dates is proposed. This approach maintains the event order and preserves
the average time between events. In addition, a nosy neighbor distance-based matching approach to estimate the risk is proposed.
Regarding the key variables that change over time, such as educational level or occupation, we make 2 proposals: one based on
limiting the intermediate statuses of the individual and the other to achieve k-anonymity in subsets of the data. The proposed
approaches were applied to the Karonga health and demographic surveillance system (HDSS) core residency data set, which
contains longitudinal data from 1995 to the end of 2016 and includes 280,381 events with time-varying socioeconomic variables
and demographic information.

Results: An anonymized version of the event history data, including longitudinal information on individuals over time, with
high data utility, was created.

Conclusions: The proposed anonymization of event history data comprising static and time-varying variables applied to HDSS
data led to acceptable disclosure risk, preserved utility, and being sharable as public use data. It was found that high utility was
achieved, even with the highest level of noise added to the core event dates. The details are important to ensure consistency or
credibility. Importantly, the sequential noise addition approach presented in this study does not only maintain the event order
recorded in the original data but also maintains the time between events. We proposed an approach that preserves the data utility
well but limits the number of response categories for the time-varying variables. Furthermore, using distance-based neighborhood
matching, we simulated an attack under a nosy neighbor situation and by using a worst-case scenario where attackers have full
information on the original data. We showed that the disclosure risk is very low, even when assuming that the attacker’s database
and information are optimal. The HDSS and medical science research communities in low- and middle-income country settings
will be the primary beneficiaries of the results and methods presented in this paper; however, the results will be useful for anyone
working on anonymizing longitudinal event history data with time-varying variables for the purposes of sharing.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2022;8(9):e34472)   doi:10.2196/34472
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Introduction

Background
Although health research data sharing has many benefits and
great value [1,2], one of the main concerns is maintaining the
privacy of study participants. The rationale for both data sharing
and privacy is widely recognized. In the field of medical science
research, the issue of privacy is central to good ethical practice.
Anonymization of data provides an opportunity to mitigate this
tension between sharing data and preserving the privacy of those
whose data are shared. However, it is often unclear how data
can be shared without unduly compromising the privacy of the
individuals included in a data set.

A fundamental issue with personal data disclosure is whether
an attacker can learn anything about an individual if the data or
analysis results are provided or predictions are made. On the
one hand, one can ask whether an attacker can successfully
match individuals with the data at their disposal. In addition,
are attackers’ efforts (and related costs) higher than the benefits
of disclosing information? On the other hand, the needs of the
users of data are of high utility, allowing for high-quality
analysis. Data providers are interested in providing such
information without disclosing the identities of the individuals
in the data.

Similar to all other areas of health research, longitudinal
population studies in low- and middle-income countries (LMIC),
such as health and demographic surveillance system (HDSS)
[3], face the challenge of finding the right balance between data
sharing and privacy protection.

The HDSS must take a position that allows the sharing required
by research funders and journal publishers [2,4] while
minimizing the risk of compromising the privacy of individuals
who make their data available for research.

However, the important issue of health data privacy has not
been adequately explored in LMIC in general and HDSSs in
particular. HDSSs currently share data in most cases without
anonymizing them beyond masking direct identifiers [5]. There
is a possibility that attackers may use indirect identifiers such
as education level, sex, and age—in cases where these are shared
[6]—to identify participants and, consequently, their health
status, which they did not intend to share beyond the boundaries
of the research in which they participated. The extent of such
risks has not been fully explored in the HDSS data sets, and
consequently, no measures have been taken to mitigate these
risks; that is, to the best of our knowledge, this has not been
addressed in the literature on health, statistics, and privacy.

Note that for some selected data sets and general anonymization
problems, the World Bank Group, PARIS21 and Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development, and the
International Household Survey Network supported the
development of the anonymization software sdcMicro [7], and
they all recommend it [8]. sdcMicro is actively used in many

organizations, ranging from statistical offices [9] and social and
political science [10] to the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees [11] and health [12-14]. However, there is a need
to justify the use of this software for the specific needs arising
from longitudinal population health data in LMIC.

Longitudinal data include records of different attributes of the
same participants observed and measured at multiple points in
time. Existing theories and software are suitable only for
anonymizing and assessing the disclosure risk of cross-sectional
data. An extension of this theory is needed to quantify and
control the disclosure risk for longitudinal data.

Karonga HDSS
An HDSS is a combination of field and computing procedures
for collecting demographic, health risk, and exposure and
outcome data from a defined population within a defined
geographical area on a longitudinal basis [3,15]. HDSSs are set
up to monitor open or dynamic population cohorts, building
longitudinal databases of this population over time [15]. A
substantial body of literature has considered various HDSS
aspects, including the rationale for their establishment in LMIC
[3,15], the definition of core HDSS concepts and processes
[5,16], and the reference data model [17] among many others.
The data set used for illustration is from an HDSS in Malawi,
the Karonga HDSS. This HDSS has been described in detail
elsewhere [18]. Briefly, its surveillance site is in northern rural
Malawi and has been in operation from its initial census in 2002
to 2004. The Karonga HDSS contains longitudinally linked
health data from the study population.

The Karonga HDSS is part of a collaborative research program
under the Malawi Epidemiology and Intervention Research Unit
[19].

HDSS Core Residency Data
The generic data set structure on which we based this data
anonymization requirements analysis is in the core residency
data format. This standard data set is widely used in HDSS for
data sharing and analysis [19]. An extended version of this data
set is comprehensive enough to cover the considerations that
need to be made in anonymizing HDSS event history data. This
data set essentially comprises the core HDSS events for each
individual under surveillance and attributes relating to the
individual and to the core events. The events occur in a
particular order that defines entry or exit from the study
population. The first event for any individual is one of the
following: a baseline census enumeration, a birth, or an
in-migration. The last event is one of the following: an
out-migration, a death, or the end of observation (censoring).
The intervening events observed for any individual need to be
logical; for example, an individual born within the surveillance
area cannot have in-migration as the next event. The core events
change the residency status of an individual and, thus, the name
of the data set, core residency data [20].
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The basic form of the core residency data includes the following
variables: an individual identifier, date of birth, sex, core event,
and event date. This form contains all the data on the numerators
and person-years of surveillance (exposure) required to calculate
the demographic rates for the HDSS population and perform
event history analyses.

This basic form can be extended to capture other observations
made within the HDSS population. These may include
disaggregation of the migration events by distinguishing between
migration within the surveillance area (internal) and migration
to or from outside the area (external), as well as the inclusion
of attributes that change over time, such as education level,
occupation, and specific disease status (eg, HIV and
tuberculosis).

To elaborate on the anonymization requirements, we distinguish
between three variable groupings that can go into these HDSS
core residency data:

1. Static variables: These are variables in which the
observations on individuals do not change over time, such
as sex and date of birth.

2. Status (time-varying) variables: These are variables in which
the observations on individuals change over time, such as
occupation or education level.

3. Core events variables: These are the variables in which the
observations are specific to the event. The observed event
and the event date fall into this category.

Our approach investigates the requirements for anonymizing
variables falling into these 3 groups.

Karonga Residency Data
The variables in this data set largely overlap with those found
in the publicly available Karonga HDSS core residency data set
on the iSHARE data repository [21]. The extended version used
in this study has status variables on occupation and education
level, in addition to those found in the Karonga core residency
file.

This data set contains information recorded from October 1995
to the end of 2016, comprising 14 variables, 280,381 rows
(events), and 72,935 individuals ever observed since the HDSS’s
inception.

The main variables of the data set for this work are as follows:

• Static variables: sex
• Status variables: occupation with categories not working,

student, unskilled manual, farmer, fisherman, skilled
manual, nonmanual, small trader or business, unskilled
manual, skilled manual, nonmanual, and professional; and
education with categories none, 1 to 3 years primary, 4 to
7 years primary, primary completed, Junior Certificate of
Education completed, Malawi School Certificate of
Education completed, and tertiary

• Core event variables: event code with dates on the baseline,
date of birth, in-migration, out-migration, and date of death

• Household ID, mother’s ID, father’s ID, and polygamy ID

Objective
To contribute toward filling this gap, we propose a set of
requirements for anonymizing the HDSS longitudinal data. Our
proposal customizes and applies traditional methods that work
on the premise of keeping the data quality as high as possible
while slightly altering the data until the disclosure risk is below
a fixed threshold. The main contributions of this study are as
follows:

• We define anonymization requirements peculiar to
longitudinal event history data.

• We propose steps to take to meet these requirements,
including assessing and controlling for disclosure risk for
the static and time-varying variables and core event dates.

• We implement the proposed steps and show the results.
• We place our proposal within the larger context of data

anonymization approaches, outlining how our method of
choice contrasts with the alternatives within the LMIC
HDSS context.

Methods

In this section, we outline the methods and procedures for
anonymizing HDSS core residency data.

Different Concepts for Different Needs
Our approach of keeping data quality as high as possible by
modifying data slightly until the disclosure risk is below a
certain threshold does not stand alone but rather is part of a
broader ecosystem of data anonymization methods. We briefly
review this ecosystem and emphasize that the choice of
anonymization approaches depends heavily on the needs of the
user group and the cost of implementing the solution. We briefly
outline 4 important anonymization concepts before discussing
their applicability for sharing HDSS data. They are listed in
ascending order of data analysis potential as follows:
privacy-preserving computation, synthetic data, secure
laboratories, and the approach used in this study (anonymized
individual-level data using methods of statistical disclosure
control [SDC]). With privacy-preserving computation, data
remain on the data owner’s side. This can be extended to a
secure multiparty computation with multiple clients (data
holders). Two popular privacy-preserving computation methods
are differential privacy [22] and federated learning with Private
Aggregation of Teacher Ensembles [23]. However, there are
several limitations, as highlighted in the studies by
Domingo-Ferrer et al [24], Francis et al [25], and Bambauer et
al [26]. Furthermore, the user must trust the predictions without
evaluating the model and the data behind the model. Another
way of providing anonymized data is by generating synthetic
data that exhibit the same characteristics as the original data
[27], usually using machine learning and statistical modeling
methods. Synthetic data typically have very low disclosure but
have also relatively low data utility when the original data
possess complex structures [6]. Synthetic data can also be used
in remote execution environments, whereby registered
researchers work on the synthetic data to develop an analysis
code, and the staff of the data holder finally runs the code on
the original data. The final analysis output is checked for privacy
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by laboratory staff as this checking can hardly be fully
automated [28-30].

Difficulties in Using Alternative Concepts
For HDSS data, using privacy-preserving computation would
mean first setting up a framework to compute privacy and, for
known users (test data), providing a predictive value for a
meaningful piece of information (eg, the date of migration or
the health status of a person) based on a machine learning
prediction approach. It is evident that these approaches have
some difficulties in providing good predictions for complex
longitudinal data sets. Privacy-preserving computational
approaches are also not sustainable options for health and
survival data for LMIC because of the high cost and the users’
need for detailed data, instead of simply receiving predictions
for sensitive information or working with aggregated data.
Synthetic, close-to-reality data have the potential of being a
viable approach; however, the complexity of longitudinal event
history data from HDSS makes it difficult to model and
represent all relationships and logical conditions adequately.
Remote access to secure laboratories offers the advantage of
working on real data but can only provide access to a small
number of trusted researchers and requires permanent staff to
perform output checks to keep the software on the servers up
to date and the server and access secure.

Methods for SDC
For these reasons, methods of SDC are the most suitable. The
core concept of SDC comprises transforming data in such a way
as to reduce the reidentification risks of the persons represented
in the data. More precisely, the aim of SDC is to reduce the risk
to a level below a predefined threshold on the one hand and to
maintain the data quality and analysis potential and research
questions on the other. This is a complex task that requires the
application and development of complex methods and, in our
particular case, the understanding of specific health population
data sets.

Data Release Types: Public Use Versus Scientific Use
Files
In line with lowering the barriers to data access, as encouraged
by funders [2], and in the interest of implementing sustainable
data sharing models, open data through the sharing of the
so-called public use files [31] would be a typical mechanism
for sharing HDSS data. Public use files require that a potential
user agrees to the terms of use and then get access to the data
without seeking approval from the data custodians. A reason
for this is the resource-efficient publication and distribution of
data. Once distributed, there is no need for further
labor-intensive steps, as is the case with remote execution and
remote access solutions. The next level up would be the
scientific use files [31]. This requires a potential user to go
through a review process by a data access team to confirm that
they are a bona fide researcher from a reputable institution. This
sharing demands that the custodians set aside staff time to
review data access applications, prepare the data for sharing,
customize the shared data to suit the request, and communicate
and supervise the researchers. These demands of staff time are
suboptimal as they will take staff away from their daily work

and are rarely sufficiently funded in LMIC medical science
research projects.

Pseudoanonymization
In pseudoanonymization, a string—the exact name of a person
or any other direct identification feature (eg, social security
number)—is replaced by a pseudonym, usually a 256-bit hash
code produced by a cryptography hash function from a salted
string [32,33]. The pseudoanonymization of the HDSS core
residency data on the iSHARE data repository is performed in
a simplified manner. An ascending ID is assigned per person
instead of listing their names or identifiers used in the dynamic
HDSS databases. Note that as more data with complex
interrelationships are shared through platforms such as the
Implementation Network for Sharing Population Information
from Research Entities (INSPIRE) data, more elaborate
pseudoanonymization will become necessary. However,
pseudoanonymization does not solve the data protection problem
as it only prevents attacks on direct identifiers.

Identifying Key Variables—the Disclosure Scenario
The key question here is what information does an attacker have
access to that they could match with the data to be released to
identify individuals? Before the key variables (also often called
quasi-identifiers) are identified, a check is made to see what
other existing data a potential attacker could access and use to
link to the current data and identify individuals. This is called
the (archive) disclosure scenario [34]. Existing data may include
census, voters’ roll, population surveys, or administrative data
held by government departments and national statistical offices.
In most LMIC, not many data sets are available for broad access,
and hence, this should not be a major problem.

The biggest challenge may be that an attacker has additional
knowledge of some information pertaining to an individual in
the data being released. This is often called the nosy neighbor
scenario in the literature [34]. An attacker can potentially use
this information to identify individuals.

In general, defining these scenarios requires input from subject
matter experts who work with the data being released and who
are also aware of other common data.

Anonymization Methods for Static and Status
Variables
Traditional anonymization of population data uses the concept
of uniqueness. By combining several variables (quasi-identifiers
from the Identifying Key Variables—the Disclosure Scenario
section), an individual can be uniquely identified in the data. A
key is unique if its frequency is 1, and thus, only one person
has the combination of characteristics defined by the key. For
example, the key postcode 8404, citizenship Austria, sex male,
and age 45 are unique in a demographic population data set of
Switzerland. A commonly used concept for measuring
uniqueness and “almost uniques” is k-anonymity. A data set is
k-anonymous if each key (ie, combination of key variables)
belongs to at least k observations. An approach that also
evaluates subsets of key variables is called the special uniques
detection algorithm [35,36]. This approach allows for a more
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detailed analysis and evaluation of uniques in subsets of key
variables.

To achieve k-anonymity and low special uniques detection
algorithm scores, the first step typically involves use
case–specific recoding of the categorical key variables into
broader categories [6]. With recoding, the risk can be
significantly reduced. If some individuals still have an increased
risk and further recoding would lead to an excessive loss of
quality of data, local suppression is typically considered next
[6]. This suppresses certain values to guarantee, for example,
k-anonymity. The aim is to find specific patterns in categorical
key variables and replace these patterns with missing values.
(heuristic) optimization methods must be applied to find a
minimal suppression pattern [7].

If the number of categorical key variables is large or many of
these variables have many categories, the number of keys in a
data set is large, and many keys will be unique. In this case,
recoding and local suppression would significantly change the
data to achieve, for example, k-anonymity. Applying the
postrandomization method (PRAM) [37] to a subset of key
variables would be a good alternative to recoding and
suppressing all key variables. In the PRAM, values are
exchanged between the categories of a variable with certain
transition probabilities. An attacker can never be sure whether
a value is true or has been swapped.

Handling Static and Status Variables With Varying
Status of a Person Over Time
Cross-sectional data sets typically contain observations for a
single time point, and the application of anonymization methods
is generally straightforward (eg, using the guidelines presented
by Templ et al [6]).

In the following paragraphs, the extension to longitudinal
information, in particular to status variables (eg, occupation or
education), for which the observed values (can) change over
time, is discussed. Table 1 shows the problem of using a toy
data set with 2 individuals in a simplified manner. It can be
easily seen that for person 1, both educational level and
occupational have improved over time. When only the baseline
status in 2010 is considered, both individuals share the same
level of education and occupation category; thus, they are not
unique in the data set. If only 2015 were considered, the 2
individuals would not be unique. If only the latest status of a
person is considered, both individuals would be unique in this
toy data set, considering the key variables of occupation and
education level. Moreover, if each status is reported each year,
the 2 individuals would also be unique.

A number of alternative representations could be used to
anonymize the status variables, each of which has its own
advantages and disadvantages.

If only the initial status of a person is reported, the variable
would no longer be considered a status variable that changes
over time, which simplifies anonymization. The disadvantage
is that we can no longer see the progress, for example, in the
person’s occupational and educational level over time.

If only the first and last statuses of a person in a record are
reported, all events in between must either be deleted or replaced
by the first stage or the last status.

Another very strict alternative would be to delete the link of a
person from one year to the other; that is, for each person,
another ID is provided from one year to another. However, this
makes a longitudinal analysis difficult; thus, the data utility
would suffer significantly.

Postrandomization could be an option, although the order and
consistency of educational and occupational levels are either
lost or biased to higher levels. For example, it makes no sense
to lower a person’s education level over time; therefore, with
realistic swapping probabilities in the PRAM, the education
level would randomly increase but never decrease.

Another approach would be to apply traditional anonymization
methods to patterns or subsets of the data, whereby individuals
with the same pattern of event occurrence are considered as a
subset to be anonymized. For example, the 2 individuals in
Table 1 do not have the same pattern as they have a different
number of events. This approach leads to a potentially large
oversuppression but reduces the disclosure risk heavily. Studies
aimed at analyzing the education and occupation of individuals
over time might be possible, especially when data analysts
impute the suppressed information.

Before deciding on one of these or even other alternative
approaches, one has to think about the disclosure scenario. How
likely is it that an attacker can merge their database with the
anonymized data set provided to match and identify individuals?
How likely is a nosy neighbor scenario and to what extent?

For an archive scenario, the following assumptions regarding
the attacker’s knowledge are made:

• Only the last status of education of a person is known to
the attacker, assuming that the attacker’s database is more
or less an up-to-date archive containing the current
educational level of a person used for matching. Here, it is
neglected that the attacker has access to the historical
sociodemographic status data of individuals.

• Only the last occupational status is known by an attacker,
provided that the attacker’s database is more or less an
up-to-date archive containing the current profession of a
person used for matching.

• The attacker has knowledge of the static variables of sex
and birth date.

• The attacker does not know the reason for in- and
out-migration but knows the birth date, the start date, and
the stop date.

For a nosy neighbor scenario, the following assumptions about
the attacker’s knowledge are made:

• The (changing status) of the education of a person is known
to the attacker over time, assuming that the attacker has
individual knowledge of the historical development of the
educational and occupational levels of a few individuals.

• The attacker has knowledge of the static variables of sex
and birth date.
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• The attacker may know the reason for in- and out-migration
for certain individuals and the corresponding event time,
and they may have knowledge about the birth date of certain
individuals.

As the data go public as an open-access data set, a nosy neighbor
scenario is possible and, thus, in focus. Therefore, we use the

approach in which only the first and last observed statuses of a
person are reported. This is a solution in which the change in a
person’s status is reported without their intermediate
improvements, whereas local suppression results in a low
number of suppressions as not all stages are reported.

Table 1. Toy data set supporting a simple explanation to the problem to deal with time-varying information on status variables.

Education levelOccupation(Event) yearPerson ID

2220101

2220111

2320121

2320131

2320141

3320151

3420161

2220102

3320152

3320162

Handling Event History Dates

General Considerations
To prevent (exact) record linkage and closest distance–based
neighborhood matching, we suggest adding random noise to
the event dates. An adequate obvious choice is to add
approximately 100 days randomly. This prevents an attacker
from successfully applying record linkage and is likely to
prevent distance-based matching.

However, care must be taken to ensure that the order of events
is maintained. For example, if a person has a birth date of May
15, 2009, and we hypothetically assume that this person
out-migrated on June 5, 2009, in-migrated on July 6, and died
on August 1, 2009, then a random noise of +40 or –40 to +60
or –60 days will completely upset the event order.

Thus, we need to modify the event data by adding or subtracting
a sufficient number of days so that the individual cannot be
identified, although the data utility and event order of the data
are retained. More specifically, the addition of noise must be
performed with the following constraints: (1) the order of events
must be maintained; (2) the time span between events should
remain the same as much as possible, naturally fulfilled by
adding noise; (3) attacks with record linkage should not be
successful; and (4) the number of events per person should
remain unchanged.

This leads to a sequential approach that adds noise for each
person, event by event, under certain restrictions, explained in
more detail in the following paragraphs. Of course, the main

parameter—the level of noise—must be determined on a use
case and data set–specific basis.

Add Noise to One Event Date
For simplicity, equation 1 shows the case for 3 events, whereby
noise is added for 1 person for event 2. Figure 1 shows this case
with 3 event dates t1, t2, and t3, and the time span between events
1 and 2 (∆2;1) and events 2 and 3 (∆3;2).

It should be noted that extension to any number of events per
person is possible and straightforward to implement, although
the notation becomes more complicated.

With s, a Bernoulli random values∈{–1, 1} with P=.50 for
random addition or subtraction of the event date, and u ~ U[ min;
 max], which controls the number of noise (in days), a new

(anonymized) event date t2
* is calculated using the following:

t2
* = t2 + u · s , if ∆2,1 >  max ∧ ∆3,2 >  max t2

* = t2 + u

, if ∆2,1 ≤  max ∧ ∆3,2 >  max t2
* = t2 – u , if ∆2,1 >  max

∧ ∆3,2 ≤  max t2
* = t2 – u – (∆2,1 – 1) , if ∆2,1 >  max ∧

∆3,2 ≤  max ∧ min(∆2,1, ∆3,2) = ∆2,1

This ensures that the event order is preserved for t1, t2, and t3.
Except for the first case, restrictions were applied as the distance
between event data was smaller than the specified minimum
noise range.

An alternative noise addition method is to draw u ~ N(µ, σ2)
and round it to the next integer value.
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of 3 event history dates for one person and corresponding time span between the events.

Add Noise Sequentially Event by Event
The extension of equation 1 to all events of a person is achieved
by the sequential application of noise to each event of a person.
First, all recorded data of one person are stored, and the number
of events of this individual, as well as the distance between all
events, are recorded. For the first event, date t1 noise is either
randomly subtracted or added; more precisely, it is subtracted
without any restrictions and added less than the distance to the
second event. Subsequently, for all other events recorded, in an
additional loop considering one event date at the time, noise is
added, as described above (equation 1) according to a predefined
noise level (see Disclosure Risk and Data Utility section for
further discussion on the level of noise). Therefore, first, for t1,

noise is added leading to t1
*, and then, noise is added to t2,

considering possible restrictions from t3 and t1
* to not change

the event order. Subsequently, noise is added to t3 considering

t2
* and t4,..., until the last event date. Using this sequential

approach, preservation of the event order is guaranteed.

Restrictions may occur if 3 consecutive events are very close
to each other. If the maximal noise of the respective noise level

is larger than the difference between t2
* and t3 and t3 and t4, it

proceeds as follows. If the minimum of the event difference
min(∆2;1;∆3;2) is larger than the predefined minimum noise, then
take minimum=minimum noise and maximum noise=∆2;1 and
∆3;2, respectively, and sample at random. If the minimum of
event difference min(∆2;1;∆3;2) is smaller than the minimum
noise, then sample from a univariate distribution U(0; ∆2;1);
same with ∆3;2 in the respective sampling direction as maximum
or minimum noise. In the case of normal distribution while
(noise < ∆2;1 ∧ noise > ∆3;2), draw a new value from N(μ=0;
σ=50) until a valid noise is obtained.

Furthermore, we would like to briefly point out that it is
necessary to consider the special data structure. It has already
been mentioned that the event history dates cannot ideally be

represented in columns, as there are different numbers of events
and different events per person. Therefore, a separate row for
each event in the data set is used to store the event code and
date for a person; that is, individuals are represented in multiple
rows. If a person was born within the observation period, he or
she has an additional entry as an event in addition to the actual
date of birth. Thus, if no birth date is registered under event
dates, as the individual was born before data collection, then
only one number is randomly added to the date of birth of a
person in all rows of this person. If birth is also represented as
event date information, the same noise (used to noise the event
date on birth) has to be taken as for the column holding the birth
date of the person; that is, the information on birth date and the
event birth date is linked and must be considered adequately
and consistently.

In the Results section, the noise level chosen for the HDSS core
data set is presented, and further insights into the choice of noise
level are provided.

Putting It All Together
The event data are particularly important as they are numerical
information that can be used for record linkage if the attacker
has a database of exact event data. However, an attacker might
only know the year of birth and death and then use this
information for matching. In addition to the event history dates,
variables with varying statuses over time must also be
considered. Therefore, the changes in education and
occupational levels are limited by indicating only the first and
last status (Textbox 1).

For certain studies, for example, on fertility by educational level,
the full history of event dates and changes in the educational
level is needed. This is also true for various studies on the
occupational level of individuals over time (eg, answering the
question of whether well-educated individuals change their
occupational levels quicker). In this case, the entire history of
event data might be needed, and the previous procedure has to
be adapted, in this case, for example, by anonymizing the
patterns, as outlined previously.
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Textbox 1. Steps of putting it together.

Step 1

• Add random noise to event dates for each person sequentially, as described in the Handling Event History Dates section. This prevents record
linkage and nearest-neighbor matching with an external database containing exact event dates and preserves the order of events.

Step 2

• Aggregate data (ie, from long to wide representation, where each line represents a person) so that each row contains the information of a person
for the static variables (such as sex and birth date), first and latest education, and first and latest occupation and build new variables containing
the year of birth, year of death, and number of events of a person.

Step 3

• Perform k-anonymity using local suppression using the implemented methods in sdcMicro [7] using the variables mentioned in step 2 to avoid
uniques and prevent successful matching. If the year of the earliest or latest event or the year of birth is suppressed, the noised year and noised
event date should also be suppressed. It should be noted that this was hardly the case as the importance was set such that the year of birth, year
of death, and number of events of a person are the most important variables; thus, the suppression algorithm uses the remaining variables to make
local suppressions.

Step 4

• Disaggregate the anonymized aggregated data (from wide to long representation, where each line represents an event). The data set now includes
only the anonymized information on sex and the earliest and latest occupational and educational codes of a person.

Estimation of the Disclosure Risk
The theory for estimating disclosure risk in a cross-sectional
data set is well implemented, for example, in the R package
sdcMicro [6,7]. In fact, for survey sample data, the approach of
Franconi et al [38] or, for example, Skinner et al [27,39] can be
used, or, for population data, the concepts of k-anonymity
[40,41] or sample uniqueness [35,36]. We introduce an extension
of this theory that provides a practical tool for quantifying
disclosure risk for event history data.

Typically in anonymization, methods differ when continuous
or categorical information is anonymized [6]. In addition, we
distinguish between 2 scenarios—the matching of event dates
(continuous measurements) and an attack on categorical key
variables.

Event data are considered continuous measurements as there
are multiple records for each person on a time scale.

As k-anonymity is already ensured (step 3) and population data
are used, there is no need to quantify the disclosure risk for
categorical key variables.

For continuous event dates, a neighborhood distance-based
approach is proposed. Neighborhood matching, as introduced
here and further introduced and applied in the Results section,
assumes that the attacker has a database with exact event dates,
which represents a worst-case scenario. For each individual in
the anonymized data set, the nearest 3 individuals in the original
nonanonymized data are determined by using Euclidean
distances between event dates in the original and anonymized
files. This is performed with replacement, meaning that the
nearest neighbors are available to match for another individual
in the data set. In case 1 of the 3 nearest neighbors is the correct
match, we identify this observation to be of high risk. The

number of risky observations is reported. The Results section
shows the specific settings for our application.

Results

Anonymization of the Karonga HDSS Core Residency
Data Set
First, it should be noted that the data set obviously cannot be
spread into columns of events as migration and other event
codes have possibly >1 entry, and the number of events differs
between individuals. This makes it difficult to anonymize the
data as the individuals have different events and different
numbers of the same events at different times.

The key (identifying) variables are listed in Table 2.

Experiments with the HDSS core residency data set have shown
that an additional identifying variable, the ID of the mother of
a child, ID of the father and of the household, and the reason
for in-migration and out-migration (reasons are marriage,
divorce, start or end of work or education, and others) could
potentially enlarge possible matches to approximately 10% of
the original possible matches or individuals. Polygamy
identifiers are not considered in this study. The usual approach
for handling cluster information (eg, persons in households) for
risk estimation of (enlarged) risk is, for example, described in
Templ et al [6] and implemented in sdcMicro under the term
of hierarchical risk estimation. However, as no further household
information is available in this data set, this approach can be
neglected. This is because household information can be used
to identify individuals more easily; however, such additional
household information is not available in our data set.

Other socioeconomic or sensible variables (eg, health status)
were not included in the open-access data set.
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Table 2. Key (identifying) variables of the health and demographic surveillance system core residency data set.

KindKey variable

Static variableBiological sex

Static variableYear of birth

Static variableYear of death

Core event dateaExact event date

Status variableEducation

Status variableOccupation

Static variableNumber of events per person

aContains dates at which the observed core events occurred (birth, death, in-migration, or out-migration).

Anonymization of Event Dates (Details Related to Step
1)
According to the random principle, a drawn number of days is
randomly added to or subtracted from the event dates of birth,
death, in-migration, and out-migration (equation 1; Add Noise
to One Event Date section).

Four levels of noise were considered. In 3 scenarios, integer
numbers (noise in days denoted by ε) for each event of a person
(with E being the number of events of a person) were drawn
with equal probability from the following intervals—depending
on the noise level. In addition, a fourth scenario with normally
distributed random noise is considered:

1. Noise level 1: εmin=46; εmax=62
2. Noise level 2: εmin=76; εmax=93
3. Noise level 3: εmin=106; εmax=124
4. Noise level 4: u ~ N(µ=0; σ=50)

As described previously, random noise is added sequentially to
the birth date, in-migration and out-migration dates, and death
date to prevent record linkage and nearest-neighbor matching,
with an external database containing exact event dates and
information on sex, number of events, year of birth, year of
death, occupational status, and educational level.

Anonymization of Static and Status Key Variables
(Details to Steps 2 to 3)
To prevent successful matching, we achieved 3-anonymity
through global recoding and local suppression using the heuristic
implemented in the R package sdcMicro [6,7].

New variables are built for the year of birth, year of death, and
year of the first change of educational and occupational status
and used as key variables along with the sex of a person and
the number of events of a person. Intermediate changes in
educational and occupational levels are dropped. K-anonymity
is then achieved by local suppression using the implemented
methods in sdcMicro [7]. If the year of the latest event or the
year of birth is suppressed, the noised year and noised event
date are also suppressed. The number of events and the year of
birth and death are set to the highest importance so that the
implemented (weighted) local suppression algorithm in Templ
et al [7] likely does not include missing values in these variables.
Note that one suppression in a variable with high importance
would increase the loss (function) in utility for >1 suppression

in a variable with low importance (see Templ et al [7] for
details).

After event date anonymization and status variable
anonymization, the data are again matched to transform them
into their original shape.

Disclosure Risk
To assess whether a data set was successfully anonymized, we
quantified the disclosure risk. It must be reported only for event
dates as, for the categorical key variables, k-anonymity is
achieved, which satisfies our need to prevent successful
matching.

The disclosure risk is calculated by matching each individual
of the raw data set with the 3 nearest neighbors of the
anonymized data with replacement using distance-based
matching. In addition, an individual is matched with individuals
who are born, died, or migrated within plus minus the same
year as the true match, respectively, having the same (final)
education, the same (final) occupation, and the same sex. If an
individual has a missing value for one of these variables because
of local suppression, that person is still considered a possible
match if the rest of the variables meet the requirement.

If the match is correct, we assume that the attack was successful,
and an individual can be reidentified. This means that if a person
is in 3 of the nearest distances, we consider it unsafe.
False-positive matches are not taken into account.

Table 3 reports the absolute and relative disclosure risk (in
percentage) of the anonymized Karonga data set for all 4
scenarios, considering only individuals as possible matches who
were born or had died or migrated in the range of +1 or –1 year
of the date of birth, death, or migration, respectively, of the real
match. We can observe that the risk is very low and that an
attacker can hardly reidentify individuals. Note that the
disclosure risk is already based on a worst-case scenario with
3 neighbors and by assuming the attacker uses the original
nonanonymized data for matching. The low risk can also be
explained by the fact that we choose εmin to be relatively large;
for example, for noise level 1 it is 46, meaning that for each
event, the date is changed within at least 46 days. However, for
death and birth, the risk increases as death is more unique than
any of the other variables. The highest risk is connected with
normal noise.
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The computation time for neighborhood-based risk
measurement, as proposed here, is high, and an implementation
that uses parallel computing is preferable. Currently, the
anonymization runs for 4 hours on a single-core Intel(R) Core

i7-6700HQ central processing unit (CPU) with 2.60 GHz, and
8 days are spent for the risk assessment on all 4 noise levels on
the HDSS core residency data set using 32 CPUs, Intel Xeon(R)
Gold 5218 CPU with 2.30 GHz.

Table 3. Counts on successfully matched individuals and relative disclosure risk (in percentage; number of risky individuals divided by the number of
individuals times 100) of the anonymized Karonga data set for all 4 levels of noises based on the matching scenario.

OMGb (number of success-
ful matches)

IMGa (number of successful
matches)

Death (number of successful
matches)

Birth (number of successful
matches)

Scenario

Absolute risk

3942201771669U(46;62)

3882221541452U(76;93)

3831781511271U(106;124)

2421976191513N(μ=0; σ=50)

Relative risk (%)

0.80.55.02.3U(46;62)

0.80.54.32.0U(76;93)

0.80.44.21.7U(106;124)

0.50.417.32.1N(μ=0; σ=50)

aIMG: in-migration.
bOMG: out-migration.

Utility
Utility measures specialized in a particular field should always
be preferred to general measures ([42]; eg, as implemented in
sdcMicro). To check the data utility after anonymization, visual
comparisons of the original nonanonymized and anonymized
data sets, as well as chi-square tests comparing contingency
tables obtained from original and anonymized data, are shown.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the date of birth from the
original data and the noised data sets. The original data show a
heaping in 1925, 1937, and 1945, which is still visible in the
modified versions of the data set. This is not surprising as the
noise was not too large.

The 2 midyear population pyramids for 2005 and 2015 are
depicted in Figure 3. We distinguish between the population
pyramids for the original nonanonymized data and anonymized
data with noise levels of 1 to 4. Almost no differences were
observed.

We do not explicitly show further graphs on the distribution of
the date of death, in-migration, and out-migration, as the results
are very similar to the previous figures; that is, there are no
significant differences in the distributions.

Table 4 shows summary statistics of the time span between
in-migration and subsequent out-migration of individuals. It
shows only minimal differences; that is, all statistics are well
preserved. The best results are obtained with noise scenario 4
(normal distributed noise). The results for out- to in-migration
are comparable, except for the time between out- to in-migration.
This can be shown in more details by a visualization.

Figure 4 visualizes this time span between in-migration and
subsequent out-migration, as well as between out-migration and

in-migration by box plots. The x-axis is presented on a log10

scale to better see minimal differences in the distribution of the
time span between the original nonanonymized data and the
anonymized data (almost no differences can be seen in the
original scale). Almost no differences were found in the time
span for in-migration to out-migration.

For the number of days between the out-migration and
in-migration of a person, the worst results were obtained by
scenario 4 (normal distributed noise). The reason for this
difference between in- and out-migration is that people tend to
return after out-migration much earlier than they leave the place
after in-migration. Normal noise tends to increase the number
of days of consecutive events if the events are close together.

Table 5 presents the results of the statistical test. The
cross-tabulation for age class×event code×sex×event time
category (2000-2004, 2005-2009, 2010-2014, and 2015-2020)
was calculated from the original nonanonymized data and for
the anonymized data. The corresponding cell counts were
compared with each other by using a chi-square test. The results
of the chi-square tests (Table 5) showed that the null hypothesis
of equality of anonymized and original data can never be
rejected.

Naturally, the differences between original and anonymization
increase with an increasing level of noise, as can be seen in all
the presented tables and visualizations of data utility. The best
utility was achieved by adding normal noise (Table 5). However,
even with noise level 3, the structure is well preserved, and the
data utility is very high for all 4 noise levels investigated.

For the anonymization of the status variables on education and
occupation, including sex, number of events of a person, year
of birth, and year of death, a few values were suppressed to
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achieve 3-anonymity (Table 6). The highest number of
suppressions is present in variable end education (last
educational status of a person), with approximately 0.64%
(3735/583,480) suppression. Overall, 0.14% (808/583,480) of
values were suppressed.

For the static and status variables, one of the most important
information might be the last status of occupation and education.
Figure 5 shows the frequencies of the corresponding contingency
tables. The differences were minimal and not detectable by
visual comparison. This is even more true for the other
tabulations.

Figure 2. Distribution of the date of birth of the original data set and for the anonymized data set according to noise levels 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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Figure 3. Population pyramids for 2005 and 2015 midyear population and age structure of the original and anonymized data according to noise levels
1, 2, 3, and 4 for men (left bars) and women (right bars).

Table 4. Summary statistics for the number of days between in-migration and subsequent out-migration of a person for noise levels 1 to 4.

<100 days (%)Values, mean (SD)Values (minimum-maximum)Scenario

2.2862.05 (714)(0-5909)(0;0) (original)

3.4846.67 (716)(0-5805)U(46;62)

4.4839.25 (717)(0-5832)U(76;93)

5.5831.30 (720)(0-5906)U(106;124)

2.9862.58 (716)(0-5859)N(μ=0; σ=50)

Figure 4. Time span (in log10 scale) between in-migration and subsequent out-migration and out-migration to subsequent in-migration of the original
data set and for the anonymized data sets by noise levels 1, 2, 3, and 4. Regarding in-migration to out-migration and out-migration to in-migration only
individuals who in- or out-migrate, respectively, are considered.
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Table 5. Comparison of 4-dimensional contingency tables of the anonymized and original data using a chi-square test.

N(μ=0; σ=50)U(106;124)U(76;93)U(46;62)Statistics

37.52121.3973.5846.08Test statistic

237.24237.24237.24237.24Critical value

.99.99.99.99P value

Table 6. Percentage of suppressions per variable and total number of suppressions per variable.

Year of
death

Year of
birth

Number of
events

End occupationEnd educationBase occupationBase educationSexSuppression

000.020.130.640.070.220.03Suppressions (%)

0013944655316023Total suppressions

Figure 5. Relative frequencies of the latest educational and latest occupational status of individuals for the original and the anonymized data set.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Providing open data (public use files) is a typical mechanism
for HDSS data sharing, which is consistent with the funders’
[2] call for lowering barriers to data access and in the interest
of implementing sustainable data sharing models. However,
more stringent anonymization is required than that for
access-restricted and contracted files used for scientific
purposes.

Anonymizing HDSS data is challenging, and no easy-to-apply
solutions are available. The details matter to ensure consistency
or credibility, and context knowledge is key for successful
implementation. The presented approach is novel in several
respects. This is the first time that a systematic approach has
been adopted to determine the anonymization requirements for
residency data from LMIC HDSS studies or for any other
longitudinal data generated in these settings. Previously,
anonymization of HDSS data was performed on an ad hoc basis.

We grouped the variables into static, status (time-varying), and
core event–specific variables and tackled the anonymization
relating to the variables in each of these groupings.

We achieved an anonymized data set with very low disclosure
risk and high utility, ready for sharing as a public use data file.

Using distance-based neighborhood matching, we simulated an
attack under a nosy neighbor situation and using the worst-case
scenario, where attackers have full information on the original
data. We showed that the risk of disclosure is very low, even
when assuming the worst-case scenario.

We explicitly defined a procedure for anonymizing core event
dates as a major part of the HDSS event history data
anonymization. Different levels of noise addition to the event
history dates were evaluated for disclosure risk and data utility.
It was found that high utility was maintained, even with the
highest level of noise. The basic properties of the event data
such as order, time span, and number of events were preserved
compared with the original data. As can be seen from the
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application and anonymization of event history dates, it is likely
that the noise level and the loss of data utility will balance each
other. Thus, a medium level of noise may be recommended to
preserve the properties and usefulness of the data. In addition,
the preservation of the time intervals between events is important
for the successful implementation of this anonymization method.
If the interval is too small, the added noise will is also
automatically reduced by the algorithm.

Furthermore, our work explores the extent to which methods
or tools such as sdcMicro can be used and for which aspects of
longitudinal data. The guides for these tools focus on
cross-sectional data and thus do not naturally lend themselves
to the anonymization of multiple records per individual, which
is the case in the Karonga HDSS core residency data that we
used. In this regard, we transformed the time-varying variables
of education level and occupation, year of death, year of birth,
and the number of events for an individual before feeding them
into the sdcMicro R package. The transformation involved
limiting the number of transitions an individual had in the
time-varying variables over time. This strategy preserves the
data utility well, albeit providing fewer details than the original
data.

The HDSS and medical science research communities in LMIC
settings will be the primary beneficiaries of the results and
methods presented in this paper; however, the results will be
useful for anyone working on anonymizing longitudinal data
sets, possibly including time-varying information and event
history data with time-varying variables for purposes of sharing.
If more sensitive variables such as medical conditions are added,

l-diversity should also be checked. Alternatively, the PRAM
[37] should be applied to medical conditions.

Future Work
The proposed approach of combining the range of values for
the status variables into a baseline value and a final value may
not be optimal for some analyses. This is one of the realities of
data anonymization; it almost always results in data of lower
utility than the original data. Further work is required to explore
alternative handling of the status variables to determine the
optimal handling of the transitions in the time-varying variables.

The disclosure risk is calculated based on 3 nearest-neighbor
distance-based matchings. This matching strategy is already
quite complex, with some constraints described previously, as
well as dealing with missing values. However, other matching
strategies might be possible, and specialized record linkage
software [43] might also be considered.

Further work is also required to determine the right amount of
offset for the core event dates. To determine this, it might be
important to gather data from the participants to estimate what
it would take to sufficiently offset the dates so that the potential
nosy neighbors are unable to make guesses even in cases where
events such as in-migration are rare.

Of course, not all data sets might have exactly the same structure
as the HDSS residency data set used here. Other longitudinal
data sets from HDSS settings, such as those generated from the
observation of tuberculosis episodes or sexual partnership
episodes, may contain features not fully catered for by our
approach here. These issues need to be explored further.
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Abstract

Background: Surveillance data are essential public health resources for guiding policy and allocation of human and capital
resources. These data often consist of large collections of information based on nonrandom sample designs. Population estimates
based on such data may be impacted by the underlying sample distribution compared to the true population of interest. In this
study, we simulate a population of interest and allow response rates to vary in nonrandom ways to illustrate and measure the
effect this has on population-based estimates of an important public health policy outcome.

Objective: The aim of this study was to illustrate the effect of nonrandom missingness on population-based survey sample
estimation.

Methods: We simulated a population of respondents answering a survey question about their satisfaction with their community’s
policy regarding vaccination mandates for government personnel. We allowed response rates to differ between the generally
satisfied and dissatisfied and considered the effect of common efforts to control for potential bias such as sampling weights,
sample size inflation, and hypothesis tests for determining missingness at random. We compared these conditions via mean
squared errors and sampling variability to characterize the bias in estimation arising under these different approaches.

Results: Sample estimates present clear and quantifiable bias, even in the most favorable response profile. On a 5-point Likert
scale, nonrandom missingness resulted in errors averaging to almost a full point away from the truth. Efforts to mitigate bias
through sample size inflation and sampling weights have negligible effects on the overall results. Additionally, hypothesis testing
for departures from random missingness rarely detect the nonrandom missingness across the widest range of response profiles
considered.

Conclusions: Our results suggest that assuming surveillance data are missing at random during analysis could provide estimates
that are widely different from what we might see in the whole population. Policy decisions based on such potentially biased
estimates could be devastating in terms of community disengagement and health disparities. Alternative approaches to analysis
that move away from broad generalization of a mismeasured population at risk are necessary to identify the marginalized groups,
where overall response may be very different from those observed in measured respondents.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2022;8(9):e37887)   doi:10.2196/37887
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Introduction

The emergence of COVID-19 in 2019 has given rise to
numerous challenges in global health. Many of those challenges
have been easily observable and measurable. The intervening
months produced countless publications on social distancing
and vaccination measures and their resulting effects on the
spread of the infection. Even now, epidemiological papers
provide current updates on the disease’s differential impact in
high-risk populations compared to susceptible people whose
risk may not be as high. Most of these analyses were conducted
quickly, using available but incomplete data to provide rapid
assessments. A challenge that has not been explored in as much
detail is how the analysis of incomplete data without proper
adjustments may be producing biased results that can lead to
detrimental effects as we try to measure knowledge, attitudes,
and behaviors related to various aspects of COVID-19.

Public health surveillance data are useful for noninvasively
monitoring community health [1]. In some cases, these data are
collected as part of an ongoing protocol with defined data
elements and quality checks [eg, 11]. Increasingly, however,
public health surveillance systems seek to draw conclusions
and understanding from a broader collection of data available
from administrative, commercial, or other sources [eg, 8-10].

Public health surveillance can be used to address a host of
epidemiological questions at a micro level, drilling down to
community clusters to identify the who, where, and when of
disease concentration. A problem arises when the analyst tries
to scale the analysis to the macro level when a nonrandom
sample of individuals is used to try to draw inference to a
population that the data cannot and do not accurately represent
[2-5]. Brick [6] presents a number of potential solutions for
reducing nonresponse bias, but these solutions tend to focus on
improving response rates as well as statistical adjustment
methods for reducing bias in data collections where nonresponse
has occurred. In this paper, we quantify and illustrate the range
and magnitude of problems encountered when we tried to infer
the underlying global properties from an incompletely measured
sample where the missingness of the data varied from random
to nonrandom. In practice, analysts often turn to sampling
weights [6] to control and reduce potential impacts of bias due
to nonresponse [2]. In this study, we also examine when and if
the use of sampling weights achieves this desired goal in public
health surveillance and determine when and if such a strategy
makes sense when considering data from a nonrandom
microlevel sample for making macrolevel decisions.

Many statistical methods for dealing with missing data require
that the data be missing at random (MAR). Investigators turn
to methods like those presented in Cohen and Cohen [7],
Simonoff [8], or Little and Rubin [9], applying statistical tests
to their data to see if they meet this requirement, but these
approaches may not provide sufficient rigor for identifying the
underlying missingness mechanism, especially if the missingness
mechanism is not associated with the auxiliary variables used
in the testing [eg, 10]. These approaches are based on a null
hypothesis that the data are MAR, and a failure to reject does
not provide proof that the null is true. Such approaches also

focus on missingness due to the variables involved in the testing
and may not have strong statistical power to detect nonrandom
missingness due to other reasons [7-9].

An additional approach favored by investigators interested in
surveillance involves expanding the sample size through the
addition of observations, widening eligibility criteria, or adding
additional questions onto an existing large-scale questionnaire
[eg, 8,11]. In the case of public-use data sets and surveillance
systems, there is often an abundance of observations available
for analysis. Extremely large sample sizes are considered to be
rich data sources and provide an excellent opportunity to “find
something.” Nonprobability samples designed to maximize the
number of respondents may present analysts with a wealth of
data, but the impact of nonrandom missingness may limit the
value of inference drawn from such studies. Although numerous
examples of “spam the list” samples and imperfect censuses
exist in the literature, we prefer to focus on the statistical impact
of such methods rather than calling out our colleagues and peers
in this paper for using such methods [eg, 9,11].

Applications of public health surveillance often focus on the
data at hand rather than general principles of analytic
performance in the presence of nonrandom missingness. In the
sections below, we use simulation to explore and illustrate the
impact of nonrandom missingness on a single survey item. Our
approach allows us to investigate and quantify the error in the
estimation of a mean when the randomness of the missingness
varies from semicomplete to not complete at all. We also provide
an illustration of how increasing the sample size impacts an
estimator when the data are not MAR. Finally, we present the
results of Cohen and Cohen’s approach [7] for missingness at
random for all of our results to assess the performance of this
diagnostic approach in identifying when it may be unsafe to
assume missingness at random in a given public health
surveillance data set. Although it may be well known that, in
theory, nonrandom missingness can influence statistical
inference, our example provides an illustration of the nature
and magnitude of this influence in a simple but realistic setting
and in a simple tool for exploration and discovery by readers,
students, and researchers.

Methods

Overview
A more detailed description of our methods could be seen in
Multimedia Appendix 1. Briefly, we present a simulated
example of item missingness using a Likert-scale outcome with
5 levels, similar to the kinds of questions often collected in
public health surveys. To provide a frame of reference, we
consider the outcome to be the answer to the question “how
satisfied are you with your community’s efforts to mandate
vaccination for local government employees and public
servants?” and simulate answers ranging from 1 to 5, one being
very dissatisfied and 5 being very satisfied. The simulation uses
a discrete random number generator to generate a large
(N=100,000) population of potential respondents, where the
response pattern is allowed to vary. We present some
simulations where an individual’s probability of response is
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generally uniform across the values, some skewed toward the
more satisfied and some skewed toward the less satisfied.

We induce missingness in the data via a uniform random value
for each respondent. In our simulation, we compare the effects
of data missing completely at random (MCAR) to not missing
at random (NMAR) data, where the missingness is not random.
We define mechanism as the reason for the data’s missingness,
as per the study by Little and Rubin [10]. When the mechanism
is completely independent of the survey, then the data are
MCAR. When the mechanism is directly associated with the
missingness, then the data are NMAR. In the case where the
mechanism can be identified and shown to be independent of
the data of interest, then the data are MAR. Identifying the
mechanism of missingness may be easier to do in the case of
item missing data, where nonresponse of certain survey items
may be analyzed using completeness in other items. In the case
of unit nonresponse, it may be impossible to truly identify the
missingness mechanism, as all information on nonrespondents
is unavailable. When a mechanism is identified, it may be
possible to control for it using multivariable modeling
approaches. In this study, we simulate MCAR and NMAR data
for a single survey item. For each simulated observation in the
population, we also have complete data for race and sex. These
demographic items provide auxiliary variables for Cohen and
Cohen’s approach [7]. We implement this approach to
investigate the test’s ability to effectively detect the NMAR
mechanism.

Our simulation replicates 1000 random samples of our overall
population and assigns observed values in the sample. Sampling
weights [6] are introduced to allow the missing observations to
be represented by complete observations.

We quantify the effect of missingness and weighting with the
mean squared error (MSE) [11]. The MSE summarizes how far
away an estimator is from the truth (on average) and summarizes
two components of estimation performance: sampling variability
(or sampling error) and bias. A full discussion of the MSE may
be found in the Multimedia Appendix 1. Our simulation
replicates samples and produces estimator variability, allowing
us to estimate sampling variance as a summary of variation in
estimation error from sample to sample. The square root of the
difference gives us a simulation-based estimate of the
estimator’s bias. In the event of rounding leading to negative

values of bias2, we assign the observed bias a value of zero. In
our simulation, the bias describes how far away, on average,
our sample estimator is away from the true population mean
satisfaction, rating in points on a 5-point Likert scale.

We present summary results for the following three population
conditions:

• Uniform response across categories (ie, no response is more
likely than other).

• Generally satisfied respondents in the population (ie, two
satisfied responses are more likely than unsatisfied
responses).

• Generally dissatisfied respondents in the population (ie,
two dissatisfied responses are more likely than satisfied
responses).

Under these conditions, we presented a constant response rate
of 90% for the generally satisfied respondents (response of three
or higher on the question) and allowed the missingness to vary
from 10% to 90% for the dissatisfied respondents to explore
the impact of nonrandom missingness. We also compared results
for two sample sizes (800 and 8000) to see how this affects the
estimators’ behavior. A sample of 800 was chosen for a margin
of error of approximately 3.5% for estimating the percentage
of those satisfied with the community’s vaccine mandates for
government employees and civil servants. The sample size of
8000 was arbitrarily chosen as an inflation by a factor of 10
without specific statistical justification. The simulation was
written in SAS 9.4 (Cary, NC). Refer to Multimedia Appendix
2 for the full program.

Ethical Considerations
No human subjects were involved in this simulation, so no
institutional review board approval was necessary.

Results

Uniform Response Pattern
We used a uniform response pattern to describe a community
without a particularly strong opinion about their government’s
efforts toward a vaccine mandate. Our response rates are
assigned using a hypothetical convention that people who are
generally supportive of public health practices will be inclined
to respond to the survey and share their positive opinions,
whereas people who are unhappy with the current state of affairs
will decline (at a range of levels) to talk about their concerns
with a stranger. We hold the response rate constant at 90% for
the satisfied members of the community, suggesting their
willingness to participate in the survey. We consider scenarios
wherein the response rate in the dissatisfied group becomes
progressively worse to measure impacts of this differential
response on sampling variability, MSE, and bias, in terms of
points on a 5-point Likert scale. We also report results after
calculating weighted means in an attempt to adjust for
nonresponse for samples from this community.

The first row in Figure 1 compares the performance of the
estimator as the nonresponse rate becomes increasingly worse
in the dissatisfied group. When response rates are similar
between those who are generally satisfied and those who are
generally dissatisfied, we see little evidence of bias; as the gap
widens in response disparity, we can see a clear upward trend
in MSE. Sampling variability appears to be relatively unaffected,
but the sharp increase in bias indicates that although our
estimator has considerable precision, our intervals are not likely
to contain the true satisfaction rating of our full population. At
its worst, the estimated policy satisfaction rating is off almost
an entire scale point compared to the population truth. The first
columns of Table 1 show how often Cohen and Cohen’s
approach [7] correctly identifies a departure from missingness
at random. We see approximately 5% of the samples presenting
with an association between one of the demographic variables
and missingness, but we rarely see evidence to indicate
missingness not at random using this approach, suggesting low
statistical power to detect nonrandom missingness in our setting.
In addition, Table 1 also reveals that the bias appears to be
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considerable even when adjusting for nonrandom missingness
using traditional adjustment weights. That indicates the use of
sampling weights will not remove the underlying problem.

Interestingly, our results remained consistent when we expanded
the sample size (Table 2). Increasing the sample size does not
appear to reduce the bias in the estimator nor does it seem to
have an impact on its overall variability. The inflated sample
size neither reduced nor inflated the inherent bias of the
estimator and had no apparent impact on the power of the Cohen
and Cohens’ approach to detect departures from missingness

at random. Since MSE is a linear combination of variance and

bias2, we see no change in these quantities when the sample
size increases. The sampling variance is improving, but
negligibly so when compared to the impact the bias has on the
quality of the estimator. The missing data contribute to a heavily
biased satisfaction estimate, so the MSE or the average distance
of our sample estimates from the true mean, is driven by the
Bias component. The sample means vary very little between
replicates, whereas they vary greatly from the true mean of the
population.

Figure 1. Mean squared error (MSE), sampling variance, and bias by sample size and response pattern.
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Table 1. Number of samples out of 1000, where Cohen and Cohen’s approach [7] identifies nonrandom missingness using sex and race based on a
sample size of 800.

Generally dissatisfied, nGenerally satisfied, nUniform, nDissatisfied nonresponse rate

BothSexRaceBothSexRaceBothSexRace

35549054413435010%

24959553524524620%

45752455553466230%

66157369543484540%

14737341520484250%

15946140431375160%

35256259465425570%

26151463501475380%

35757253703384990%

Table 2. Number of samples out of 1000, where Cohen and Cohen’s approach [7] identifies nonrandom missingness using sex and race based on a
sample size of 8000.

Generally dissatisfied, nGenerally satisfied, nUniform, nDissatisfied nonresponse rate

BothSexRaceBothSexRaceBothSexRace

25243144431383410%

13932337342503620%

24336337392433530%

65237243461404240%

15142358450493450%

13750357404434660%

03648544532503870%

25049243511294280%

15146360602312990%

Generally Satisfied Response Pattern
When the simulated respondents were generally satisfied, we
observed less overall missingness in the data, even as the
nonresponse rate for dissatisfied respondents increased. The
second row in Figure 1 shows the estimator’s behavior under a
favorable response profile. In this population, we see that bias
is considerably reduced because our sample is more
representative of a truly more favorable population. We see that
sampling variability is comparable between response profiles
because the underlying sampling distribution of the estimator
has not changed, so the variation of the estimates from sample
to sample is unaffected. However, since these sample estimators
are closer to the truth, we also see an arrested increase in the
MSE and bias even as the dissatisfied response rate falls. The
simulation also reveals that increasing the sample size had little
impact on the bias in either direction.

Generally Dissatisfied Response Pattern
The third row of Figure 1 illustrates a missingness pattern where
a large part of the population is both disenfranchised and
disinclined to participate in the survey. In this scenario, the
respondents present a much different population estimate than

what is actually true. As with the other scenarios, there is little
sample-to-sample variability. In the generally satisfied
population, this posed a different kind of problem, as the
respondents who were less likely to respond comprised a smaller
part of the population as a whole. In the generally dissatisfied
population, however, the respondent-based estimate was far
removed from the population’s truth; the resulting naive
confidence intervals have no reliable coverage, while providing
the appearance of high precision, suggesting a mostly satisfied
population, even after adjusting with sampling weights. The
estimator becomes biased much more quickly in the generally
dissatisfied population, where nonresponse rates of 40%-50%
result in the same apparent bias as much higher nonresponse
rates in the two other populations considered. As in the previous
case, the simulation results reveal that increasing the sample
size does not appear to make a significant difference in this
effect, and Cohen and Cohens’approach does not reliably result
in a detection of the missingness’ departure from randomness.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
Our simulations illustrate the impact nonrandom missing data
can have on population-based estimates even when analyzing
a fairly simple survey sample. What we present in our examples
indicate that basic diagnostic tests of missingness at random or
the use of sampling weights do not automatically control for
such biases and are not simple guarantees or workarounds to
improve the quality of estimates.

Statistical discussions of missingness tend to focus on reducing
nonresponse in the survey implementation [6] or fixing the data
in the analysis [10]. These methods can be elegant and
applicable to data collected under a specified design. Under
MCAR missingness, a sample is simply reduced but not in a
manner that generates bias. Under NMAR missingness,
however, the “true” observed sample is a combination of the
design (with known probabilities of selection) and the
missingness pattern (typically with unknown probability of
observation).

In surveillance data, particularly in a public health crisis, where
data are needed quickly, existing surveys often are repurposed
for additional data collection, or analysts include convenient
data of unknown (if any) design. In this repurposed use (eg,
through the addition of COVID-19 questions to ongoing
surveys), we may well expect new (and unknown) patterns of
missingness. Adjusting for design alone (via the design-based
weights based on designed probability of selection but not
necessarily probability of response) can adapt estimates for the
anticipated design; however as seen above, important impacts
of new causes of missingness will be missed. Specifically, the
examples in our study illustrate how dissonance between
sampling weights (adjusting for the probability of “selection”)
and patterns of missingness (which changes the probability of
“response”) can result in bias. Such impacts can be mitigated
if the missingness occurs in subpopulations with low weights
(as in our generally satisfied population example) but can be
inflated if the missingness occurs in subpopulations receiving
high sampling weights (as in our generally dissatisfied
population example). Unless we know both the probability of
selection and the probability of response, we cannot see the full
picture and cannot adjust estimates appropriately with traditional
reweighting methods.

As our simple example illustrates, the application of design
weights should not be considered as a panacea for the challenges
of extending survey designs for surveillance purposes. A closer
look at Figure 1 reveals evidence as to why caution is necessary
when applying weights in practice, particularly in settings where
probabilities of response are unknown. In our simulation
examples, while the MSE and bias trend upward as the
dissatisfied response rate decreases, the sampling variability
remains constant. The sampling variability is the essential
statistic for producing confidence intervals and evaluating
hypothesis tests—two broad statistical applications of inferential
methods. We can see that confidence intervals produced from
surveillance data may have the desired width determined by the
sample size calculation, but the bias (due to nonrandom

missingness) will result in a precise interval around the wrong
number, potentially leading to very poor decisions, policies,
and their consequences. Since sampling variability does not
fully account for deviation from the truth the way the MSE does,
in practice, we may never truly know how far away our sample’s
estimate is from the true but unknown population value. If we
assume that the missingness is completely at random and
produce biased estimates, our reported estimates may (and most
likely will) lead to incorrect decisions with potentially
long-standing public health implications.

A larger problem comes from the intention to use surveillance
data to make global statements about a community.
Extrapolation is often mentioned as a concern in modeling but
rarely translated to estimators drawn from a nonrandom sample
inferring parameters of a larger population. Our simulator shows
that as the response rate becomes increasingly worse in a
population subgroup, the sample’s effectiveness at representing
the larger community abates, in many cases rather drastically.
Using data from a sample with unknown probabilities of
observation, particularly survey data where the data may not be
MAR, is a clear example of extrapolation. Ultimately, a failure
to adequately represent a marginalized population may lead to
political and social unrest. Policy decisions based on such data
could result in creating or widening disparities already
detrimental to social justice and health equity outcomes.

The simulations we showed in our study illustrate that estimates
from survey samples have the potential to be heavily biased
when extended beyond their design, especially in the presence
of differential missingness due to imbalanced probability of
response. Although the potential of such bias is known in theory,
our simulations provide a basic but practical illustration of the
potential magnitude of the problem. We note that these
simulations represent a simplified (but perhaps not rare)
illustration of the problem; the direction and magnitude of the
bias can and likely will vary considerably as the relationship
missingness shares with the survey changes. We contend that
surveys with missing data will rarely (if ever) be random to
some extent in surveillance settings and recommend
considerable caution when applying survey weights based on
sampling plans alone without consideration of potential
differential missingness. In particular, we recommend that
thoughtful summaries of potential biases accompany analyses
and interpretation, especially those drawing from multiple
available data sources. We recommend that, rather than using
the survey data to look upward to the community, analysts
should be encouraged to consider looking down to the observed
population, instead.

Although it makes analytical sense to assume the data are MAR,
this decision may come with a sizable cost. If we assume
missingness at random in error, we reach conclusions that are
far from the truth and could lead to devastating social
consequences. If we assume that the missingness is not random
in error, we make more cautious conclusions and open avenues
to better identify and understand potentially underserved sections
of our population of interest. Erring on the side of nonrandom
missingness leads to a more socially responsible analysis of all
the available information.
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One limitation of our study is that we applied simple random
sampling to simulate the survey experience where most
surveillance data sets are multistage cluster designs. We note
that a more complex design typically would likely lead to an
inflation in the sampling variability but would not reduce the
mean squared error or bias inherent in the differential response.
In our examples, we also only considered three response patterns
and arbitrarily assigned the population responses based on our
own characterization of stronger satisfaction and dissatisfaction
propensity. Our simulator is available to readers (See
Multimedia Appendix 2) and is easily reprogrammed for more
complex population response profiles. The simulator can also
be modified to measure other kinds of response types (eg,
continuous or binary) in addition to our Likert scale example.
We limited our analysis to a basic survey design and response
because the setting clearly illustrates our point and mirrors a
very common setting when analyzing surveillance data.

Conclusions
Surveillance is an essential component of public health practice.
Surveillance data allow us to produce useful descriptive
measures to characterize the movement of disease through a
population at risk. The current pandemic has produced vast
amounts of data, much of which come from nonrandom samples
or are drawn from surveys where data missingness patterns can
obscure original sampling plans to the point that traditional
sampling weights alone cannot provide proper adjustments to
estimates. Our examples suggest an opportunity to develop new
methods that move away from classical design-only approaches
and move toward methods that explore designs for data
collection and adjustment for patterns in data completeness that
let us use the information more effectively for making better
public health decisions for the entire population.
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Abstract

Background: Pandemic fatigue is defined as feelings of demotivation to follow preventive measures against COVID-19, together
with decreased trust in government and frequency of information-seeking behaviors.

Objective: This study aims to analyze the psychometric properties of the COVID-19–specific pandemic fatigue scale according
to classical test theory (CTT) and Rasch model approaches in the general Spanish population.

Methods: This was a cross-sectional study in a representative sample of 1018 adults who completed an online survey in November
2020 in the framework of the COVID-19 Snapshot Monitoring (COSMO)-Spain project. The assessments included the 6-item
COVID-19 Pandemic Fatigue Scale (CPFS) and other COVID-19–related variables: COVID-19 infection, adherence to preventive
behaviors, information-seeking behavior, self-efficacy, worry, and cognitive and affective risk perception. Data quality, acceptability,
reliability, and validity were analyzed according to CTT, and the fit to the Rasch model, unidimensionality, appropriateness of
the response scale, item local independency, reliability (person-separation index [PSI]), and item-person distribution were also
calculated.

Results: The mean CPFS score was 17.06 (SD 5.04, range 6-30), with higher scores for women, younger participants, participants
who never seek information on COVID-19, those who think they would contract a mild disease in case of infection, those with
higher level of worry about coronavirus/COVID-19, and those who felt depressed or felt the coronavirus/COVID-19 is spreading
slowly (all P<.01). The Cronbach alpha for the CPFS was 0.74. In the confirmatory factor analysis, one factor was identified

(root mean square error of approximation [RMSEA]=.02; comparative fit index [CFI]=.99; χ2
5=8.06, P=.15). The CPFS showed

good fit to the Rasch model (χ 224=42.025, P=.01, PSI=.642), unidimensionality (binomial 95% CI –.005 to .045), and item local
independency.

Conclusions: Our results suggest that the CPFS has moderate reliability and internal consistency and it is composed of a single
dimension. It is a useful tool to ascertain the level of pandemic fatigue in the general population, which may help to guide the
communication and information strategies to face the COVID-19 pandemic.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2022;8(9):e34675)   doi:10.2196/34675

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; pandemic fatigue; psychometric properties; Rasch analysis; validation; online survey; pandemic; fatigue; mental
health; information seeking; health information
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Introduction

The world has become familiar with the term “pandemic fatigue”
in the context of COVID-19 [1-3]. This term has been used to
describe different phenomena related to psychological distress
and demotivation to follow preventive measures, as well as
decreased trust in the government and frequency of
information-seeking behaviors [3].

In 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) defined
pandemic fatigue as a “demotivation to follow recommended
protective behaviors, emerging gradually over time and affected
by a number of emotions, experiences and perceptions,”
proposing a framework on how to “maintain and reinvigorate”
people’s motivation to comply with COVID-19 response policies
[4]. The WHO proposes that pandemic fatigue is expressed
through an increasing number of people not sufficiently
following or accepting recommendations and restrictions or
decreasing their effort to keep themselves informed about the
pandemic [4].

The restrictions adopted by the authorities to tackle this public
health crisis have saved many lives but have also affected the
mental and physical well-being of the population, social
cohesion, economic stability, and community resilience [5].
After more than 2 years of restrictions, fatigue is an expected
and natural response [4], and several authors have already
measured how support of and compliance with
nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) have decreased in Spain
[6] and worldwide as the pandemic evolves [7-12].

In Spain, compliance with health authorities’ recommendations
has been high [13], and the vaccination campaign has been a
success [14,15]. Even so, compliance with NPIs remains
important and will be in the future, as long as new variants
continue to be a threat [16]. On the other hand, social,
psychological, and economic consequences of the pandemic
will continue over time, so the availability of a tool that
measures pandemic fatigue is crucial.

Another challenge that public health authorities face is to keep
the population informed in the context of a health crisis of
unpredictable duration. Disinterest and information fatigue
might be an obstacle for adherence to NPIs to combat the
pandemic [17]. In Spain, there is a national strategy to improve
health communication and address pandemic fatigue [18]. Public
health communication strategies should focus on raising
awareness in the event of future outbreaks and new restrictions
[17].

Lilleholt et al [19], in 2021, conceptualized pandemic fatigue
to represent a general demotivation toward following
COVID-19–related health protective behaviors and staying
informed about the development of the pandemic. The authors
developed and validated the COVID-19 Pandemic Fatigue Scale
(CPFS) with the aim of identifying who experiences it, analyzing
related emotions and perceptions, and shedding light on the
relationship between pandemic fatigue and health protective
behaviors.

The aim of this study was to assess the psychometric properties
of the Spanish version of the CPFS to measure pandemic fatigue

in the Spanish general population, administered online, using
2 complementary methodological approaches: classic test theory
(CTT) and the Rasch model. In addition to reliability and
internal validity, Rasch analysis provides unique information
such as differential item functioning for population groups and
adequacy of the response scale. Finally, scales that fit the Rasch
model provide results in a linear scale.

Methods

Design and Procedures
This is a cross-sectional, observational, nationwide study with
survey data collected using an online questionnaire. This study
is part of a larger project, the COVID-19 Snapshot Monitoring
(COSMO)-SPAIN project [20], based on the COSMO tool
developed by the WHO Europe Regional Office [6,21], with
the aim of monitoring the knowledge, attitudes, compliance
with the preventive measures, and risk perception of the Spanish
population toward the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as
informing COVID-19 outbreak response measures, including
policies, interventions, and communications. More details can
be found in the protocol of the COSMO-Spain study [22].

A nationally representative sample of 1018 subjects living in
Spain was recruited. The sample was stratified to match the
Spanish general population in terms of age, education, gender,
and area of residence. A research company invited the potential
participants who fit the inclusion criteria (both sexes, aged 18
years or older, and being able to answer an online questionnaire)
and carried out the survey. The research market company has
a panel of 157,535 members from the Spanish population. They
contacted panel members who fit the inclusion criteria by email;
2655 invitations were sent, 1777 members participated in the
survey (response rate 67%), and 1020 complete questionnaires
were obtained. The data were collected between November 24,
2020, and November 27, 2020, at the end of the “second
pandemic wave” in Spain. During that period, 60,462 cases of
COVID-19 were detected, with a cumulative incidence of 128.6
over 14 days [23]. Mobility restrictions and capacity limitations
in commercial establishments were present in different Spanish
regions.

Ethical Review
The Ethics Committee of Carlos III Health Institute (CEI PI
59-2020-v2) approved the study protocol. The survey was
anonymous, and the research company provided data with no
identifying information to the researchers. Participants were
informed on the purpose and characteristics of the study and
provided informed consent by clicking a box.

Variables

Online Survey
The online survey included questions about participants’
sociodemographic characteristics: sex (male, female), age,
education (highest level of education attained: incomplete
primary or less, primary, secondary, high school, and university),
area of residence (village, 2000 to 50,000; town, 50,000 to
400,000; city, >400,000), and employment situation (working,
student, domestic care, retired/pensioner, long-term unemployed,
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unemployed, or Spanish temporary employment regulation due
to COVID-19).

CPFS

The CPFS is a self-reported questionnaire based on the original
version by Lilleholt et al [19]. It asks about demotivation toward
COVID-19–related health-protective behaviors and staying
informed about the development of the pandemic. The CPFS
includes 6 items rated from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree): “I am tired of all the COVID-19 discussions in TV
shows, newspapers and radio programs, etc.,” “I feel strained
from following all of the behavioral regulations and
recommendations around COVID-19,” “I am sick of hearing
about COVID-19,” “I am tired of restraining myself to save
those who are most vulnerable to COVID-19,” “when friends
or family members talk about COVID-19, I try to change the
subject because I do not want to talk about it anymore,” and “I
am losing my spirit to fight against COVID-19.” The total CPFS
score is obtained by summing the items, with a maximum of
30 points that is indicative of a higher degree of COVID-19
pandemic fatigue. In the original study, it reached Cronbach α
values of 0.83 and 0.87 (Danish and German studies,
respectively) [19].

Other Variables

Other variables were included, as described in the following
paragraphs (see also Multimedia Appendix 1).

COVID-19 infection was ascertained using the question “To
your knowledge, are you, or have you been, infected with
COVID-19?”, with yes/no response options.

Adherence to preventive behaviors was assessed by asking how
frequently respondents carried out a list of 12 measures to
prevent infection from coronavirus/COVID-19, with 1 (never)
to 5 (always) as scoring options. The listed behaviors included
use of face masks: (1) using face masks following the
recommendations and (2) wearing face masks in the presence
of relatives and friends. It also included questions on hygienic
behavior: (3) ventilating closed spaces; (4) using hydro alcoholic
gel or disinfectants; (5) disinfecting surfaces; (6) washing hands;
and (7) avoiding touching eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed
hands. Finally, it included physical distancing: (8) avoiding
public transportation, (9) ensuring physical distancing, (10)
avoiding social or family events, (11) not visiting relatives and
friends if they are in quarantine, and (12) avoiding crowded
spaces. The total number of preventive behaviors was calculated
for each participant, computing the scores 4 and 5 as a positive
response (=1) and summing them to obtain a score ranging from
0 to 12. The same procedure was applied to calculate the score
for each type of preventive behavior.

Information-seeking behavior was assessed by asking
respondents about the frequency of searching for information
on coronavirus/COVID-19, answered on a scale from 1 (never)
to 5 (several times a day).

Perceived self-efficacy was surveyed using the question
“avoiding an infection with coronavirus/COVID-19 in the
current situation is...?”, with a response scale from 1 (very
difficult) to 5 (very easy). This question, addressing
self-assessed COVID-19 self-protection and avoidance ability,

has been adapted from a previous study [24] by the original
authors of the COSMO survey [21].

Level of worry about the coronavirus/COVID-19 in general
was collected using a response scale from 1 (do not worry at
all) to 5 (worry a lot).

Cognitive risk perception was measured using a question on
perceived probability of getting infected with
coronavirus/COVID-19, answered from 1 (very unlikely) to 5
(very likely), and a question on how severe would contracting
the coronavirus/COVID-19 be for you, answered on a scale
from 1 (not severe) to 5 (very severe) [19]. Both items were
multiplied to obtain the value of the cognitive risk perception,
ranging from 1 to 25, with higher scores indicative of higher
risk perception.

Affective risk perception was collected using “the
coronavirus/COVID-19 to me feels...,” including 3 items: speed
of propagation, with a response scale ranging from 1 (spreading
slowly) and 5 (spreading fast); fear, scored from 1 (not
fear-inducing) to 5 (fear-inducing); and mood, with a scale from
1 (it does not affect my mood) to 5 (makes me feel depressed)
[19]. The responses to these questions were summed, obtaining
a score that ranged from 3 to 15, with higher values indicating
higher affective risk perception.

All items were originally in English and were translated by
professional translators, reviewed and slightly modified by the
COSMO-Spain team to adapt them to the Spanish context.

Data Analysis
Variables were summarized using descriptive statistics,
including central tendency and dispersion measures (mean,
median, and SD) and frequency and percentages, depending on
their format.

Since the total CPFS score fit a normal distribution
(Shapiro-Wilk test, P=.26), parametric statistics were used.
According to the CTT [25], the following psychometric
properties of the CPFS were analyzed: data quality and
acceptability, structural validity, hypotheses testing (construct
validity), and internal consistency.

Data quality and acceptability were computed by the mean,
median, SD, and range of the observed versus theoretical values;
skewness (criterion: −1 to +1); floor and ceiling effects
(criterion: ≤15%) of the CPFS items; and total score [26].

For structural validity, exploratory (EFA) and confirmatory
factor analyses (CFA) were used. For EFA, a principal
component analysis with varimax rotation was applied. CFA
used maximum likelihood estimations. A root mean squared
error of approximation (RMSEA) ≤0.06 and comparative fit
index (CFI) >0.9 indicated a good fit to the model [27].

Hypotheses testing (construct validity) included convergent and
discriminative validity. Convergent validity was analyzed using
Pearson correlation coefficients to ascertain the association of
pandemic fatigue with related continuous variables: age, number
and type of protective behaviors, and cognitive and affective
risk perception. Following the literature [4,19], moderate-to-high
correlation coefficients (r≥0.30 and r≥0.60) [28] between CPFS
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and these variables were hypothesized. Regarding discriminative
(known groups) validity, mean differences in total CPFS score
in the sample grouped by relevant variables were calculated,
using ANOVA and Student t tests. The following hypotheses
were established, according to the literature [4,12]: a higher
CPFS score would be reached in younger participants; those
with lower education levels, risk perception, perceived severity,
self-efficacy, level of worry, or information-seeking behavior;
and those with higher levels of depression.

Internal consistency was examined by computing the Cronbach
α coefficient (criterion ≥0.70), item total corrected correlations
(standard r ≥0.40), interitem correlations, and the item
homogeneity index (criterion >.30) [29].

The Rasch model, one of the most used applications of item
response theory, was also applied to complete the information
on the measurement properties of the CPFS provided by the
CTT. According to the Rasch model, the answer to a certain
item is a function between the person’s ability (level of
pandemic fatigue) and the item’s difficulty (level of construct
represented by that item), expressed in logits [30]. The following
measurement properties were assessed: fit to the Rasch model,
unidimensionality, appropriateness of the response scale, item
local independency, reliability (person-separation index [PSI]),
and item-person distribution. There are excellent tutorials and
examples explaining the Rasch analysis process [31,32].

Since small deviations from the Rasch model are signaled as
statistically significant when using large sample sizes, resulting
in unnecessary model modifications, a random sample of 300
was drawn. This sample size allows for stable estimates
regardless of targeting [33]. Fit to the Rasch model was
considered when there was a nonsignificant chi-square test using

Bonferroni correction for number of items (P>.008) [31]. Also,
fit residuals were expected to be within the interval of –2.5 to
+2.5 and item and person estimates to follow a normal
distribution with a mean of 0 and SD of 1. Modifications were
performed iteratively until model fit is achieved. PSI measures
reliability and is interpreted similarly to Cronbach alpha.
Threshold is the point of equal answer probability between 2
adjacent response categories. In case of disordered thresholds,
adjacent response categories were collapsed. Unidimensionality
was checked using a principal component analysis of residuals
and then comparing person estimates with a binomial test; a
lower bound of the 95% CI should be ≤.05 [34,35]. Local item
independency, or the degree to which 1 item response does not
lead to the response to another item, was analyzed though the
correlation matrix of the residuals [36]. Differential item
functioning (DIF) occurs when, for the same construct level, 2
or more sample groups answer in a statistically different way
[37]. DIF was inspected through ANOVA by the following
groups: age (groups defined by the median: ≤46 years; >46
years), gender, and education level (low: up to 14 years old;
medium: secondary or professional training; high: university).
Finally, the person-item threshold distribution was visually
inspected.

CTT analysis was performed using SPSS 27.0 (IBM Corp,
Armonk, NY) and Rasch analysis using RUMM2030 statistical
software.

Results

The sample was formed by the same number of men and women,
with a mean age 46.1 (SD 14.2, range 18-85) years (Table 1).
Most participants were working (577/1018, 56.7%), 27.7%
(282/1018) of them in a setting with a moderate risk of infection.
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Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics of the sample (n=1018) in the COVID-19 Snapshot Monitoring (COSMO)-Spain study, November 2020.

Results, n (%)Variables

Sex

509 (50.0)Women

509 (50.0)Men

Age groups (years)

177 (17.4)18-29

301 (29.6)30-44

336 (33.0)45-60

204 (20.0)≥61

Education level

31 (3.0)Incomplete primary or less

240 (23.6)Primary

308 (30.3)Secondary

439 (43.1)University

Employment

577 (56.7)Working

41 (4.0)Student

32 (3.1)Homemaker

186 (18.3)Retired/pensioner

100 (9.8)Long-term unemployed

82 (8.1)Unemployed or ERTEa

Type of work

101 (9.9)With high risk of contagion

282 (27.7)With moderate risk of contagion

69 (6.8)No risk

102 (10.0)Telework

23 (2.3)Health care staff

aERTE: Spanish Temporary Employment Regulation due to COVID-19; in Spanish, “expediente de regulación temporal de empleo.”

Psychometric Properties According to CTT
Table 2 shows the data quality and acceptability analysis of the
CPFS. The mean total CPFS score was 17.06 (median 17.0, SD
5.04, range 6-30). Skewness of the total CPFS score was .13.

All items reached the expected score range (1-5), and most of
them showed a floor effect, especially items 6 and 4. Ceiling
effect was marked in items 1 and 3. The total PFS score did not
present floor or ceiling effects.
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Table 2. Data quality and acceptability of the COVID-19 Pandemic Fatigue Scale (CPFS) in the COVID-19 Snapshot Monitoring (COSMO)-Spain
study, November 2020.

Ceiling effect, %Floor effect, %Minimum to maximumMedianMean (SD)CPFS item

43.37.31-54.003.88 (1.23)1. I am tired of all the COVID-19 discussions in
TV shows, newspapers and radio programs, etc.

12.524.21-53.002.77 (1.32)2. I feel strained from following all of the behav-
ioral regulations and recommendations around
COVID-19

30.39.81-54.003.52 (1.28)3. I am sick of hearing about COVID-19

7.248.31-52.002.07 (1.27)4. I am tired of restraining myself to save those who
are most vulnerable to COVID-19

13.521.61-53.002.81 (1.30)5. When friends or family members talk about
COVID-19, I try to change the subject because I
do not want to talk about it anymore

5.149.71-52.002.01 (1.20)6. I am losing my spirit to fight against COVID-19

1.41.96-3017.0017.06 (5.04)CPFS Total

Regarding structural validity, EFA identified 2 factors with a
correlation coefficient of .70, explaining 62.6% of variance.
Figure 1 shows the path diagram of the CPFS using CFA. The

1-factor model obtained an RMSEA of .02 and CFI of .99

(χ2
5=8.06, P=.15).

Figure 1. Path diagram of the COVID-19 Pandemic Fatigue Scale (CPFS) model in the COVID-19 Snapshot Monitoring (COSMO)-Spain study,
November 2020. CPFS items: 1. I am tired of all the COVID-19 discussions in TV shows, newspapers and radio programs, etc.; 2. I feel strained from
following all of the behavioral regulations and recommendations around COVID-19; 3. I am sick of hearing about COVID-19; 4. I am tired of restraining
myself to save those who are most vulnerable to COVID-19; 5. When friends or family members talk about COVID-19, I try to change the subject
because I do not want to talk about it anymore; 6. I am losing my spirit to fight against COVID-19.

The construct validity results of the CPFS appear in Table 3.
CPFS scores were significantly higher for women, younger
participants, participants who never seek information on
COVID-19, those who think they would contract a mild disease
in case of infection, those with lower level of worry about
coronavirus/COVID-19, those who felt depressed, or participants
who felt the coronavirus/COVID-19 was spreading slowly. The
CPFS correlated with age (r=–0.20; P<.001), number of
preventive measures (r=–0.16; P<.001), use of face masks and

physical distancing (r=–0.12; P<.001), hygienic behavior
(r=–0.13; P<.001), and affective risk perception (r=0.07; P=.03).

Internal consistency statistics are displayed in Table 4. The
Cronbach α was .74, item homogeneity was .33, and item-total
corrected correlation ranged from r=0.42 (item 1) to r=0.56
(item 3). Intercorrelation between items ranged from r=0.17
(item 1 with items 4 and 6) to r=0.51 (item 1 with items 3 and
5).
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Table 3. Construct validity of the COVID-19 Pandemic Fatigue Scale (CPFS) in the COVID-19 Snapshot Monitoring (COSMO)-Spain study, November
2020.

P valueCorrelation with

total CPFSb
P valueaCPFS scores, mean

(SD)
Number of par-
ticipants, n

Variables

Sex

——c.00316.59 (4.75)509Men

——17.53 (5.28)509Women

<.001–0.20———Age (years)d

Age group (years)

——<.00118.90 (5.07)17718-29

——17.32 (4.93)30130-44

——16.51 (5.21)33645-60

——15.99 (4.42)204≥61

Education level

——.4717.67 (5.53)78Primary or less

——16.92 (4.97)501Secondary

——17.10 (5.04)439University

COVID-19 infection (past or present)

——.4017.45 (4.72)69Yes

——17.03 (5.07)949No

<.001–0.16———Number of preventive behaviorsd

Type of preventive behaviors

<.001–0.12———Use of face masksd

<.001–0.13———Hygienic behaviord

<.001–0.12———Physical distancingd

Information-seeking behavior

——<.00118.53 (5.08)270Never (1-2)

——16.67 (4.45)402Occasionally (3)

——16.35 (5.43)346Several times a day (4-5)

Perceived self-efficacy: for me, avoiding an infection with coronavirus/COVID-19 is...?

——.1917.52 (5.22)246Very difficult/difficult (1-2)

——17.01 (4.72)528Neutral (3)

——16.70 (5.50)244Easy/very easy (4-5)

General level of worry

——<.00118.81 (5.56)116Not worry at all (1-2)

——17.55 (4.66)301Moderate (3)

——16.47 (5.02)601Worry a lot (4-5)

.85–0.01———Cognitive risk perceptiond

Perceived probability of getting infected with coronavirus/COVID-19

——.0317.24 (5.29)268Very unlikely/unlikely (1-2)

——16.65 (4.63)487Neutral (3)

——17.62 (5.46)263Likely/very likely (4-5)

How severe would contracting the coronavirus/ COVID-19 be for you
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P valueCorrelation with

total CPFSb
P valueaCPFS scores, mean

(SD)
Number of par-
ticipants, n

Variables

——.0317.59 (5.67)176Very mild/mild (1-2)

——17.28 (4.50)480Normal (3)

——16.51 (5.35)362Severe/very severe (4-5)

.030.07———Affective risk perceptiond

The coronavirus/COVID-19 to me feels…

——.0119.58 (6.37)31It is spreading slowly (1-2)

——17.36 (4.55)185Neutral (3)

——16.89 (5.07)802It is spreading fast (4-5)

The coronavirus/ COVID-19 to me feels…

——.9617.02 (5.40)265Not fear-inducing (1-2)

——17.12 (4.61)344Neutral (3)

——17.03 (5.16)409Fear-inducing (4-5)

The coronavirus/ COVID-19 to me feels…

——<.00115.97 (4.94)275It does not affect my mood (1-2)

——16.76 (4.60)319Neutral (3)

——17.99 (5.26)424Depressed (4-5)

aStudent t and ANOVA tests with Bonferroni correction.
bPearson correlation coefficients for continuous variables.
cNot applicable.
dContinuous variable.

Table 4. Internal consistency of the COVID-19 Pandemic Fatigue Scale (CPFS) in the COVID-19 Snapshot Monitoring (COSMO)-Spain study,
November 2020.

IntercorrelationsCronbach α
after item
deletion

ITCCaCPFS item

Item 6Item 5Item 4Item 3Item 2Item 1

0.170.370.170.510.21—b.73.421. I am tired of all the COVID-19 discussions in
TV shows, newspapers and radio programs, etc.

0.390.300.370.29—0.21.72.462. I feel strained from following all of the behav-
ioral regulations and recommendations around
COVID-19

0.310.510.23—0.290.51.69.563. I am sick of hearing about COVID-19

0.430.26—0.230.370.17.72.424. I am tired of restraining myself to save those
who are most vulnerable to COVID-19

0.37—0.260.510.300.37.69.545. When friends or family members talk about
COVID-19, I try to change the subject because I
do not want to talk about it anymore

—0.370.430.310.390.17.70.506. I am losing my spirit to fight against COVID-
19

aITCC: item total corrected correlation.
bNot applicable.

Psychometric Properties According to the Rasch Model
The Rasch analysis showed that all items displayed disordered
thresholds. After reducing the response options to scales with

2 to 4 points, according to the item, data showed a good fit to

the Rasch model (χ 2
24=42.025; P=.01; PSI=.642; Table 5),

unidimensionality (binomial 95% CI: –005 to .045), and item
local independency.
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Table 5. Goodness of fit to the Rasch Model of the COVID-19 Pandemic Fatigue Scale (CPFS) in the COVID-19 Snapshot Monitoring (COSMO)-Spain
study, November 2020.

CPFS Criteria Attribute 

Item fit residual

–.1890Mean

.8521SD

Person fit residual

–.2850Mean

.7361SD

42.025 (24)LowItem-trait, χ2 (df)

.0128NSaInteraction P value

.642>0.70PSIb

Unidimensionality

2.00%<5%Independent t tests

.042-.091*c95% CI binomial 

aNS: nonsignificant.
bPSI: Personal Separation Index
cLower bound should be ≤.05.

Table 6 presents the fit at the item level. Item 1 (“I am tired of
all the COVID-19 discussions in TV shows, newspapers and
radio programs, etc.”) showed DIF by age, with older adults
overestimating pandemic fatigue (Figure 2). No DIF was
observed by sex or education level. The person-item threshold

distribution was close to normality, with no floor or ceiling
effects and item threshold locations ranging from –2 to 2 logits.
There was a lack of items representing persons with lower and
higher pandemic fatigue levels (Figure 3).

Table 6. Individual item fit of the COVID-19 Pandemic Fatigue Scale (CPFS) in the COVID-19 Snapshot Monitoring (COSMO)-Spain study, November
2020.

P valueχ2
4Fit residualStandard errorLocationItem

.078.6721.177.099–1.5961. I am tired of all the COVID-19 discussions in TV shows,
newspapers and radio programs, etc.

.225.7620.029.0740.2892. I feel strained from following all of the behavioral regulations
and recommendations around COVID-19

.0310.429–1.179.097–1.3463. I am sick of hearing about COVID-19

.107.832–0.766.1831.7774. I am tired of restraining myself to save those who are most
vulnerable to COVID-19

.533.1630.251.090–0.2205. When friends or family members talk about COVID-19, I try
to change the subject because I do not want to talk about it any-
more

.196.167–0.647.0881.0956. I am losing my spirit to fight against COVID-19
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Figure 2. Differential item functioning for item 1, by age groups defined by the median (≤46 years, >46 years) in the COVID-19 Snapshot Monitoring
(COSMO)-Spain study, November 2020.

Figure 3. Person-item threshold distribution of the COVID-19 Pandemic Fatigue Scale (CPFS) in the COVID-19 Snapshot Monitoring (COSMO)-Spain
study, November 2020. Note: the distribution of persons (top part) and item thresholds (bottom part) locations are shown on the same logit scale. Persons
with higher fatigue level and more difficult thresholds are represented on the right.

Discussion

Pandemic fatigue is an important barrier to implementing NPIs,
and monitoring its population levels requires the availability of
valid and reliable measures [4]. This is the first validation study
of the Spanish version of the CPFS scale in a representative
sample of the Spanish general population, as part of an
international behavioral insights initiative, the COSMO study
[6,21]. The use of 2 complementary methodological approaches,
the CTT and Rasch model, provides a robust testing of the
psychometric properties of the scale.

Principal Findings
Results indicate that the Spanish population reported a
moderate-to-high level of pandemic fatigue during the second
pandemic wave (mean 17.06 points on a 24-point scale). Our
data are in accordance with those of another Spanish study that
reported a moderate level of pandemic fatigue (around 3 on a
1-4 scale) in the same period, using a different scale [38].

The CPFS displayed moderate reliability and internal
consistency, allowing for group comparisons. Both CFA and
Rasch analysis supported that the scale measures a single
construct, indicating that the items may be summed to provide
a meaningful total score. In addition, Rasch analysis allows
converting the raw scores into a true interval scale, supporting
the calculation of change scores and use of parametric statistics.
The Rasch analysis results also indicate that respondents were
not able to distinguish between all levels of the 5-point response
scale. If these results are confirmed in further studies, the
response scale may be simplified. However, there is no need to
change the way the scale is administered, only how it is coded.

Items 1 (I am tired of all the COVID-19 discussions in TV
shows, newspapers and radio programs, etc.) and 3 (I am sick
of hearing about COVID-19) had a ceiling effect, indicating
that a high percentage of respondents scored the highest level.
This is consistent with the findings from the Rasch analysis,
where these items presented the lowest locations, meaning that
people with low levels of pandemic fatigue will easily endorse
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items 1 and 3. On the contrary, items 4 and 6 are endorsed by
people with higher levels of pandemic fatigue. The item
hierarchy indicates that, when people start feeling some
pandemic fatigue, they will first feel tired of COVID-19
discussions in the media (item 1). Only respondents with very
high levels of pandemic fatigue will acknowledge that they are
tired of restraining themselves to save those who are most
vulnerable to COVID-19 (item 6). These results support the
content validity of the scale.

One item presented a bias by age, with older adults
overestimating pandemic fatigue scores in the same construct
level. If further research confirms these results, separate item
1 locations may be calculated for each age groups. In the
meanwhile, differences by age should be interpreted cautiously.

Comparison With Prior Work
The known-groups validity results showed that young people
reported higher levels of pandemic fatigue. This may be
explained by a higher impact of NPI on their social lives, which,
in Spain, takes place mostly outside of home. Moreover, young
people suffer from asymptomatic or mild disease if infected;
they are less likely to adhere to preventive measures [8] and
have a decreased risk perception [39]. As a result, they play a
crucial role in the increase of incidence rates in several countries,
such as in Spain during the summer of 2021 [40]. Younger age
was also found to be associated with greater risk of decreasing
or diminished interest and avoidance of news about COVID-19
[41]. Therefore, it is necessary to develop campaigns and
information strategies specifically addressed to this group of
population to overcome these difficulties.

The absence of DIF by sex indicates that the observed significant
sex differences are not due to an item bias. We found higher
pandemic fatigue scores in women than men, consistent with a
study reporting that women are less likely to sustain long-term
confinement [42]. However, another study reported higher levels
of pandemic fatigue in Spanish men than in women [38]. These
discrepancies might be due to how pandemic fatigue was
measured in different studies.

In general, our hypotheses about convergent and discriminative
validity were supported by the results. As explained in the
previous pararaphs, women and young people showed higher
levels of pandemic fatigue. Other variables associated with
pandemic fatigue were the number and type of preventive
behaviors, although with low correlation coefficients. Although
pandemic fatigue impacts the adherence to protective behaviors,
as stated in the definition by the WHO [4], in Spain, the levels
of compliance with the main protective measures (use of face
masks, washing hands, and social distance) were very high [13],
and the use of face masks was compulsory at the time of data
gathering. These results, similar to those in other countries [2],
could be an explanation for the low correlation of the CPFS
with preventive measures.

Decreased information-seeking behavior is another consequence
of pandemic fatigue, and, as our results suggest, people who
never or almost never look for information on COVID-19 scored
significantly higher on the CPFS. Related to this, items 1 and
3 of the CPFS, which enquire about “information fatigue,”

reached the highest mean scores. However, it is difficult to judge
if the pandemic fatigue caused the decrease in
information-seeking behavior. As hypothesized, people who
reported higher levels of pandemic fatigue were those with
lower levels of concern, who perceived they are unlikely to be
infected, who believed the disease was spreading slowly, who
thought they would experience mild disease if infected, or those
with depression. Although no causal inferences can be inferred
here, other studies have found that less fear of COVID-19
predicted diminished interest in or avoidance of COVID-19
news [41], which is part of the pandemic fatigue definition. In
addition, information avoidance predicted a reluctance to engage
in COVID-19 preventive behaviors in China [43]. Information
avoidance was found to be related to more negative attitudes
toward information searching, negative affective responses to
risk, and perceived information overload [44].

Limitations and Strengths
This study has some limitations. First, we used a cross-sectional
design, which provides data from the specific time of an
evolving pandemic. Second, data were collected using an online
survey, which might not reach minority, hard-to-reach
population groups. However, the representative sample provides
strength for the external validity of the study.

This study presents information on the measurement properties
of the CPFS to measure pandemic fatigue in a valid and reliable
way. Study strengths include the use of a representative
population sample and both CTT and Rasch model methods.
Results indicate that the CPFS is useful to monitor the level of
population pandemic fatigue from the perspective of individuals.
Being formed by only 6 items, the questionnaire is quick to
apply, while providing good-quality measurement data for group
comparisons. The use of the CPFS could help identify groups
of people at risk of higher pandemic fatigue and the design of
adequate intervention programs and information campaigns
addressed at them.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the Spanish version of the CPFS is a promising
questionnaire to measure pandemic fatigue at the population
level, an important public health implication. Its strengths
include that it is a brief, unidimensional scale, with a reliability
level that allows for group comparisons, absence of bias by
gender or education level, and satisfactory validity. As
weaknesses and room for improvement, the reliability of the
CPFS is not suitable for comparisons at the individual level; 1
item presented bias by age, and there was a lower than expected
association with some behavioral aspects.

Further research is needed to test DIF by country. This is very
important considering that the CPFS is being used in the WHO
behavioral insight survey, in which more than 30 countries are
participating. In addition, information on the scale’s sensitivity
to change will be very useful to monitor changes due to
pandemic progression and public health interventions. In
addition, studies of the associated factors to pandemic fatigue
in Spain and other countries, measured through the CPFS scale,
would be very useful to design public health interventions to
prevent and ease pandemic fatigue. Still, our study suggests that
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younger adults, women, and people with lower risk perception
are more susceptible to presenting with higher levels of fatigue.
Communication strategies targeted at these groups will likely

have a positive impact on lowering pandemic fatigue [18] and,
consequently, increase adherence to protection measures.
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